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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CONTROLLING THERMAL CONDITIONING

OF VEHICLE REGIONS

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY PRIORITY APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No.

62/241,514, filed October 14, 2015, entitled SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR

CONTROLLING THERMAL CONDITIONING OF VEHICLE REGIONS, the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] This disclosure relates generally to control of thermal conditioning

systems, in particular to systems and methods for controlling thermal conditioning systems

for thermally conditioning one or more vehicle regions and/or components.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] Thermal conditioning, i.e. heating and/or cooling, of components in

vehicles is desirable in many situations. For example, in cold climates, it is desirable to have

a warmed seat. In hot climates, it is desirable to have cup holders that keep drinks cool.

Typical approaches to thermally conditioning components within a vehicle use the vehicle's

radiator to provide thermal conditioning to components in the vehicle, use thermal electric

devices that are dedicated to a target device for conditioning, or use large compressors that

are dedicated to the component they are conditioning.

[0004] Many of these and other thermal conditioning systems have control

systems. However, the control systems are not efficient. Further, the control techniques for

existing thermal conditioning systems are less than optimal for more advanced thermal

conditioning systems that operate on different principles and/or use different setups from

existing thermal conditioning systems.



SUMMARY

[0005] There is a need for controlling systems and methods for thermally

conditioning vehicle components that overcome the drawbacks of conventional control

approaches. Several embodiments of a control system and related methods of use for various

thermal conditioning systems to service various components in a vehicle are described

herein. The control systems and methods described herein may be used to control various

thermal systems as well as various thermal methods associated with those thermal systems.

Therefore, t is understood that discussion of using the disclosed control systems and

methods for controlling a thermal system apply equally to controlling the thermal methods

associated with those thermal systems.

[0006] The thermal system being controlled by the control system and/or control

methods disclosed herein may have many different embodiments. For example, the thermally

conditioned components may be one or more passenger components, such as seats, one or

more auxiliary components, for example thermal convenience components, such as a storage

bin, a first cup holder, a second cup holder etc., and/or other components in a vehicle. The

components may be convective components, that are conditioned with thermal convection,

and/or conductive components, that are conditioned with thermal conduction. The system

being controlled may include a thermal energy source in thermal communication with a

thermal bus that has a single main line for circulating a thermal medium, which may be a

liquid or gas. The thermal medium may be heated or cooled by the thermal energy source,

which may be a vapor compression system that has a miniature compressor, an evaporator

and a condenser n some embodiments, the thermal systems and/or methods being

controlled may have the same or similar features as other thermal systems and methods, such

as those described in, for example, U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/094,852, filed on

December 29, 2014, entitled "Thermal Conditioning Systems and Methods for Vehicle

Regions," and PCT International Application No. PCT/US 2015/066432, filed on December

17, 2015, entitled "Thermal Conditioning Systems and Methods for Vehicle Regions," the

entire contents of each which is hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes. Some

example embodiments of the thermal conditioning system that may be controlled with the

disclosed control system and methods are discussed in further detail herein.



[0007] The control system and/or control methods used to control these and

various other suitable thermal systems may incorporate various control, prioritization,

operating mode selection, and/or other techniques as described herein.

[0008] In one aspect, a method of controlling a vehicle thermal conditioning

system is disclosed. The thermal conditioning system comprises a thermal energy source in

thermal communication with a main line for circulating thermal medium, and the system is

configured to thermally service at least one passenger component and at least one auxiliary

component via respective branches f!uidly coupled with the main circulation line. The

method comprises obtaining at least one thermal conditioning criterion. The method further

comprises determining at least one priorit thermal component and at least one non-priority

thermai component for thermal conditioning based on the at least one thermal conditioning

criterion, the at least one priority thermal component comprising the at least one passenger or

auxiliary component, and the at least one non-priority thermal component comprising the

other of the at least one passenger or auxiliary component. The method further comprises

thermally conditioning the at least one priority thermal component using a first control

routine. The first control routine is based on determining the at least one passenger or

auxiliary component as the at least one priority thermal component. The method further

comprises thermally conditioning the at least one non-priority thermal component using a

second control routine. The second control routine is different from the first control routine

and based on determining the at least one passenger or auxiliary component as the at least

one non-priority thermal component. In some embodiments, the at least one passenger

component s one or more portions of a passenger seat. In some embodiments, the at least

one auxiliary component is one or more of the following: a bin, a first cup holder and a

second cup holder.

[0009] In some embodiments, determining at least one priority thermal

component and at least one non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning is based

on one or more of a user preference, an available thermal energy, a required thermai energy,

differences between set point temperatures of the at least one priority thermal component and

the least one non-priority thermal component and respectively current temperatures of the at

least one priority thermal component and the least one non-priority thermal component,

estimated periods to reach the set point temperatures, and estimated periods to reach thermai



thresholds of the at least one priority thermal component and the least one non-priority

thermal component. In some embodiments, the method further comprises determining

whether the at least one passenger component is enabled, determining whether the at least

one auxiliary component is enabled, and prioritizing the at least one passenger component in

response to determining that the at least one passenger component is enabled. In some

embodiments, prioritizing further comprises prioritizing the at least one passenger

component in response to determining that the at least one passenger component and the at

least one auxiliary component are enabled.

[0010] In some embodiments, the method further comprises thermally

conditioning the at least one priority thermal component prior to thermally conditioning the

at least one non-priority thermal component. In some embodiments, the method further

comprises thermally conditioning the at least one priority and non-priority thermal

components simultaneously.

[0011] In some embodiments, the method further comprises determining the at

least one priority thermal component is the at least one passenger component, analyzing a

thermal setpoint for the at least one passenger component, analyzing a thermal region that

includes the at least one passenger component, and setting a blower speed based on

analyzing the thermal setpoint and the thermal region. In some embodiments, thermally

conditioning the at least one priority thermal component further comprises comparing a

detected temperature of the at least one passenger component with a first thermal threshold,

the first thermal threshold based on a thermal setpoint for the at least one passenger

component; comparing the detected temperature of the at least one passenger component

with a second thermal threshold, the second thermal threshold based on a temperature of a

thermal region that includes the at least one passenger component; and setting the speed of

the first blower to a first speed or a second speed. The first blower is set to the first speed in

response to determining that the detected temperature does not satisfy either the first or

second thermal thresholds. The first blower is set to the second speed in response to

determining that the detected temperature satisfies at least one of the first or second thermal

thresholds. Further the first speed is greater than the second speed.

[0012] In some embodiments, thermally conditioning the a leas one priority

thermal component comprises determining the at least one priority thermal component is the



at least one passenger component, and setting a blower speed for one or more stages. Each

of the one or more stages comprises operating the blower at a stage-dependent blower speed

and for a stage-dependent period of time, where the blower speed and period of time are

based on analyses of thermal and accrued time thresholds. In some embodiments, thermally

conditioning the at least one priority thermal component further comprises, in a first stage,

setting the blower speed at a first speed setting for a first time period, comparing a first

detected temperature of the at least one passenger component with a first temperature

threshold, comparing a first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the at least one

passenger component with a first runtime threshold, and entering a second stage based on

determining i) that the first detected temperature satisfies the first temperature threshold or ii)

that the first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the at least one passenger

component satisfies the first runtime threshold. Further, thermally conditioning the at least

one priority thermai component further comprises, in the second stage, setting the blower

speed at a second speed setting for a second time period, wherein the second speed setting is

less than the first speed setting, comparing a second detected temperature of the at least one

passenger component with a second temperature threshold, comparing a second accrued

runtime for thermal conditioning of the at least one passenger component with a second

runtime threshold, and exiting the second stage based on determining i) that the second

detected temperature satisfies the second temperature threshold or ii) that the second accrued

runtime for thermal conditioning of the at least one passenger component satisfies the second

runtime threshold.

[0013] In some embodiments, thermally conditioning the at least one priority

thermai component further comprises analyzing a thermal setpoint threshold for the at least

one passenger component and an accrued runtime threshold, and thermally conditioning the

at least one passenger component based on analyzing the thermal setpomt threshold and the

accrued runtime threshold. In some embodiments, thermally conditioning the at least one

passenger component further comprises increasing a rate of transfer of thermal energy to the

at least one passenger component, determining that a detected temperature of the at least one

passenger component satisfies the thermal setpomt threshold, reducing the rate of transfer of

thermal energy to the at least one passenger component in response to determining that the

detected temperature of the at least one passenger component satisfies the thermal setpomt



threshold, and thermally conditioning the at least one auxiliary component in response to

determining that the detected temperature of the at least one passenger component satisfies

the thermal setpomt threshold.

[0014] In some embodiments, thermally conditioning the at least one passenger

component further comprises increasing a rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least

one passenger component, determining that a detected temperature of the at least one

passenger component does not satisfy the thermal setpoint threshold, determining that an

accrued runtime satisfies the accrued runtime threshold, and thermally conditioning the at

least one auxiliary component in response to determining that the accrued runtime satisfies

the accrued runtime threshold.

[0015] In some embodiments, thermally conditioning the at least one passenger

component further comprises adjusting a rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one

passenger component based on analysis of i) a temperature threshold for the at least one

passenger component and ii) an accrued runtime. In some embodiments, the method further

comprises increasing the rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one passenger

component, determining that i) a detected temperature associated with the at leas one

passenger component satisfies the temperature threshold or that ii) the accrued runtime

satisfies an accrued runtime threshold, and decreasing the rate of transfer of thermal energy

to the at least one passenger component in response to determining that ) the detected

temperature associated with the at least one passenger component satisfies the temperature

threshold or that ii) the accrued runtime satisfies the accrued runtime threshold. In some

embodiments, adjusting the rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one passenger

component comprises increasing the flow of thermal medium to a heat transfer device

associated with the at least one passenger component. In some embodiments, the method

further comprises adjusting a rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one auxiliary

component. In some embodiments, adjusting a rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at

least one auxiliary component comprises decreasing the rate of transfer of thermal energy to

the at least one auxiliary component. In some embodiments, decreasing the rate of transfer

of thermal energy to the at least one auxiliary component comprises decreasing the flow of

thermal medium to a heat transfer device associated with the at least one auxiliary

component.



[0016] In some embodiments, the method further comprises determining the at

least one priority thermal component is the at least one auxiliary component, where the at

least one auxiliary component includes a single thermal component to be thermally

conditioned; determining, for a period of time lasting at least until a thermal threshold for the

at least one auxiliary component has been satisfied, one or more differences between a

current temperature of the at least one auxiliary component and a thermal set point for the at

least one auxiliary component; thermally conditioning the at least one auxiliary component

by operating the compressor at a plurality of speeds over at least the period of time, each of

the plurality of speeds based at least in part on one of the determined differences; and

thermally conditioning the at least one passenger component in response to determining that

the thermal threshold for the at least one auxiliary component has been satisfied. In some

embodiments, the at least one auxiliary component is a bin or a cup holder.

[0017] In some embodiments, the method further comprises determining the at

least one priority thermal component includes first and second auxiliary components,

wherein the first auxiliary component is a convective thermal component and the second

auxiliary component is a conductive thermal component; thermally conditioning the

convective component by setting thermal parameters of the thermal conditioning system

based on determining that the convective component is set to either a freeze or a refrigerate

control mode; thermally conditioning the conductive component after setting the thermal

parameters for the convective component; and thermally conditioning the at least one

passenger component after thermally conditioning the convective and conductive auxiliary

components. The at least one passenger component may be thermally conditioning in

response to determining that thermal thresholds for the first and second auxiliary components

have been satisfied. The at least one passenger component may be thermally conditioning in

response to determining i) that thermal thresholds for the first and second auxiliary

components have been satisfied or ii) that an accrued runtime for thermally conditioning the

first and second auxiliary components satisfies an accrued runtime threshold. The

convective thermal component may be a bin and the conductive thermal component may be

at least one cup holder.

[00 ] In another aspect, a vehicle thermal conditioning system is disclosed. The

system comprises at least one passenger component to be thermally conditioned by the



system, at least one auxiliary component to be thermally conditioned by the system, a

thermal energy source in thermal communication with the at least one passenger and

auxiliary components, the thermal energy source configured to provide thermal energy for

thermally conditioning the at least one passenger and auxiliary components, and a controller

in communication with the thermal energy source. The controller is configured to receive at

least one thermal conditioning criterion; determine at least one priority thermal component

and at least one non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning based on the at

least one thermal conditioning criterion, the at least one priority thermal component

comprising the at least one passenger or auxiliary component, and the at least one non-

priority thermal component comprising the other of the at least one passenger or auxiliary

component; thermally condition the at least one priority thermal component using a first

control routine, the first control routine based on determining the at least one passenger or

auxiliary component as the at least one priority thermal component; and thermally condition

the at least one non-priority thermal component using a second control routine, the second

control routine different from the first control routine and based on determining the at least

one passenger or auxiliary component as the at least one non-priority thermal component.

[0019] In some embodiments, the controller is further configured to analyze the

thermal conditioning criteria based on one or more of the following: user preference,

required thermal energy, difference between set point temperature and current temperature,

timing to reach a thermal set point, and timing to reach a thermal threshold. In some

embodiments, the controller is further configured to determine whether the at least one

passenger component is enabled; determine whether the at least one auxiliary component is

enabled; and prioritize the at least one passenger component in response to determining that

the at least one passenger component is enabled. In some embodiments, the controller is

further configured to determine the at least one priority thermal component is the at least one

passenger component; analyze a thermal setpoint for the at least one passenger component;

analyze a thermal region that includes the at least one passenger component; and set a blower

speed based on analyzing the thermal setpoint and the thermal region. In some

embodiments, the controller is further configured to determine the at least one priority

thermal component is the at least one passenger component, and set a blower speed for one

or more stages, each of the one or more stages comprising operating the blower at a stage-



dependent blower speed and for a stage-dependent period of time, wherein the blower speed

and period of time are based on analyses of thermal and accrued time thresholds. In some

embodiments, the controller is further configured to determine the at least one priority

thermal component is the at least one auxiliary component, wherein the at least one auxiliary

component includes a single thermal component to be thermally conditioned; determine, for

a period of time lasting at least until a thermal threshold for the at least one auxiliary

component has been satisfied, one or more differences between a current temperature of the

at least one auxiliary component and a thermal set point for the at least one auxiliary

component; thermally condition the at least one auxiliary component by operating the

compressor at a plurality of speeds over at least the period of time, each of the plurality of

speeds based at least in part on one of the determined differences; and thermally condition

the at least one passenger component in response to determining that the thermal threshold

for the at least one auxiliary component has been satisfied. In some embodiments, the

controller is further configured to determine the at least one priority thermal component

includes first and second auxiliary components, wherein the first auxiliary component is a

convective thermal component and the second auxiliary component s a conductive thermal

component; thermally condition the convective component by setting thermal parameters of

the thermal conditioning system based on determining that the convective component is set

to either a freeze or a refrigerate control mode; thermally condition the conductive

component after setting the thermal parameters for the convective component; and thermally

condition the at least one passenger component after thermally conditioning the convective

and conductive auxiliary components.

[0020] In some embodiments, the at least one passenger component s one or

more portions of a passenger seat. In some embodiments, the at least one auxiliary

component is one or more of the following: a bin, a first cup holder and a second cup holder.

[0021] In another aspect, a method of controlling a vehicle thermal conditioning

system is disclosed. The thermal conditioning system comprises a thermal energy source in

thermal communication with a main line for circulating thermal medium, and the system is

configured to thermally service at least one passenger component and at least one auxiliary

component via respective branches fluidly coupled with the main circulation line. The

method comprise identifying the at least one passenger component or the at least one



auxiliary component as an at least one priority thermal component for thermal conditioning,

and thermally conditioning the at least one priority thermal component using a first control

routine, the first control routine specific to the at least one passenger component or to the at

least one auxiliary component determined to be the at least one priority thermal component.

[0022] In some embodiments, the method further comprises identifying the other

of the at least one passenger component or the at least one auxiliary component as an at least

one non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning, and thermally conditioning the

at least one non-priority thermal component using a second control routine, the second

control routine different from the first control routine and specific to the at least one

passenger or auxiliary component that is determined to be the at least one non-priority

thermal component.

[0023] In some embodiments, identifying the at least one passenger component or

the at least one auxiliary component as the at least one priority thermal component for

thermal conditioning comprises receiving at least one thermal conditioning criterion, and

identifying the at least one priority thermal component for thermal conditioning based on the

at least one thermal conditioning criterion.

[0024] In some embodiments, identifying the other of the at least one passenger

component or the at least one auxiliary component as the at least one non-priority thermal

component for thermal conditioning comprises receiving at least one thermal conditioning

criterion; and identifying the at least one non-priority thermal component for thermal

conditioning based on the at least one thermal conditioning criterion.

[0025] In another aspect, a vehicle thermal conditioning system is disclosed. The

system comprises at least one passenger component to be thermally conditioned by the

system, at least one auxiliary component to be thermally conditioned by the system, a

thermal energy source in thermal communication with the at least one passenger and

auxiliary components, the thermal energy source configured to provide thermal energy for

thermally conditioning the at least one passenger and auxiliary components, and a controller

in communication with the thermal energy source. The controller is configured to identify

the at least one passenger component or the at least one auxiliary component as an at least

one priority thermal component for thermal conditioning, and thermally condition the at least

one priority thermal component using a first control routine, the first control routine specific



to the at least one passenger component or to the at least one auxiliary component

determined to be the at least one priority thermal component

[0026] In some embodiments, the controller is further configured to identify the

other of the at least one passenger component or the at least one auxiliary component as an at

least one non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning, and thermally condition

the at least one non-priority thermal component using a second control routine, the second

control routine different from the first control routine and specific to the at least one

passenger or auxiliary component that is determined to be the at least one non-priority

thermal component. In some embodiments, to identity the at least one passenger component

or the at least one auxiliary component as the at least one priority thermal component for

thermal conditioning, the controller is further configured to receive at least one thermal

conditioning criterion, and determine the at least one priority thermal component for thermal

conditioning based on the at least one thermal conditioning criterion. In some embodiments,

to identify the at least one passenger component or the at least one auxiliary component as

the at least one non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning, the controller is

further configured to receive at least one thermal conditioning criterion, and determine the at

least one non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning based on the at least one

thermal conditioning criterion.

[0027] In another aspect, a method of controlling a vehicle thermal conditioning

system is disclosed. The system comprises a thermal energy source in thermal

communication with a main line for circulating thermal medium, and the system is

configured to thermally service at least one passenger component and at least one auxiliary

component via respective branches fiuidly coupled with the ma circulation line. The

method comprises prioritizing the thermal sendee to one of the at least one passenger

component or to the at least one auxiliary component, wherein the thermal service is specific

to the prioritized component.

[0028] In some embodiments, prioritizing the thermal service comprises

identifying the at least one passenger component or the at least one auxiliary component as

an at least one priority thermal component for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments,

prioritizing the thermal service comprises determining which of the at least one passenger

component and the at least one auxiliary component has a higher thermal load.



[0029] In another aspect, a vehicle thermal conditioning system is disclosed that

comprises at least one passenger component to be thermally conditioned by the system, at

least one auxiliary component to be thermally conditioned by the system, a thermal energy

source i thermal communication with the at least one passenger and auxiliary components,

the thermal energy source configured to provide thermal energy for thermally conditioning

the at least one passenger and auxiliary components, and a controller in communication with

the thermal energy source. The controller is configured to prioritize thermal service to one of

the at least one passenger component or to the at least one auxiliary component, wherein the

thermal service is specific to the prioritized component.

[0030] In some embodiments, to prioritize thermal service, the controller is

further configured to identify the at least one passenger component or the at least one

auxiliary component as an at least one priority thermal component for thermal conditioning.

In some embodiments, to prioritize thermal service, the controller is further configured to

determine which of the at least one passenger component and the at least one auxiliary

component has a higher thermal load.

[0031] In another aspect, a method of controlling a vehicle thermal conditioning

system is disclosed. The system is configured to thermally condition at least a first

component and a second component. The method comprises determining whether the first

component is enabled for thermal conditioning, determining whether the second component

is enabled for thermal conditioning, thermally conditioning the first component if it is

determined that the first component is enabled for thermal conditioning, and thermally

conditioning the second component if t is determined that the second component s enabled

for thermal conditioning.

[0032] In another aspect, another method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system is disclosed. The thermal conditioning system is configured to

thermally condition at least a first main component, a second main component, and an

auxiliary component. The method comprises determining whether the first ma component

is enabled for thermal conditioning, determining whether the second main component is

enabled for thermal conditioning, determining whether the auxiliary component is enabled

for thermal conditioning, thermally conditioning the first main component if it is determined

that the first ma component is enabled for thermal conditioning, thermally conditioning the



second main component if it is determined that the second main component is enabled for

thermal conditioning, and thermally conditioning the auxiliary component if it is determined

that the auxiliary component is enabled for thermal conditioning.

[0033] I another aspect, another method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system is disclosed. The thermal conditioning system is configured to

thermally condition at least a first component and a second component and comprises a

thermal energy source that includes a miniature vapor compressor. The method comprises

determining whether the first component is enabled for thermal conditioning, determining

whether the second component is enabled for thermal conditioning, prioritizing thermal

conditioning of the first or second component based at least in part on whether either, neither

or both of the first and second components are enabled for thermal conditioning, and varying

the speed of the compressor based at least in part on whether the first or second component

was prioritized for thermal conditioning.

[0034] In another aspect, another method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system is disclosed. The thermal conditioning system is configured to

thermally condition at least a first component and a second component using first and second

blowers and comprises a thermal energy source that includes a miniature vapor compressor.

The method comprises determining whether the first component is enabled for thermal

conditioning, determining whether the second component s enabled for thermal

conditioning, prioritizing thermal conditioning of the first or second component based at

least in part on whether either, neither or both of the first and second components are enabled

for thermal conditioning, setting a speed of the first blower based at least in part on whether

the first or second component was prioritized for thermal conditioning, setting a speed of the

second blower based at least in part on whether the first or second component was prioritized

for thermal conditioning, and varying the speed of the compressor based at least in part on

whether the first or second component was prioritized for thermal conditioning.

[0035] In another aspect, another method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system is disclosed. The thermal conditioning system is configured to

thermally condition a first seat, a second seat, a first cup holder, a second cup holder and an

enclosure, and comprises a thermal energy source that includes a miniature vapor

compressor. The method comprises determining whether the first seat is enabled for thermal



conditioning, determining whether the second seat is enabled for thermal conditioning,

setting a first seat blower speed based at least in part on whether the first seat was enabled for

thermal conditioning, setting a second seat blower speed based at least in part on whether the

second seat was enabled for thermal conditioning, determining whether the first cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning, determining whether the second cup holder is enabled for

thermal conditioning, determining whether the enclosure is enabled for thermal conditioning,

and varying the speed of the compressor based at least in part on whether the first cup holder,

the second cup holder or the enclosure are enabled for thermal conditioning.

[0036] In another aspect, another method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system is disclosed. The thermal conditioning system is configured to

thermally condition at least a first component and a second component. The method

comprises determining whether the first component s enabled for thermal conditioning,

determining whether the second component is enabled for thermal conditioning, thermally

conditioning the first component if it is determined that the first component is enabled for

thermal conditioning, wherein thermally conditioning the first component comprises

thermally conditioning the first component until at least (i) a first temperature of the first

component satisfies a first temperature threshold or (ii) a first accrued amount of time while

thermally conditioning the first component satisfies a first time threshold, and thermally

conditioning the second component if t is determined that the second component s enabled

for thermal conditioning, wherein thermally conditioning the second component comprises

thermally conditioning the second component until at least (i) a second temperature of the

second component satisfies a second temperature threshold or (ii) a second accrued amount

of time while thermally conditioning the second component satisfies a second time threshold.

[0037] In some embodiments, the first temperature of the first component

satisfies the first temperature threshold based at least in part on the first temperature being

less than or equal to a first thermal setpoint. In some embodiments, the first accrued amount

of time while thermally conditioning the first component satisfies the first time threshold

based at least in part on the first amount of time spent thermally conditioning the first

component being greater than or equal to a first set time limit. In some embodiments, the

second temperature of the second component satisfies the second temperature threshold

based at least in part on the second temperature being less than or equal to a second thermal



setpoint. n some embodiments, the second accrued amount of time while thermally

conditioning the second component satisfies the second time threshold based at least in part

on the second amount of time spent thermally conditioning the second component being

greater than or equal to a second set time limit.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0038] FIG. A is a schematic of an embodiment of a vehicle thermal

conditioning system that thermally services multiple components and that may be controlled

using the control systems and methods disclose herein.

[0039] FIG. B is a schematic of an embodiment of a thermal energy source, that

may be used with the thermal conditioning system of FIG 1A, and that may be controlled

using the control systems and methods disclose herein.

[0040] FIG. 2 is a schematic of an embodiment of a control system that may be

used to control vehicle thermal conditioning systems that thermally service multiple

components, such as the thermal conditioning system of FIG. 1A .

[0041] FIG. 3 is a schematic of an embodiment of a control method that may be

used to control vehicle thermal conditioning systems that thermally service multiple

components, such as the thermal conditioning system of FIG. 1A .

[0042] FIG. 4, as shown in FIG. 4A and continued in FIG. 4B, is a schematic of

an embodiment of a control method that may be used with the control system of FIG 2

and/or the control method of FIG. 3 to control vehicle thermal conditioning systems that

thermally service multiple components, such as the thermal conditioning system of FIG. 1A.

[0043] FIG. 5A s a schematic of an embodiment of a control method for cooling

a seat that may be used with the control method of FIG. 4 .

[0044] FIG. 5B is a schematic of another embodiment of a control method for

cooling a seat that may be used with the control method of FIG. 4 .

[0045] FIG. 6, as shown in FIG. 6A and continued in FIG. 6B, is a schematic of

an embodiment of a control method for controlling temperature that may be used with the

control method of FIG 4 .

[0046] FIG. 6C is a schematic of another embodiment of a control method for

controlling temperature that may be used with the control method of FIG. 4 .



[0047] FIG. 7A is a schematic of an embodiment of a control method for setting

blower speeds that may be used with the control method of FIG. 4 .

[0048] FIG. 7B is a schematic of another embodiment of a control method for

setting blower speeds that may be used with the control method of FIG. 4 .

[0049] FIG. 8 is a schematic of an embodiment of a thermal conditioning system

that may be controlled using the control systems and methods of FIGS. 2-7B.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0050] Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment," "some

embodiments," "an embodiment," and the like, means that a particular feature, structure, or

characteristic described in connection with the embodiment is included in at least one

embodiment of claimed subject matter. Thus, the appearances of the phrase "in one

embodiment," "some embodiments," "an embodiment," and the like, in various places

throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.

Furthermore, the particular features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in one or

more embodiments (e.g., some embodiments).

[0051] The control systems and methods disclosed herein provide features for

controlling vehicle thermal conditioning systems that thermally service multiple components

and/or regions of a vehicle. Although presented in the context of controlling vehicle thermal

conditioning systems, the control systems may be used in other contexts as well, such as

homes and offices.

[0052] The thermal system may include at least one region having one or more

components serviced by a thermal energy source that uses, for example, a vapor compressor.

In some embodiments, the thermal system has two, three, or more regions with each region

having several components that are thermally conditioned. The thermal system can include a

single fluid loop for servicing the one or more regions and the components therein. In some

embodiments, the single loop circulates liquid thermal medium conditioned by a vapor

compression system as the thermal energy source, e.g., a miniature vapor compressor, to

each of the one or more regions. The liquid medium may branch off of the loop to each

region. Each region can include a heat transfer device (e.g., a heat exchanger) that transfers

heat to or from the various components. For example, a first region may have one or more



seats, a second region may have a storage bin, and a third region may have a cup holder. The

single, liquid medium loop can service all such regions. Further, each region may thermally

condition their respective components with a variety of mechanisms, including "open loop

air," "closed loop air," conductive, or other types, including fluid thermal system with

circuits and conduits conveying, for example, liquid.

[0053] Such thermal conditioning systems may be controlled using the control

systems and methods disclosed herein. In some embodiments, the thermal systems may be

controlled for optimal and/or efficient use of the thermal system. Efficient and/or optimal

use may refer to, for example, high efficiency and/or optimal use of the required power, of

the speed of thermal servicing of the components, of adaptation of the thermal system to

varying demands of the various components and/or regions for instance based on ambient,

existing and/or changing external temperatures, of adaptation of the thermal system to

varying user demands for example desired temperature or desired speed of reaching the

desired temperature, other suitable parameters or factors, other efficiency and optimization

goals, and/or combinations thereof.

[0054] FIG. A is a schematic of an embodiment of a vehicle thermal

conditioning system or bus 600 that thermally services multiple components and that may be

controlled using the control systems and methods disclosed herein. The thermal conditioning

system 600 may be used for heating or cooling multiple thermal zones or regions of a

vehicle. The thermal conditioning system includes a thermal bus 600 with thermal medium

that is conditioned by a thermal energy source 604 comprising a miniature vapor

compression system. The thermal bus 600 includes a single main line or circuit 605 that

services three different regions 601, 602, 603 within the vehicle. The bus 600 and thermal

energy source 604 may be used in a variety of embodiments for thermally conditioning one

or more components in a vehicle, such as those described in, for example, U.S. Provisional

Application No. 62/094,852, filed on December 29, 2014, entitled "Thermal Conditioning

Systems and Methods for Vehicle Regions," and PCT International Application No.

PCT/US201 5/066432, filed on December 17, 2015, entitled "Thermal Conditioning Systems

and Methods for Vehicle Regions," the entire contents of each which is hereby incorporated

by reference for all purposes.



[0055] As shown in FIG. 1A, the thermal bus 600 includes a first region 601, a

second region 602 and a third region 603. The regions 601, 602, 603 include corresponding

components of a vehicle that are thermally conditioned, such as a seat, a bin and a cup

holder, respectively. For example, the first region 601 may correspond to a first front seat of

a vehicle. The second region 602 may correspond to a bin, such as a storage bin or cooler, of

a vehicle. The third region 603 may correspond to one or more cup holders in a vehicle. As

shown, the regions 601, 602, 603 are indicated by dashed lines that surround various

components included with the respective regions. These are merely examples of the

components that may be included with the regions. The regions 601, 602, 603 may also

include fewer or more components than are shown and described herein. Further, in some

embodiments, there may be more or fewer than three regions. There may be one, two, four or

more regions in the thermal bus 600.

[0056] As shown, the thermal bus 600 includes thermal medium that is heated

and/or cooled by the thermal energy source 604. The thermal energy source 604 can provide

heating or cooling via an evaporator or a condenser of a vapor compression system. In some

embodiments, an evaporator is used in the thermal energy source 604 to provide cooling. In

some embodiments, a condenser is used in the thermal energy source 604 to provide heating.

Further detail of the thermal energy source 604 is described herein, for example with respect

to the mini vapor compression system 700 shown in FIG. IB.

[0057] As shown in FIG. 1A, the thermal bus 600 has a single main line or circuit

605 that carries a thermal medium. The thermal medium s heated and/or cooled by the

thermal energy source 604 and is used to condition the various regions 601, 602, 603. The

line 605 is, for example, a tube or piping comprising conduits tha carries fluid such as a

liquid, gas, vapor or other thermal media to the various regions. The line 605 extends from

the thermal energy source 604 in a loop and returns to the thermal energy source 604. The

line 605 may include a pump 606 or other fluid moving device designed to circulate the

thermal media. The pump 606 causes the thermal medium within the line 605 to circulate

through the bus 600.

[0058] The thermal bus 600 further includes various temperature sensors. An

outgoing temperature sensor 607 can be coupled to the line 605 at a location adjacent the

thermal energy source 604 as illustrated, for example downstream in a direction of flow of



the thermal medium through the line 605. The outgoing temperature sensor 607 senses the

temperature of the thermal medium within the line 605 as the thermal medium leaves thermal

communication with the thermal energy source 604. An incoming temperature sensor 608

can be coupled to the line 605 at a location adjacent the thermal energy source 604 as

illustrated, for example upstream of the direction of flow. The incoming temperature sensor

608 senses the temperature of the thermal medium in the line 605 as the thermal medium

comes into thermal communication with the thermal energy source 604. The sensors 607,

608 may be used to determine if adjustments to the thermal energy source 604 are necessary.

For example, if the temperatures sensed by the sensors 607, 608 are too low or too high,

operation of the thermal energy source 604 may be adjusted to increase or decrease the

amount of heating or cooling provided and thereby adjust the temperature of the thermal

medium, respectively.

[0059] As shown, the thermal bus 600 can also include a bypass line 609. The

bypass line 609 may be a continuation of the line 605 beyond the three regions 601, 602,

603. The bypass line 609 may also be a separate line coupled with the line 605. The bypass

line 609 can include a flow control device 6 0, such as a valve or other device, that regulates

the flow of the thermal medium through the bypass line 609. In some embodiments, the flow

control device 610 is normally open. The bypass line 605 can be used to help regulate

thermal conditioning of the regions 601, 602, 603 as discussed herein.

[0060] As shown, the bypass line 609 can connect to a thermal battery 6 11. The

thermal battery 6 is heated or cooled, i.e. thermally charged, by the thermal energy source

604. The thermal battery 6 1 ca condition one or more of the interior components during

periods when the thermal energy source 604 is not operating. The thermal battery 6 1 can be

charged via one or more of a refrigerant circuit, a liquid circuit, and an air circuit, such as the

main line 605 via the bypass line 609. The thermal battery 6 can be a reservoir within the

bypass line 609. The thermal battery 611 may be cooled by the thermal medium within the

bypass line 609. The thermal battery 6 11 may be used to provide smaller amounts of cooling

to the bus 600. For example, if the car is off, an auxiliary pump may be run to provide some

thermal conditioning to various components of the vehicle. As another example, when the

bus 600 is providing cooling, a fan may be run for a period of time after the car has been shut

off to provide air to the evaporator in the thermal energy source 604 and prevent it from



icing n some embodiments, the thermal battery 6 1 may be or include a thermal storage

device that, for example, contains either or both a high and low temperature phase change

material, such as for example, wax (a higher temperature phase change material) and water (a

lower temperature phase change material) to store thermal energy for later use.

[0061] The bypass line 609 may continue beyond the thermal battery 6 11 and

couple with (e.g., return to) the ma line 605. In some embodiments, the bypass line 609 and

the ma line 605 may be different regions of the same, monolithic line.

[0062] The thermal bus 600 thermally services the regions 601, 602, 603. As

shown, the ma line 605 may service each region via one or more branches. A first branch

612 is connected to the line 605 and services the first region 601. A second branch 632 is

connected to the line 605 and services the second region 602, A third branch 652 s

connected to the line 605 and services the third region 603. In some embodiments, more

than one branch may service a single region, and/or a single branch may service more than

one region.

[0063] The first region 60 receives thermal medium that flows through the first

branch 612 from the line 605. The first branch 612 includes a fluid flow control device 614,

such as, for example, a valve. The flow control device 614 is configured to control, direct,

allow, inhibit, prevent or otherwise regulate a flow of the thermal medium flowmg through

the first branch 612 to the first region 601. In some embodiments, the flow control device

6 4 may selectively open and/or close to regulate the flow of the medium through the first

branch 612. Further, the flow control device 614 may be configured to be normally closed

and then opened as needed. In some embodiments, the flow control device 614 could be

replaced or work with an in-line pump for variable control. A commercially available pump

may be used, such as, for example, the Micro AC/DC Water Pump manufactured by Alita

Industries, Inc., of Arcadia, California.

[0064] The first region 601 includes a heat transfer device 616, a fan 618 and a

first passenger component or first thermal node 628. The first thermal node 628 is a

passenger component intended to be thermally conditioned. The first thermal node 628 may

be, for example, a seat in a vehicle, or one or more portions of a seat. In some embodiments,

the first thermal node 628 is any component, used by or otherwise related to a passenger or

other occupant of the vehicle, that is thermally conditioned. There may be more than one



such passenger component, for example two seats. The passenger component may be a

conveetive component and/or a conductive component, i.e. a component that is thermally

conditioned via, respectively, convection and/or conduction. The thermal medium within the

first branch 612 is circulated to the heat transfer device 616. The heat transfer device 616 is

a heat exchanger or other similar device configured to exchange heat between a) the thermal

medium within the first branch 612 and b) the air supplied by the fan 618 to the first thermal

node 628. For example, the heat transfer device 6 6 may have multiple fins coupled to the

branch 612 through, on, around, or otherwise within proximity of which the air flows. The

thermal medium then flows through and exits the heat transfer device 6 6 in the first branch

612 and reconnects with the main line 605, through which the thermal medium returns to the

thermal energy source 604.

[0065] The heat transfer device 616 is in thermal communication (e.g., thermally

coupled or connected) with the first branch 612 such that the thermal medium flowing

through the first branch 612 thermally conditions a fluid, such as air, flowing through an

adjacent or conditioning line 620, such as a duct, that is in thermal communication (e.g.,

thermally coupled or connected) with the heat transfer device 6 6. As shown, the line 620

connects the fan 618 to the heat transfer device 616. The fan 618 blows air through the line

620 such that it is thermally conditioned by the heat transfer device 616.

[0066] The temperature of the heat transfer device 616 depends on a set,

predetermined, or desired temperature point for the first thermal node 628. For instance,

controls may be set manually or automatically to a desired temperature. Based on the set

temperature, a particular amount of thermal power, i.e. thermal energy transfer with respect

to time, may be applied. For instance, for the first node 628, the temperature of the heat

transfer device 616 may be set to be at twenty six degrees Celsius (26°C) and to deliver sixty

watts (60 W) of thermal power to the first node 628. Dedicated control valves, such as the

flow control device 614, may be selectively opened and closed to regulate the temperature of

the heat transfer device 616. In some embodiments, the temperature of the heat transfer

device 616 may be limited to maintain condensation production below a predetermined

amount that can be evaporated inside the vehicle interior. The temperature limit may be

based on sensors providing data on ambient air temperature and/or humidity. The desired

temperature may affect the working fluid temperature, e.g. the thermal medium temperature,



and/or the flow rate of the working fluid. For instance, the working fluid temperature and/or

flow rate may depend on peak or total thermal power requirements. The temperature of the

conditioned fluid, such as the air blown out from the first node 628, may depend on the

desired temperature for the node 628. Further details of a control system and associated

methods that may be used to control the thermal conditioning system 600 and/or portions

thereof are discussed herein, for example with respect to FIGS. 2-8.

[0067] The thermally conditioned air then flows from the heat transfer device 616

and into the line 626 that thermally connects the heat transfer device 616 to the first thermal

node 628. The thermally conditioned air then circulates through the first thermal node 628

and exits the first thermal node 628, as shown. In this manner, a person near the first thermal

node 628, such as a person sitting on a seat, may receive heated or cooled air. For example,

for receiving cold air, the first branch 6 2 may have cold thermal medium flowing to the heat

transfer device 6 6 such that the air blown by the fan 6 8 through the heat transfer device

616 via the line 620 is cooled. The cooled air then flows through the line 626 to the first

thermal node 628. The first thermal node 628 may include various parts of a single

component. For instance, for a vehicle seat, the first thermal node 628 may include a seat

bottom portion and/or a seat back portion.

[0068] In some embodiments, the first region 601 also includes a heater mat 630

with the first thermal node 628. The heater mat 630 may be used to provide heat to the first

thermal node 628. The mat 630 may heat up conditioned or unconditioned air that is blown

over and around the mat 630. The mat 630 may be used to heat air which has been cooled to

a desired temperature to remove moisture for conditioning the first thermal node 628.

[0069] The first region 601 also includes various temperature sensors. As shown,

a first temperature sensor 622 is located at the heat transfer device 616. The temperature

sensor 622 senses the temperature of the heat transfer device 616, for example, for

diagnostic, operational and/or control purposes. If the temperature is too high or too low,

adjustments may be made to the bus 600, such as adjustments to the thermal energy source

604 or maintenance or repairs to parts of the bus 600. A second temperature sensor 624 can

be connected to the line 626 which extends from the heat transfer device 616 to the first

thermal node 628. The second temperature sensor 624 senses the temperature of the fluid,

such as air, flowing through the line 626, which may be for similar purposes. This is merely



one example of how various temperature sensors may be arranged for providing temperature

feedback and control, and other suitable configurations may be implemented. Further, there

may be one, three or more such sensors located within the first region 601. The temperature

sensors 622, 624 may provide feedback to a control system that can adjust, for example, the

level of thermal conditioning provided, as s discussed i further detail herein, for example

with respect to FIGS. 2-8

[0070] The first region 601 is shown as an "open loop air" system, where the

conditioned air exits the node. However, other types of systems, such as a "closed loop air"

system, or others as discussed herein, may be implemented. The second region 602 is shown

as such a "closed loop air" system. That is, the air used in the second region 602 is

recirculated and reused within the second region 602 and does not exit the second region

602, It is understood that this is merely an example of the system 600, and other suitable

configurations may be implemented. For example, the first region 601 may include a closed

loop air system, and/or the second region 602 may include an open air lop system, etc.

[0071] The second region 602 is conditioned by the second branch 632 connected

to the line 605. The second branch 632 includes a fluid flow control device 634 such as, for

example, a valve, which may be similar to the flow control device 614 related to the first

region 601, or it may be a pump or other fluid moving device. The flow control device 634

controls, directs, allows, inhibits, prevents or otherwise regulates a flow of the thermal

medium circulating through the second branch 632 and to the second region 602.

[0072] The second region 602 includes a heat transfer device 636, a fan 638 and a

f rst auxiliary component or second node 648 such as, for example, a bin. The b n may be a

storage container, enclosure cooler, or the like. In some embodiments, the bin is a storage

container in a center console of a vehicle. In some embodiments, the second thermal node

648 is any auxiliary component that s thermally conditioned, which may be all other

thermally conditioned components other than the passenger components of the vehicle.

There may be more than one such auxiliary component, for example a bin and a cup holder.

The auxiliary component may be a convective component and/or a conductive component,

i.e. a component that s thermally conditioned via, respectively, convection and/or

conduction. In some embodiments, the one or more passenger components are convective

components (thermally conditioned with convection), one of the one or more auxiliary



components are conductive components, and another of the one or more auxiliary

components are convection components. These are just some examples and various other

suitable combinations of convective and conductive components may be used.

[0073] The heat transfer device 636 is a heat exchanger or similar device

configured to transfer heat between the thermal medium within the second branch 632 and

air circulated by the fan 638. The heat transfer device 636 may be similar to the heat transfer

device 6 6 in the first region 601. As shown, the second branch 632 extends through and

exits the heat transfer device 636 and reconnects with the line 605, which returns the thermal

medium to the thermal energy source 604. Thermal medium circulates through the second

branch 632 from the line 605 to the heat transfer device 636 and back to the line 605. The

heat transfer device 636 uses the thermal medium to thermally condition the second region

602, The temperature of the heat transfer device 636 depends on a set, predetermined, or

desired temperature point for the second thermal node 628. For instance, controls may be

used to manually or automatically set a desired temperature. Based on the set temperature, a

particular amount of thermal power, i.e. thermal energy transfer with respect to time, may be

applied. For instance, the temperature of the heat transfer device 636 for conditioning the

second node 648 may be set to four degrees Celsius (4°C) and to provide forty watts (40 W)

of thermal power. Similar controls and control systems as described with respect to the first

region 601 , such as the control systems described with respect to FIGS. 2-8, may be

implemented with the second region 602.

[0074] As shown in FIG. 1A, the fan 638 blows air through a line 640 connected

to the heat transfer device 636. The air blown through the heat transfer device 636 by the fan

638 via the line 640 is thermally conditioned by the heat transfer device 636 and then exits

the heat transfer device 636 via the line 646. The line 646 thermally connects the heat

transfer device 636 to the second node 648. In this manner, thermally conditioned air

circulated by the fan 638 reaches the second node 648 through the line 646. The second node

648 is also thermally connected to a line 650. The line 650 connects the second node 648 to

the fan 638, thereby completing a closed loop air circuit. In this manner, thermally

conditioned fluid such as air within the second node 648 recirculates back through the second

region 602 to the fan 638 via the line 650. For example, a bin may have thermally

conditioned air therein recirculated back through the second region 602 as discussed herein.



[0075] The second region 602 can also include various temperature sensors. As

shown, the second region 602 includes a first temperature sensor 642 coupled with the heat

transfer device 636. The first sensor 642 senses the temperature of the heat transfer device

636 for diagnostic, operational, and/or control purposes, similar to the temperature sensors

622, 624 described above with respect to the first region 601. The second region 602 can also

include a second temperature sensor 644. The second temperature sensor 644 is connected to

the second node 648. The temperature sensor 644 senses the temperature of the air inside the

second node 648 for similar purposes. This s merely one example of how various

temperature sensors may be arranged, and other suitable configurations may be implemented.

[0076] The temperature sensors 642, 644 may provide feedback to a control

system that can adjust the level of thermal conditioning provided, as s discussed in further

detail herein, for example with respect to FIGS. 2-8. Feedback from the temperature sensors

642, 644 can be used by the control system to determine whether an article has been placed

in the second region 602. For example, the control system can detect a new article within the

second region 602 based on a change or rate of change in the temperature sensed by the

temperature sensor 644. Articles at a temperature different than a temperature of the second

region 602, for example a temperature of the air inside the second node 648, can cause a

change or increase in a rate of change in the temperature of the inside air. The control

system may be set to respond accordingly, as further described herein.

[0077] As further shown in FIG. 1A, the third region 603 is conditioned by the

third branch 652 connected to the line 605. The third branch 652 includes a fluid flow

control device 654 such as, for example, a valve, which may be similar to the valves 634, 6 4

or pumps in the other respective regions 602, 601. The fluid flow control device 654 may

control, direct, allow, inhibit, prevent or otherwise regulate a flow of the thermal medium

flowing through the third branch 652 and to the third region 603.

[0078] The third region 603 includes a heat exchanger 656 and a second auxiliary

component or third thermal node 660 such as, for example, one or more cup holders. In

some embodiments, the third thermal node 660 is any auxiliary component that s thermally

conditioned, which may be all other thermally conditioned components other than the

passenger components and the first auxiliary component of the vehicle. There may be more

than one such second auxiliary component, for example two cup holders. The heat



exchanger 656 is connected to the line 605 via the third branch 652. Thermal medium flows

to and exits the heat exchanger 656 through the third branch 652. The third branch 652

reconnects with the line 605 and returns the thermal medium to the thermal energy source

604.

[0079] The thermal medium flowing through the heat exchanger 656 is used to

thermally condition the third node 660. As shown, the third node 660 contacts the heat

exchanger 656. Therefore, the third region 603 can be conditioned by conduction. That is,

thermal conditioning may be provided via conduction of heat from the third node 660 to the

heat exchanger 656. For example, cooled thermal medium may flow through the third branch

652 and to the heat exchanger 656. The cooled thermal medium in the heat exchanger 656

removes heat from the third node 660 by conduction, thereby cooling the third node 660. For

example, the third node 660 may be a cup holder that s conductively cooled to provide

cooling to a cavity formed by the cup holder.

[0080] Although the third region 603 is shown as a conductive system, it may

also be implemented with other types of thermal systems. In some embodiments, the third

region 603 may incorporate convective cooling. The third region 603 may therefore use the

"open loop air" system used in the first region 601, the "closed loop air" system used in the

second region 602, or other systems. Control of the thermal conditioning system 600 as

discussed herein, for example as discussed with respect to FIGS. 2-8, is discussed primarily

in the context of a convective third region 603. However, it is understood that the control

systems and methods disclosed may also be used with thermal conditioning systems 600 that

employ a conductive or other thermal system for the third region 603. For the convective

embodiments of the third region 603, these may operate in the same or similar manner as

described with respect to the first and second regions 601, 602, for instance by incorporating

conditioned air moved through conduits via a fan, as described above.

[0081] The temperature of the hea transfer device 656 depends on a set,

predetermined, or desired temperature point for the third thermal node 660. For instance,

controls may be set manually or automatically to a desired temperature. Based on the set

temperature, a particular amount of thermal power, i.e. thermal energy transfer with respect

to time, may be applied. For instance, the temperature of the heat transfer device 656 for

conditioning the third node 660, may be set to four degrees Celsius (4°C) and to provide



twenty-five watts (25 W) of thermal power. Similar controls as described with respect to the

first and/or second regions 601, 602 may be implemented with the third region 603.

[0082] The third region 603 can also include various temperature sensors. As

shown, the third region 603 includes a temperature sensor 658 coupled with the heat transfer

device 656. The temperature sensor 658 may have similar features and functionality as the

temperature sensors 622, 642. The temperature sensor 658 senses the temperature of the heat

transfer device 656 for diagnostic, operational and/or control purposes. The temperature

sensor 658 may provide feedback to a control system that can, for example, adjust the level

of thermal conditioning provided, as is discussed in further detail herein, for example with

respect to FIGS. 2-8.

[0083] Generally, the thermal bus 600 has been described with respect to a single

thermal energy source 604 for conditioning the various regions 601, 602, 603. In some

embodiments, the thermal bus 600 can be coupled with a second heat source 670 and a

second thermal bus 671 including branches through which a thermal medium flows. A pump

672 or other fluid moving device can cause, control, pump, move, convey, direct, or

otherwise regulate a flow of the thermal medium. A fluid flow control device 674 such as,

for example, a two-position control valve, can inhibit flow to one of the thermal buses 600,

671 while allowing flow through the other of the thermal buses 600, 671. In this way, each

of the thermal buses can be dedicated to providing heating or cooling, and the fluid flow

control device 674 can be used to selectively use the thermal buses 600, 671 for

independently servicing the various regions 601, 602, 603 based on desired temperatures

within the regions 601, 602, 603.

[0084] In some embodiments, the thermal bus 600 can be coupled with more than

one thermal energy source 604. There may be two, three, four or more thermal energy-

sources 604. There may thus be multiple thermal energy source 604 thermally coupled with

the thermal bus 600, for example, to offer more cooling power when needed. For instance, a

first thermal energy source 604 may be initially activated and a second, third, etc. thermal

energy source 604 may be brought on line as the need arises. The need may be due to

thermal demand, increased settings by the user, atypical thermal conditioning like sustained

very low temperatures, and the like. In some embodiments, multiple thermal energy sources

604 may be alternatively used during subsequent usages of the system, for example to reduce



wear on the parts. In some embodiments, a second, third, etc. thermal energy sources 604

may be employed as a backup source(s) if the primary thermal energy source 604 is not

functioning, is not functioning properly, etc.

[0085] Heating may also be provided with a separate heater or heat source in

other locations of the bus 600. For instance, a separate heater or hea source may be

implemented to be in thermal communication with the lines 620 or 626 to provide heating to

the first thermal node 628. n some embodiments, a fan, such as the fan 618 or another

separate fan, may run to move the heated air in the lines 620 or 626 to the first thermal ode

628. Further, the bus 600 may also be operated in conjunction with a separate heat source,

such as with the aforementioned separate heater and/or with the heater mat 630. For

instance, the thermal bus 600 may be operated to condition or precondition (e.g. dry out the

air) which may then be moved to one or more of the separate heat sources to provide heating

to the first thermal node 628.

[0086] The thermal bus 600 may also include a humidity sensor 662. The

humidity sensor 662 senses a humidity of air, such as vehicle interior air, used to condition

the various regions 601, 602, 603. The sensor 662 may be used to adjust a temperature of the

thermal medium within the ma line 605 and/or individual branches 612, 632, 652 of the bus

600 to prevent excessive condensate removal from the conditioning air. The humidity sensor

662 may be in communication with a control system that is used to control the thermal

conditioning system 600. For example, the humidity sensor 662 may be in communication

with the control systems described herein with respect to FIGS. 2-8 for controlling the

thermal conditioning system 600. The humidity sensor 662 may be in wireless or wired

communication with the control system.

[0087] Further, the various lines of the bus 600 may include insulation to prevent

excessive condensation from forming on the lines. For instance, the line 605 may include

insulation to prevent condensation from forming on the outside of line 605. The other lines in

the bus 600 may likewise include insulation. In some embodiments, commercially available

insulated lines or bundles may be used, such as, for example, the Parflex Multitube®

manufactured by Parker Hannifin Corp. of Stafford, TX, or the Point of Use tubing

manufactured by Saint Clair Systems of Washington, Michigan.



[0088] In some embodiments, condensation may be removed using dram tubes.

The drain tubes may route any condensation through one or more of the vehicle body drain

plugs. Vehicles typically include one or more dra plugs to seal dram holes located in the

vehicle underbody. The dra holes are used during vehicle manufacture, and they may be

used in some embodiments here to route any condensation from the interior to outside the

vehicle.

[0089] FIG. B is a schematic of an embodiment of a miniature vapor

compression system 700. The system 700 may be used with the thermal conditioning system

600 of FIG. 1A . For instance, the system 700 may be used as the thermal energy source 604

of the thermal conditioning system 600. As shown, the system 700 includes a miniature

vapor compressor 710, a condenser 720, an expansion valve 730 and an evaporator 740. The

system 700 may be controlled using the control systems and methods disclose herein, for

example as discussed with respect to FIGS. 2-7B.

[0090] Circulating thermal media, such as a refrigerant, enters the miniature

compressor 710 from the evaporator 740 via a line 7 8 as a vapor. The miniature

compressor 7 0 compresses the media to a higher pressure and temperature. The media then

exits the miniature compressor 7 0 as a superheated vapor at a temperature and pressure at

which it can be condensed.

[0091] The miniature compressor 710 is connected with the condenser 720 via a

line 712. The miniature compressor 710 circulates the superheated vapor to the condenser

720 via the line 712. The compressed vapor is then cooled and condensed into a liquid by the

condenser 720. Heat is thus rejected from the medium in the condenser 720, and the medium

becomes a saturated liquid and vapor mixture.

[0092] The heat rejected by the condenser 720 may be controlled to reduce or

eliminate heating of the vehicle from the rejected heat. In some embodiments, conditioned air

from a central air conditioning system may be ducted to the condenser 720 to cool it down.

In some embodiments, the heat from the condenser 720 may be routed out of the vehicle.

For instance, the condenser 720 may be thermally insulated and coupled with a duct, tubing,

or the like, that extends to the exterior of the vehicle, such as to body vents in the trunk or

doors of the vehicle. The tubing may also include a one-way valve to allow the heated air to

exit the vehicle but prevent outside air from entering the vehicle through the tubing. The



tubing may also include a fan that can be selectively turned on or off to circulate the air. In

some embodiments, the tubing may extend to a radiator or fan at the front of the vehicle in

the engine compartment. When the vehicle moves or when the fan is turned on, the air that

passes through it may expel the heated air from the tubing.

[0093] The condenser 720 is connected to an expansion valve 730 via a line 714.

The expansion valve 730 may be any type of metering device, including but not limited to a

thermostatic expansion valve, capillary tube, or any other suitable means for controlling

expansion. The saturated liquid from the condenser 720 flows through the line 714 to the

expansion valve 730. The saturated liquid and vapor mixture undergoes a reduction in

pressure in the expansion valve 730 that lowers the temperature of the mixture.

[0094] The expansion valve 730 is connected to an evaporator 740 by a line 716,

which is connected back with the compressor 7 0 by the line 7 . The liquid and vapor

mixture in the evaporator 740 evaporates and thereby draws in heat from the surroundings.

A conductive plate 750, such as a cold plate, is coupled to the evaporator 740. The cold plate

750 is cooled due to heat being drawn out of the conductive plate 750 by the evaporator 740.

[0095] The evaporator 740 may also be used to form part of a dehumidifier. The

dehumidifier may employ the evaporator 740 to cool intake air below its dew point and

supply dehumidified air to an air circuit, such as n the "open loop air" or "closed loop air"

systems described herein.

[0096] In some embodiments, the evaporator 740 may act as a condenser to

provide heating when the direction of flow of the thermal medium is reversed. As shown in

FIG. B, the thermal medium flows counterclockwise as illustrated by the arrowheads on

lines 712, 714, and 718. However, the thermal medium may flow in the opposite direction,

whereby the flow would be in the clockwise direction, as oriented.

[0097] A second thermal medium circulates through the conductive plate 750 via

a line 752 and exits the conductive plate 750 via a line 754. In this manner, the evaporator

740 and the conductive plate 750 together provide the thermal energy which may be used

with another system, such as in the thermal conditioning system 600. In some embodiments,

the condenser 720 may instead be used to provide heated thermal energy. For instance, the

conductive plate 750 or other heat transfer device may be provided with or near the

condenser 720.



[0098] The system 700 may be controlled by one or more thermal controls to

regulate the temperatures of the various components in the vehicle that are thermally

conditioned. The controls may regulate the temperatures by controlling operation of the

vapor compression system 700 and/or the thermal bus 600. The controls may also regulate

heat exchange between the vapor compression system 700, the thermal bus 600, and the

various thermally conditioned components. The controls may also adjust various system

control parameters, such as compressor speed, condenser and evaporator temperatures, and

temperature and flow rate of fluid circulating in the thermal bus 600. The controls regulate

the temperatures based on inputs, such as vehicle occupant inputs, and based on feedback

from various sensors which measure these and other system parameters. The controls may

sense condenser temperature and/or an ambient temperature at vehicle and/or system startup,

and regulate operation based on the condenser temperature. For example, the controls may-

select a heating or cooling mode of operation and/or a heating or cooling profile, and/or

regulate a rate of heating or cooling. Further details of control systems and methods that may

be implemented are discussed herein, for example with respect to FIGS. 2-8.

[0099] The vapor compression system 700 may be used in the various thermal

systems described herein. As mentioned, the vapor compression system 700 may provide the

thermal energy source 604 of FIG. 1A. In some embodiments, the vapor compression system

700 is implemented within the thermal energy source 604. Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, the

vapor compression system 700 may be in thermal communication with the main line 605 of

the thermal bus 600. For example, the lines 752 and 754 of the vapor compression system

700 may be the entering and exiting portions of the line 605 of the thermal bus 600 that enter

and exit, respectively, the thermal energy source 604. The vapor compression system 700

may also be used in many embodiments. In some embodiments, the thermal energy source

604 may use the evaporator 740 of the vapor compression system 700, for example to

provide cooling. In some embodiments, the thermal energy source 604 may use the

condenser 720 of the vapor compression system 700, for example to provide heating, as

discussed herein.

[0100] Therefore, there may be multiple thermal buses 600 and vapor

compression systems 700 implemented in a single vehicle, each dedicated to servicing

respective components within respective regions. For example, a vehicle may include two



thermal buses 600, one for each of two different thermal zones of a vehicle, with each

thermal bus 600 including a vapor compression system 700. In this manner, there may be

multiple miniature compressors, such as the compressor 710, within a single vehicle.

Therefore, in some embodiments, a segmented compression system may be embodied where

there are multiple such miniature compressors each servicing several thermal components in

close proximity to the compressor. Such an arrangement allows for a more efficient and less

costly thermal system, as less thermal energy and infrastructure, for example shorter fluid

lines, is required to thermally service the nearby components.

[0101] FIG. 2 is a schematic of an embodiment of a control system 800 that may

be used to control a thermal conditioning system that thermally services multiple

components. The control system 800 may be used for example to control the thermal

conditioning system 600. In some embodiments, the control system 800 may be used for

controlling the thermal output of the thermal conditioning system 600. The control system

800 may be coupled with and control various sensors and control devices. The sensors

provide feedback on the thermal state of various components, and the control devices are

used to adjust the provision of thermal conditioning accordingly (e.g., flow through or rate of

a working fluid). The control system 800 may be used to control thermal conditioning

systems according to a variety of control methods, such as those described with respect to

FIGS 4-7

[0102] The communication among the various components of control system 800

may be accomplished via any appropriate coupling, including USB, VGA cables, coaxial

cables, FireWire, serial cables, parallel cables, SCSI cables, IDE cables, SATA cables,

wireless based on 802.11 or Bluetooth, or any other wired or wireless connection(s). One or

more of the components in the control system 800 may also be combined into a single unit or

module. In some embodiments, all of the electronic components of the control system 800

are included in a single physical unit or module.

[0103] Various components are described as being "connected," "operatively

connected," and the like, to the control system 800 or components thereof. It should be

appreciated that these are broad terms that include physical connections (e.g., electrical

wires) and non-physical connections (e.g., radio or infrared signals). It should also be



appreciated that these terms include direct connections and indirect connections (e.g.,

through an additional intermediate device).

[0104] As shown in FIG. 2, the control system 800 may include a controller 805.

In various embodiments, the controller 805 may be a computer and may include one or more

processors, one or more memories, and one or more communication mechanisms. In some

embodiments, more than one controller or computer may be used to execute the modules,

methods, and processes discussed herein. Additionally, the modules and processes herein

may each run on one or multiple processors, on one or more computers; or the modules

herein may run on dedicated hardware. The controller 805 may include or be in electrical

communication with control modules of a thermal system. Such control module may

include, for example, input devices such as control knobs or buttons, whether physical or

touch screen display selections. The input devices may include one or more keyboards (one-

handed or two-handed), mice, touch screens, voice commands and associated hardware,

gesture recognition, or any other means of providing communication between a user and the

controller 805. These may be adjusted, selected, etc., for instance for a user to set desired

temperature levels. The controller 805 may receive this or other input from the control

modules and respond by adjusting or otherwise controlling one or more components in

various regions. As shown, the controller 805 may be coupled (e.g., in electrical

communication) with a first region 810, a second region 820, a third region 830 and a fourth

region 840. In some embodiments, the controller 805 may be coupled with fewer or more

regions. The controller 805 maybe in wired or wireless communication to send and/or

receive data to/from the various components with which the controller 805 is coupled.

[0105] The first region 810 may correspond to a thermal energy source, such as

the thermal energy source 604, and/or a vapor compression system, such as the vapor

compression system 700. The first region 810 may therefore include a miniature vapor

compressor 8 2 to which the controller 805 is electrically coupled. The controller 805 may-

adjust the operation of the miniature vapor compressor 812, for example by altering the

speed of the working medium. This adjustment may be based on feedback from various

sensors, either within the first region 8 0 or within the other regions 820, 830, 840. In some

embodiments, the first region 810 may include sensors for detecting the temperature, flow

rate, or other data related to thermal media flowing within, into and/or out of the thermal



energy source. For example, the sensors 607 and/or 608 of the thermal conditioning system

600 may be included in the first region 810 and may provide corresponding temperature data

to the controller 805. These are merely some examples of how the controller 805 may be set

up and interact with the first region 810 and/or other regions. Other methods of use of the

control system 800 a d controller 805 are discussed herein, for example with respect to

FIGS. 4-7.

[0106] The controller 805 can be further coupled with and/or control various

components and sensors in the second region 820. Such components and sensors may

include as shown a fluid flow control device 822, a fan 824, a heat transfer device 826, and

temperature sensors 827 and 828. The temperature sensor 827 is coupled (e.g., in thermal

communication) with the heat transfer device 826. In some embodiments, the temperature

sensor 827 may correspond with the first temperature sensor 622 and the heat transfer device

826 may correspond to the heat transfer device 616, for instance a heat exchanger, from the

first region 601 of the thermal bus 600 shown in FIG. 1A . The temperature sensor 828 may

be coupled (e.g., in thermal communication) with a variety of features, including the various

lines of the thermal conditioning system, such as the line 626 shown in FIG. 1A. The

temperature sensors 827, 828 provide temperature feedback to the controller 805 for the

respective devices to which the temperature sensors 827, 828 are coupled. The controller

805 then analyzes the temperature data, along with other operating parameters or information

such as a desired set temperature of a component, and if necessary adjusts the operation of

one or more devices, such as the fluid flow control device 822 and/or the fan 824. The

controller 805 may also adjust the operation of one or more devices in other regions, such as

within the first, third or fourth regions 810, 830, 840. In some embodiments, the second

region 820 may correspond to the first region 601, and the various devices and sensors

therein, of the thermal bus 600 shown in FIG. 1A. These are merely some examples of how

the controller 805 may be set up and interact with the second region 820 and/or other

regions. Other methods of use of the control system 800 and controller 805 are discussed

herein, for example with respect to FIGS. 4-7.

[0107] The controller 805 may be further coupled with and/or control various

components and sensors in the third region 830. Such components and sensors may include

as shown a fluid flow control device 832, a fan 834, a heat transfer device 836, and



temperature sensors 837 and 838. The interaction of the controller 805 with the third region

830 may be similar to the interaction of the controller with the second region 820, as

discussed above. The temperature sensor 837 is coupled (e.g., in thermal communication)

with the heat transfer device 836. In some embodiments, the temperature sensor 837 may

correspond with the first temperature sensor 642 and the heat transfer device 836 may

correspond to the heat transfer device 636, for instance a heat exchanger, from the second

region 602 of the thermal bus 600 shown in FIG. 1A. The temperature sensor 838 may be

coupled (e.g., in thermal communication) with a variety of features, including the various

nodes of the thermal conditioning system, such as the second thermal node 648 shown in

FIG. 1A. The temperature sensors 837, 838 provide temperature feedback to the controller

805 for the respective devices to which the temperature sensors 837, 838 are coupled. The

controller 805 then analyzes the temperature da ta , along with other operating parameters or

information such as a desired set temperature of a component, and if necessary adjusts the

operation of one or more devices, such as the fluid flow control device 832 and/or the fan

834. The controller 805 may also adjust the operation of one or more devices in other

regions, such as within the first, second or fourth regions 810, 820, 840. In some

embodiments, the third region 830 may correspond to the second region 602, and the various

devices and sensors therein, of the thermal bus 600 shown in FIG. 1A. These are merely

some examples of how the controller 805 may be set up and interact with the third region 830

and/or other regions. Other methods of use of the control system 800 and controller 805 are

discussed herein, for example with respect to FIGS. 4-7.

[0108] The controller 805 can be further coupled with and/or control various

components and sensors in the fourth region 840. Such components and sensors may include

as shown a fluid flow control device 842, a heat transfer device 844, and temperature sensors

845 and 846. The interaction of the controller 805 with the fourth region 840 may be similar

to the interaction of the controller with the second region 820 and third region 830, as

discussed above. The temperature sensor 845 is coupled (e.g., in thermal communication)

with the heat transfer device 844. In some embodiments, the temperature sensor 845 may

correspond with the temperature sensor 658 and the heat transfer device 844 may correspond

to the heat transfer device 656, for instance a heat exchanger, from the third region 603 of the

thermal bus 600 shown in FIG 1A. The temperature sensor 846 may be coupled (e.g., in



thermal communication) with a variety of features, including the various nodes of the

thermal conditioning system, such as the third thermal node 660 shown in FIG. 1A. The

temperature sensors 845, 846 provide temperature feedback to the controller 805 for the

respective devices to which the temperature sensors 845, 846 are coupled. The controller

805 then analyzes the temperature data, along with other operating parameters or information

such as a desired set temperature of a component, and if necessary adjusts the operation of

one or more devices, such as the fluid flow control device 842. The controller 805 may also

adjust the operation of one or more devices in other regions, such as within the first, second

or third regions 810, 820, 830. In some embodiments, the fourth region 840 may correspond

to the third region 603, and the various devices and sensors therein, of the thermal bus 600

shown in FIG. 1A . These are merely some examples of how the controller 805 may be set up

and interact with the fourth region 840 and/or other regions. Other methods of use of the

control system 800 and controller 805 are discussed herein, for example with respect to

FIGS. 3-7.

[0109] FIG. 3 is a schematic of an embodiment of a control method 300. The

control method 300 may be used to control vehicle thermal conditioning systems that

thermally service multiple components, such as the thermal conditioning system 600 of FIG

A or the thermal conditioning system 1400 of F G. 8, other thermal conditioning systems

described herein, or other suitable thermal conditioning systems. The method 300 may be

performed by a variety of control systems, such as by the control system 800 of FIG. 2, other

control systems described herein, or other suitable control systems. The method 300 may be

a top level control method that uses various control routines described herein, such as the

control methods discussed with respect to, and shown in, FIGS. 4-7B.

[0110] The method 300 may begin with step 310 wherein one or more thermal

conditioning criterion are obtained. Step 310 may be performed, for example, by the

controller 805 of the control system 800. In step 310, the criterion may include whether a

component is enabled for thermal conditioning. For example, the criterion may include

prioritizing a passenger component over an auxiliary component, where both components are

enabled. Further detail of the criterion related to whether components are enable is discussed

herein, for example with respect of FIG. 4 . In step 310, the criterion may include a user

preference. For example, a user may select or set certain preferences or settings, such as



always servicing a passenger component before an auxiliary component or vice versa,

prioritizing a first auxiliary component before a second auxiliary component, etc. The

criterion may include an available thermal energy. For example, based on available thermal

energy from a thermal energy source, it may be more efficient to thermally condition a

passenger component before an auxiliary component, or vice versa, and the criterion may

include prioritizing the most efficient component. The criterion may include a required

thermal energy. For example, based on required thermal energy to thermally condition a

passenger or auxiliary component, it may be more efficient to thermally condition the

passenger component before the auxiliary component or vice versa, and the criterion may

include prioritizing the most efficient component. The criterion may include various

temperature differences. For instance, the criterion may include the differences between set

point temperatures of the at least one priority thermal component and the least one non-

priority thermal component and, respectively, current temperatures of the at least one priority

thermal component and the least one non-priority thermal component. For instance, the

criterion may include comparing such differences, wherein the component having the larger

or smaller difference s prioritized for conditioning. The criterion may include estimated

periods to reach the set point temperatures. For example, the criterion may include estimated

lengths of time to reach a set point temperature. For instance, the criterion may include

comparing such periods, wherein the component having the larger or smaller period is

prioritized for conditioning. The criterion may include estimated periods to reach thermal

thresholds, such as thermal thresholds for a passenger or auxiliary component. For example,

the criterion may include the longer or shorter of the estimated lengths of time to reach a

thermal threshold, such as a "time-or-temperature" threshold, as described herein, or a given

percentage or proportion of a thermal goal, such as a temperature setpoint. These are ust

some examples of the numerous and various types of criteria that may be used as the one or

more criterion in step 310.

[0111] The criterion in step 310 may be obtained with a variety of suitable

methods. In some embodiments, the criterion is a setting stored in the memory of a control

system, such as memory of the controller 805 of the control system 800. Thus, the criterion

may be obtained by simply querying the memory for the criterion, receiving the criterion

from the memory, etc. In some embodiments, the criterion may be communicated to the



control system. For example, a user may input his or her preferences to the control system

800 As another example, the criterion may be transmitted to the control system 800, such as

from a wireless communications device. These are just some examples, and the one or more

criterion may be obtained in a variety of other suitable manners.

[0 2] The method 300 may continue with step 320 wherein at least one priority

thermal component is determined to be a passenger or auxiliary component based on

obtaining the one or more thermal conditioning criterion. The determination of the priority

thermal component may be used to prioritize that component for thermal conditioning. In

some embodiments, in step 320 determining the priority thermal component may include

looking up, receiving, or otherwise simply using pre-determmed settings, for example

settings stored in memory of the controller 805. In some embodiments, in step 320 the

controller 805 may analyze the at least one thermal conditioning criterion to determine the

priority thermal component. For example, the controller 805 may use information or data

related to one or more of the various thermal conditioning criteria described herein and based

on that information or data may identify or otherwise determine that the passenger or

auxiliary component is the priority thermal component. In step 320 the priority thermal

component may be determined to be only one passenger component, or multiple passenger

components, or only one auxiliary component, or multiple auxiliary components, etc. For

example, in step 320 it may be determined that the at least one priority thermal component s

a first seat, or a first and second seat, or a bin, or a first cup holder, or a bin and a cup holder,

or a bin and two cup holders, etc. Step 320 may be performed, for example, by the controller

805 of the control system 800.

[0113] In some embodiments of the method 300, steps 3 0 and 320 may be

combined to identify the priority thermal component for thermal conditioning. For example,

the criterion may exist as a known setting and the controller 805 may simply prioritize the

passenger or auxiliary component based on that known setting.

[0114] The method 300 may continue with step 330 wherein at least one non-

priority thermal component is determined to be the other of the passenger or auxiliary

component based on obtaining the one or more thermal conditioning criterion. Step 330 may-

have the same or similar features as step 320 described above but as applied to the non-

priority thermal component. In some embodiments, in step 330 determining the non-priority



thermal component may include looking up, receiving, or otherwise simply using pre

determined settings, for example settings stored in memory of the controller 805 In some

embodiments, step 330 includes selecting the other of the passenger or auxiliary component

as the non-priority component, based on the determined priority component in step 320. In

some embodiments of the method 300, steps 310 and 330 may be combined to identify the

non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning. For example, the criterion may

exist as a known setting and the controller 805 may simply non-prioritize the passenger or

auxiliary component based on that known setting.

[0115] These are just some examples of how the priority and non-priority thermal

components may be identified or otherwise determined in steps 310, 320 and 330 of the

method 300. It will be appreciated that a variety of other suitable techniques for prioritizing

the thermal components may be implemented in the method 300. Regardless of the

technique used to determine the priority and non-priority thermal components, the various

control routines described herein may be used based on that determination.

[0116] The method 300 may continue with step 340 wherein the priority thermal

component is thermally conditioned using a first control routine. In step 340, the priority

thermal component may be thermally conditioned using any of the thermal conditioning

systems and control systems described herein, such as the thermal system 600 of FIG. A,

the thermal system 1400 of FIG. 8, the control system 800 of FIG. 3, or other suitable

thermal and control systems. In step 340, the priority thermal component may be

conditioned using the various control routines described herein, such as those described with

respect to FIGS. 4-7B. In step 340, the first control routine may be based on determining the

at least one priority thermal component to be the passenger or auxiliary component. That is,

the particular control routine used in step 340 may be based on whether the passenger or

auxiliary component is identified as the priority thermal component. Thus, in step 340 the

first control routine may be specific to the at least one component that s determined to be the

at least one priority thermal component. For example, in step 340 it may be determined that

the passenger component is the priority thermal component, in which case a control method

000 may be performed as shown in FIG. 4, and as further described herein. In that case, in

step 340 various passenger component-specific control routines and steps may be performed,

as described herein. As another example, in step 340 it may be determined that the auxiliary



component s the priority thermal component, in which case a variation of the control method

1000 of FIG. 4 may be performed where, for instance, a bin or cup holder is prioritized for

thermal conditioning, as further described herein. In that case, in step 340 various auxiliary

component-specific control routines and steps may be performed, as described herein.

[0117] The method 300 may continue with step 350 wherein the non-priority

thermal component is thermally conditioned. In step 350, the non-priority thermal

component may be thermally conditioned using a second control routine different from the

first control routine. In step 350, the second control routine may be based on determining the

at least one non-priority thermal component to be the other of the passenger or auxiliary

component. That is, if the passenger component is determined in step 320 to be the priority

component, then in step 350 the "other" component may be the auxiliary component, and

vice versa.

[0118] Step 350 may have the same or similar features as step 340 described

above, but as applied to the non-priority component. Therefore, for example, in step 350, the

non-priority thermal component may be conditioned using the various control routines

described herein, such as those described with respect to FIGS. 4-7B. In step 350, the second

control routine may be based on determining the at least one non-priority thermal component

to be the passenger or auxiliary component. That is, the particular control routine used in

step 350 may be based on whether the passenger or auxiliary component is identified as the

non-priority thermal component. Thus, in step 350 the second control routine may be

specific to the at least one component that s determined to be the at least one non-priority

thermal component. For example, in step 350 it may be determined that the auxiliary

component is the non-priority thermal component, in which case a control method 1000 may

be performed as shown in FIG. 4, and as further described herein. In that case, in step 350

various auxiliary component-specific control routines and steps may be performed, as

described herein. As another example, in step 350 it may be determined that the passenger

component is the non-priority thermal component, in which case a variation of the control

method 000 of FIG. 4 may be performed where, for instance, a passenger component is not

prioritized for thermal conditioning, as further described herein. In that case, in step 350

various passenger component-specific control routines and steps may be performed, as

described herein.



[0119] The overall method 300 may use or call up various other routines,

subroutines, etc. as described herein, for example with respect to FIGS. 4-7B. These

routines, subroutines, etc. that are used may be based on which component was prioritized

and which component was not prioritized in the method 300, as further described herein, for

example with respect to FIGS. 4-7B.

[0120] FIG. 4, as shown in FIG. 4A and continued in FIG. 4B, is a schematic of

an embodiment of a control method 000. The control method 1000 may be used with

control systems for vehicle thermal conditioning systems that thermally service multiple

components. In some embodiments, the control method 1000 may be used with the control

system 800 of FIG. 2 . In some embodiments, the control method 000 may be used with the

control system 800 to control the vehicle thermal conditioning system 600 of FIG. 1A or

system 1400 of FIG. 8 . These are just some examples of the control systems and thermal

systems that may be controlled using the control method 1000. Therefore, while the control

method 000 may be discussed primarily in the context of particular embodiments of control

and thermal systems, t is understood that use of the control method 1000 is not limited to

only those embodiments. The control method 1000 may be used with a variety of thermal

conditioning systems and control systems.

[0121] The control method 1000 provides a procedure for efficient use of a multi-

component thermal conditioning system, including but not limited to the thermal

conditioning system 600. The control method 1000 provides for efficient use of such thermal

systems, in part, because of prioritization aspects of the control method 000 performed

based on the identity of the prioritized component (for example, passenger or auxiliary),

described in detail below. The control method 000 also provides for efficient use of such

thermal systems, in part, because of variability aspects of the control method 1000. For

example, the control method 1000 may thermally condition prioritized components over

others for delivering thermal conditioning. The prioritization may include, for example,

servicing some components before others. Such determination of the prioritized and non-

prioritized components may be performed by the method 300, as shown in and described

with respect to FIG. 3 . Thus, the method 300 may be performed before or otherwise in

conjunction with the method 1000. For example, the method 300 may be performed to

determine the priority and non-priority thermal component, and the thermal conditioning



steps of method 300, such as steps 340 and 350, may include steps from the method 000.

Further, as described herein, the method 000 may use various other subroutines or control

methods. Thus, for example, the method 300 may be performed to determine the priority and

non-priority thermal component, and the thermal conditioning steps of method 300, such as

steps 340 and 350, may include steps from the method 000 as well as steps from the various

other subroutines and methods used by the method 000, as described in detail below.

[0122] In some embodiments, the method 1000 may further analyze various

thermal conditioning criteria, such as enablement. For example, some thermal components

may be enabled, for example selected, for thermal conditioning, while others may not be

enabled, for example not selected, for thermal conditioning, and the control method 1000

may alter the manner in which thermal conditioning is provided based on which components

are enabled and which are not enabled n some embodiments, the criteria may include

determining whether the at least one passenger component is enabled, determining whether

the at least one auxiliary component is enabled, and prioritizing the at least one passenger

component in response to determining that the at least one passenger component is enabled.

This may be performed by the method 300, for example in steps 3 0, 320 and/or 330, and/or

by various steps of the method 100 as described below.

[0123] As further example of thermal conditioning criteria, in some

embodiments, some components may have relatively higher demand for thermal conditioning

(for example if set to relatively high or low desired temperatures or if there is a relatively

large difference between the desired and current temperature of the component), while others

may have relatively low demand for thermal conditioning (for example if set to relatively

median desired temperature or if there is a relatively small difference between the desired

and current temperature of the component), and the control method 1000 may alter the

manner in which thermal conditioning is provided based on such varying demands. The

control method 1000 may provide for prioritized and/or variable thermal servicing of

multiple components in a variety of aspects, including but not limited to thermally servicing

some, none or all components, thermally servicing different components simultaneously with

varying levels of thermal conditioning to each component (for example, with customized fan

speeds for different components based on current thermal demands of each component),

thermally servicing with varying levels of power, thermally servicing with varying



compressor speeds, etc. These are ust some examples of the multitude of aspects and

scenarios that the control method 000 provides. Further details of the control method 1000

are provided herein.

[0124] As shown in FIG. 4, the control method 000 begins with step 1010

wherein the control system is powered on. For example, the controller 805 of the control

system 800 may have an on/off switch. The control system may be turned on manually, for

example with a switch, or automatically, for example when the thermal conditioning system

s turned on and/or when vehicle engine starts. In some embodiments, the control system

may stay powered on even when the vehicle engine is turned off.

[0125] The control method 000 next moves to step 0 2 wherein the compressor

and/or pump is/are turned on. i n some embodiments, the compressor 812 or 710 is turned

on. In some embodiments, the pump 606 is turned on. In some embodiments, the pump 672

is turned on. The compressor and/or pump may be turned on manually, for example with a

switch, or automatically, for example when the thermal conditioning system is turned on

and/or when vehicle engine starts. In some embodiments, the compressor and/or pump may-

stay turned on even when the vehicle engine is turned off. In some embodiments, the

compressor and/or pump may be turned on before a particular node is active for thermal

conditioning. For example, in a "pre-cool" condition, the compressor may be cooling a

working fluid in preparation for thermally servicing one or more nodes. In some

embodiments, the compressor and/or pump may be turned on simultaneously or after a node

is activated for thermal conditioning. For example, to conserve energy, the compressor may

be turned on to cool the working fluid after a node has been activated, for example selected,

for thermal conditioning.

[0126] Step 0 2 may also include enablement of particular thermal conditioning

modes or operations. In some embodiments, thermal conditioning modes or operations may

include selecting whether to thermally condition or service one or more seats, one or more

bins, one or more cup holders, one or more thermal regions or zones, other components, etc.

For example, a user may select one or more of the regions 810, 820, 830, 840 using the

controller 805. Or, for example, a user may select one or more of the components within

these or other regions for thermally conditioning. In some embodiments, one or more

thermal nodes may be selected and thereby enabled for thermal conditioning. In some



embodiments, a first seat, a second seat, a cool bin, a first cup holder, and/or a second cup

holder may be selected and thereby enabled for thermal conditioning. For example, the first

thermal node 628 (e.g. a seat), the second thermal node 648 (e.g. a bin), and/or a third

thermal node 660 (for example a cup holder) may be selected and thereby enabled for

thermal conditioning. As mentioned, in step 1012 the compressor and/or pump may be

turned on before, during or after selection or activation of particular nodes. Thus, these

various approaches to enabling particular thermal conditioning modes or operations may be

performed before, during, or after turning on the compressor and/or pump.

[0127] These and other nodes or components may be enabled in a variety of

suitable manners. In some embodiments, these and other nodes or components may be

enabled manually or affirmatively, for example by an occupant of the vehicle. In some

embodiments, these and other nodes or components may be selected automatically or

passively, for example by the control system 800 in response to particular received data from

various sensors. For instance, the control system 800 may detect with sensor 846 that an

increase or decrease in temperature has occurred in the fourth region 840 and may

automatically respond by selecting and enabling thermally conditioning the fourth region 840

by heating or cooling. In some embodiments, sensors may detect an occupant of a particular

seat and thermal conditioning for that seat may be enabled. For example, the control system

800 may detect with sensor 828 a change in temperature of a seat in the second region 820

and may automatically respond by selecting and enabling thermal conditioning of the second

region 820 to provide heating or cooling.

[0128] Further, the various nodes and components may be enabled for thermal

conditioning at varying levels, including but not limited to varying temperatures and/or

varying times to achieve desired levels (for example, varying times to reach a desired

temperatures). In some embodiments, one or more components may be enabled or selected

for thermally conditioning at low temperatures (i.e. cooling), medium temperatures (i.e.

ambient surroundings temperature) or high temperatures (i.e. heating). In some

embodiments, one or more components may be each enabled or selected for thermally

conditioning at different particular temperatures, which may include freezing temperatures

less than or equal to zero degrees Celsius. In some embodiments, one or more components

may be enabled or selected for thermally conditioning in a relatively short amount of time.



In some embodiments, one or more components may be enabled or selected for thermally

conditioning in a relatively long amount of time.

[0129] These are merely some examples of how particular components and

regions may be selected/enabled for thermal conditioning in step 1012. Other suitable

approaches and combinations of components/regions may be implemented.

[0130] After step 1012, the control method 1000 next moves to decision step

1014 wherein it is determined whether a first passenger component, such as a first seat as

shown, is enabled for thermal conditioning. The method 000 may first analyze whether the

first seat is enabled based on prioritizing the first passenger component, as described above.

However, in some embodiments, the auxiliary component may be prioritized, and thus the

method 1000 may instead begin with analyzing whether one or more auxiliary components,

such as a bin, first cup holder, and/or second cup holder, are enabled. In that case, the

method 100 may instead perform decision steps 1024, 1036 or 1048 before performing

decision step 1014. Therefore, the particular embodiment of the method 1000 shown is

based on prioritizing the first and second passenger components, but it should be understood

that variations of the method 000 may be performed based on prioritizing one or more of

the auxiliary components.

[0131] In some embodiments, in decision step 1014 t is determined whether a

first seat in the first region 601 or second region 820 is enabled for thermal conditioning. In

some embodiments, the control system 800 determines whether a first seat is enabled, for

example by receiving inputs to the controller 805. Such inputs may be manually or

automatically sent to the controller 805, for example from the temperature sensor 828. In

some embodiments, a user may manually select whether to enable the first seat, for example

by flipping a switch or making a selection on a touch screen display that is in communication

with the controller 805. These are just some examples of how it may be determined whether

a first seat is enabled for thermal conditioning. Other suitable approaches may be

implemented.

[0132] If t is determined in decision step 1014 that the first seat is enabled for

thermal conditioning, then the control method 1000 moves to subroutine 1300-1 wherein the

speed and/or other settings are set for one or more blowers, such as a fan, for the first seat.

Subroutine 1300-1 may involve the steps of method 1300A, as shown in and described herein



with respect to FIG. 7A, a d as applied to the blower or blowers for a first seat. In some

embodiments, the speed of the fan 618 or 824 may be set.

[0133] After subroutine 1300-1, the control method 1000 next moves to decision

step 0 6 wherein t s determined whether a second seat is enabled for thermal conditioning.

Decision step 0 6 may have the same or similar features with regards to a second seat as

decision step 1014 has with regards to a first seat In some embodiments, in decision step

10 6 it is determined whether a second seat in the second region 602 or third region 830 is

enabled for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments, the control system 800 determines

whether a second seat is enabled, for example by receiving inputs to the controller 805. Such

inputs may be manually or automatically sent to the controller 805, for example from the

temperature sensor 828. In some embodiments, a user may manually select whether to

enable the second seat, for example by flipping a switch or making a selection on a touch

screen display that is in communication with the controller 805. These are just some

examples of how it may be determined whether a second seat is enabled for thermal

conditioning. Other suitable approaches may be implemented.

[0134] If it is determined in decision step 0 6 that the second seat is not enabled

for thermal conditioning, then the control method 1000 moves to subroutine 100, wherein

the first seat only is cooled down. It is understood that subroutine 1100 may in addition or

instead provide heating and/or that it may be performed for the first seat only, the second seat

only, or the first and second seats, depending on the particular path taken in the control

method 000 to reach subroutine 00. Therefore, discussion of subroutine 00 as applied

to any particular seat or seats for either cooling or heating s not meant to limit the scope of

subroutine 1100 to only those contexts. Here, when subroutine 1100 is performed

immediately after decision step 1016, the first seat only is cooled down. That is, when

subroutine 00 is performed immediately after decision step 1016, the subroutine 00 is

performed as t relates to the first seat. However, as mentioned, performance of subroutine

1100 after other steps in the control method 1000 may involve heating or cooling down only

the first and second seat, or only the second seat, as described herein. Further details of the

subroutine 00 are shown in and described herein with respect to FIG. 5A . After subroutine

00, the control method then moves to decision step 1024, as described below.



[0135] If it is determined in decision step 0 6 that the second seat is enabled for

thermal conditioning, then the control method 000 moves to subroutine 1300-2 wherein

blowers are set for one of the seats. It is understood that subroutine 1300-2 may be

performed for the first or second seat, depending on the particular path taken in the control

method 1000 to reach subroutine 00-2. Therefore, discussion of subroutine 1300-2 as

applied to any particular seat is not meant to limit the scope of subroutine 1300-2 to only

those contexts. Here, when performing subroutine 1300-2 after decision step 1016, the

subroutine 1300-2 may be performed as it relates to the second seat. That is, when

subroutine 1300-2 is performed after decision step 1016, the speed or other settings are set

for one or more blowers, such as a fan, for the second seat. Subroutine 1300-2 may involve

the steps of method 1300A, as shown in and described herein with respect to FIG. 7A, and as

applied to the blower or blowers for the second seat. In some embodiments, the speed of the

fan 638 or 834 may be set.

[0136] After subroutine 1300-2, the control method 1000 moves to subroutine

00, wherein one or more seats are cooled down. As mentioned, the subroutine 00 may

in addition or instead provide heating and/or it may be performed for the fi rs seat only, the

second seat only, or the first and second seats, depending on the particular path taken in the

control method 1000 to reach subroutine 1100. Here, when subroutine 00 is performed

after subroutine 1300-2, the subroutine 1 00 is performed as it relates to the first and second

seats. That is, when subroutine 00 is performed after subroutine 1300-2, the first and

second seats are cooled down. However, as mentioned, performance of subroutine 1100

after other steps in the control method 000 may involve heating or cooling down only the

first or second seat, as described herein. Further details of the subroutine 1100 are shown in

and described herein with respect to FIG. 5A . After subroutine 00, the control method

then moves to decision step 024, as described below.

[0137] If it is determined in decision step 1014 that the first seat is not enabled

for thermal conditioning, then the control method 1000 moves to decision step 10 wherein

it is determined whether the second seat is enabled for thermal conditioning. Decision step

101 8 may have the same or similar features as decision step 1016. If it is determined in

decision step 1018 that the second seat is not enabled for thermal conditioning, then the

control method 1000 moves to decision step 1024, as described below.



[0138] Further, decision step 1018 may he performed after decision step 1014

based on prioritizing the first seat overall and based on prioritizing the second seat after the

first seat. However, in some embodiments, and as discussed above with respect to decision

step 1014, the first seat may not be prioritized, nor may the second seat be prioritized after

the first seat. For example, the second seat may be prioritized, in which case the method

1000 may begin with decision step 1018. As another example, the auxiliary components

may be prioritized, in which case decision steps 1024, 1036, and/or 1048 may be performed

before decision step 1018. As another example, the second seat may be prioritized over the

first seat, which may be prioritized over the auxiliary components. In that case, decision step

1018 may first be performed, then decision step 1014, and then one or more of the decision

steps 1024, 036 and/or 1048 may be performed. Therefore, as mentioned, the particular

embodiment of the method 1000 shown in FIG. 4 is just an example, and many other

variations may be implemented based on which components are prioritized or not prioritized

relative to each other.

[0139] If t is determined in decision step 018 that the second seat is enabled for

thermal conditioning, then the control method 1000 moves to subroutine 1300-3 wherein the

speed and/or other settings are set for one or more blowers, such as a fan, for the second seat.

In some embodiments, the subroutine 1300-3 may have the same or similar features as the

subroutine 1300-2 as performed after decision step 1016 (discussed above). For example,

subroutine 1300-3 may involve the steps of method 1300A, as shown in and described herein

with respect to FIG. 7A, and as applied to the blower or blowers for a second seat. In some

embodiments, in subroutine 1300-3 the speed of the fan 638 or 834 may be set.

[0140] After subroutine 1300-3, the control method 1000 next moves to decision

step 1020 wherein it is determined whether a first seat is enabled for thermal conditioning.

Decision step 020 may have the same or similar features as decision step 1014. Further,

even it was determined in previous step 1014 that the first seat was not enabled, it may be

determined in decision step 1020 that the first seat is enabled. For example, when decision

step 014 is performed, the first seat may not be enabled, but when decision step 1020 is

later performed the first seat may then be enabled. Thus, the first seat may be enabled at

different time points during the performance of the control method 1000. In some

embodiments, a user may first enable thermal conditioning for the second seat and then



enable thermal conditioning for the first seat. Under this scenario, it may be possible that

decision step 0 4 is performed before the first seat was enabled and that decision step 020

was performed after the first seat was enabled. This is merely one example and other

scenarios may apply.

[0141] If it is determined in decision step 1020 that the first seat is not enabled

for thermal conditioning, then the control method 1000 moves to subroutine 00, wherein

one or more seats are cooled down. As mentioned, the subroutine 00 may in addition or

instead provide heating and/or it may be performed for the first seat only, the second seat

only, or the first and second seats, depending on the particular path taken in the control

method 1000 to reach subroutine 100. Here, when subroutine 1100 is performed

immediately after decision step 1020, the subroutine 00 is performed as it relates to the

second seat only. That s, when subroutine 100 is performed immediately after decision

step 1020, the second seat only is cooled down. Further details of the subroutine 1100 are

shown in and described herein with respect to FIG. 5A . After subroutine 00, the control

method then moves to decision step 1024, as described below.

[0142] If it is determined in decision step 1020 tha the first seat is enabled for

thermal conditioning, then the control method 1000 moves to subroutine 1300-2 wherein

blowers are set for one of the seats. As mentioned, the subroutine 1300-2 may be performed

for the first or second seat, depending on the particular path taken in the control method 000

to reach subroutine 1300-2. Here, when performing subroutine 1300-2 after decision step

020, the subroutine 1300-2 is performed as it relates to the first seat. That is, when

subroutine 1300-2 s performed after decision step 1020, the speed or other settings are set

for one or more blowers, such as a fan, for the first seat. Subroutine 1300-2 may involve the

steps of method 1300A, as shown in and described herein with respect to FIG. 7A, and as

applied to the blower or blowers for the first seat. In some embodiments, the speed of the fan

618 or 824 may be set. In some embodiments, the subroutine 1300-2 as performed after

decision step 1020 may have the same or similar features as subroutine 1300-1, which is

described above.

[0143] After subroutine 1300-2, the control method 1000 moves to subroutine

1 100, wherein one or more of the seats are cooled down. As mentioned, the subroutine 00

may in addition or instead provide heating and/or it may be performed for the first seat only,



the second seat only, or the first and second seats, depending on the particular path taken in

the control method 000 to reach subroutine 100. Here, when subroutine 1 00 is performed

after subroutine 1300-2, the subroutine 1100 is performed as it relates to the first and second

seats. That is, when subroutine 1100 is performed after subroutine 1300-2, the first and

second seat are cooled down. Further details of the subroutine 100 are shown in and

described herein with respect to FIG. 5A . After subroutine 00, the control method then

moves to decision step 024, as described below.

Prioritization of Bin
[0144] At decision step 1024, it is determined whether bin cooling is enabled. In

some embodiments, it may be determined whether bm heating is enabled. Thus, here and

elsewhere throughout this disclosure, discussion of thermal conditioning in the context of

cooling is not meant to limit the scope of the disclosure to only cooling. Determination of

whether b cooling is enabled in decision step 1024 may be performed in a variety of ways.

In some embodiments, decision step 024 as applied to the bin may have the same or similar

features as decision steps 1014 or 1018 as applied to, respectively, the first or second seats.

In some embodiments, in decision step 1024 it is determined whether a bin in the second

region 602 or third region 830 is enabled for cooling. In some embodiments, the control

system 800 determines whether the bm is enabled, for example by receiving inputs to the

controller 805. Such inputs may be manually or automatically sent to the controller 805, for

example from the temperature sensor 838. In some embodiments, such inputs may be sent a

controller from the temperature sensor 644. In some embodiments, a user may manually

select whether to enable the bin, for example by flipping a switch or making a selection on a

touch screen display that is in communication with the controller 805. These are just some

examples of how it may be determined whether the bin is enabled for thermal conditioning,

such as cooling. Other suitable approaches may be implemented.

[0145] Further, decision step 1024 may be performed after decision step 1018

based on prioritizing the seats over the auxiliary components. However, in some

embodiments, and as discussed above with respect to decision steps 1014 and 0 8, the seats

may not be prioritized. For example, the cool bin may be prioritized, in which case the

method 1000 may begin with decision step 1024. Therefore, as mentioned, the particular



embodiment of the method 1000 shown in FIG. 4 is just an example, and many other

variations may be implemented based on which components are prioritized or not prioritized

relative to each other.

[0146] If it is determined in decision step 1024 that bin cooling is enabled, then

the control method 000 moves to step 1026, described below. If it is determined in decision

step 1024 that bin cooling is not enabled, then the control method 1000 moves to decision

step 1036, described below.

[0147] At step 1026, the fan and valve for the bin are switched on. In some

embodiments of step 1026, the fan is switched on to move air and the valve is switched on to

allow or otherwise regulate flow of thermal media through the valve. In some embodiments

of step 1026, the fan 638 is turned on and the valve 634 s opened. By "opened" it is meant

that thermal media is allowed to flow through the valve. After step 1026, the control method

then moves to decision step 1028, described below.

[0148] At decision step 1028, t is determined whether a first cup holder s

enabled for thermal conditioning, for example enabled for cooling and/or heating.

Determination of whether a first cup holder is enabled for thermal conditioning in decision

step 1036 may be performed in a variety of ways. In some embodiments, decision step 1036

as applied to a first cup holder may have the same or similar features as decision step 024 as

applied to a bin or decision steps 1014 or 1018 as applied to, respectively, the first or second

seats. In some embodiments, in decision step 1036 it is determined whether a first cup

holder in the third region 603 or fourth region 840 is enabled for thermal conditioning. In

some embodiments, the control system 800 determines whether a first cup holder s enabled,

for example by receiving inputs to the controller 805. Such inputs may be manually or

automatically sent to the controller 805, for example from the temperature sensor 846. In

some embodiments, a user may manually select whether to enable the first cup holder, for

example by flipping a switch or making a selection on a touch screen display that is in

communication with the controller 805. These are just some examples of how it may be

determined whether a first cup holder is enabled for thermal conditioning. Other suitable

approaches may be implemented.

[0149] If it is determined in decision step 028 that thermal conditioning of the

first cup holder is enabled, then the control method 1000 moves to step 1030, described



below f t is determined in decision step 028 that thermal conditioning of the first cup

holder is not enabled, then the control method 1000 bypasses step 030 and moves to

decision step 1032, described below.

[0150] At step 1030, the fan and valve for the first cup holder are switched on.

Therefore, the first cup holder may be thermally conditioned using convective heat transfer.

However, in some embodiments, the first cup holder may be thermally conditioned using

conductive heat transfer. For example, the fan may be replaced with a conductive plate,

which may be, for instance, the heat exchanger 656 used to conductive! thermally condition

the third node 660 as shown in and described with respect to FIG. 1A . As shown in FIG. 4A,

thermal conditioning of the first cup holder may use a fan. In some embodiments of step

1030, the fan is switched on to move air and the valve is switched on to allow or otherwise

regulate flow of thermal media through the valve n some embodiments of step 1030, the

valve 654 is opened. By "opened" it is meant that thermal media is allowed to flow through

the valve.

[0151] At decision step 032, it is determined whether a second cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning, for example enabled for cooling and/or heating.

Determination of whether a second cup holder is enabled for thermal conditioning in

decision step 1032 may be performed in a variety of ways. In some embodiments, decision

step 1032 as applied to a second cup holder may have the same or similar features as decision

step 1024 as applied to a bin or decision steps 1014 or 0 8 as applied to, respectively, the

first or second seats. In some embodiments, in decision step 1032 it is determined whether a

second cup holder in the third region 603 or fourth region 840 is enabled for thermal

conditioning. In some embodiments, the control system 800 determines whether a second

cup holder is enabled, for example by receiving inputs to the controller 805. Such inputs

may be manually or automatically sent to the controller 805, for example from the

temperature sensor 846. In some embodiments, a user may manually select whether to

enable the second cup holder, for example by flipping a switch or making a selection on a

touch screen display that is in communication with the controller 805. These are just some

examples of how it may be determined whether a second cup holder is enabled for thermal

conditioning. Other suitable approaches may be implemented.



[0152] If it is determined in decision step 032 that thermal conditioning of the

second cup holder is enabled, then the control method 1000 moves to step 1034, described

below. If it is determined in decision step 1032 that thermal conditioning of the second cup

holder s not enabled, then the control method 000 bypasses step 1034 and moves to

subroutine 1200-1, described below.

[0153] At step 1034, the fan and valve for the second cup holder are switched on.

Therefore, the second cup holder may be thermally conditioned using convective heat

transfer. However, in some embodiments, the second cup holder may be thermally

conditioned using conductive heat transfer. For example, the fan may be replaced with a

conductive plate, which may be, for instance, the heat exchanger 656 used to thermally

condition the third node 660 as shown in and described with respect to FIG. 1A . Step 034

as applied to the second cup holder may have the same or similar features as the step 028 as

applied to the first cup holder. As shown in FIG. 4A, thermal conditioning of the second

cup holder may use a fan. In some embodiments of step 1034, the fan is switched on to

move air and the valve is switched on to allow or otherwise regulate flow of thermal media

through the valve. In some embodiments of step 1034, the valve 654 is opened. By

"opened" it is meant that thermal media is allowed to flow through the valve. After step

1034, the control method 1000 next moves to subroutine 1200-1.

[0154] At subroutine 1200-1, the temperature is controlled for the bin and for

neither, either or both of the first and second cup holders. Subroutine 1200-1 may involve

the steps of method 1200, as shown in and described herein with respect to FIG. 6, and as

applied to the bin and to neither, either or both of the first and second cup holders. As

further discussed with respect to the method 1200, the temperature may be controlled in a

variety of aspects, including varying the compressor speed. Therefore, in some embodiments

of subroutine 1200-1, a compressor speed is selected to control the temperature for the bin

and for neither, either or both of the first and second cup holders. After subroutine 200 1,

the control method 1000 moves back to decision step 0 4, and proceeds as described above.

[0155] In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-1, the temperature is controlled

for the bin and not for either of the first or second cup holders. For example, it may be

determined at previous decision step 028 that the first cup holder is not enabled for thermal

conditioning and at previous decision step 1032 that the second cup holder is not enabled for



thermal conditioning. In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-1, the temperature is

controlled for the bin and the first cup holder but not for the second cup holder. For

example, it may be determined at previous decision step 1028 that the first cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning and at previous decision step 1032 that the second cup

holder is not enabled for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-1,

the temperature is controlled for the bin and for both the first and second cup holders. For

example, it may be determined at previous decision step 1028 that the first cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning and at previous decision step 1032 that the second cup

holder is enabled for thermal conditioning.

Prioritization of First Cup Holder
[0156] At decision step 1036, t is determined whether a first cup holder s

enabled for thermal conditioning, for example enabled for cooling and/or heating. Decision

step 1036 may have the same or similar features as decision step 1028, described above.

[0157] Further, decision step 1036 may be performed after decision step 024

based on prioritizing the first cup holder over other auxiliary components, such as the bin or

second cup holder. However, in some embodiments, there may be a different priority of

auxiliary components. For example, the first cup holder may be prioritized, in which case

decision step 1036 may be performed before decision step 1024. Further, as mentioned with

respect to steps 1014, 0 8 and 024, the auxiliary components may be prioritized over the

passenger components. In that case, the method 1000 may begin with the decision step 1036,

assuming the first cup holder is prioritized over the other auxiliary components. Therefore,

as mentioned, the particular embodiment of the method 1000 shown in FIG. 4 is just an

example, and many other variations may be implemented based on which components are

prioritized or not prioritized relative to each other.

[0158] If it is determined in decision step 1036 that thermal conditioning of the

first cup holder is enabled, then the control method 1000 moves to step 1038, described

below. If it is determined in decision step 1036 that thermal conditioning of the first cup

holder is not enabled, then the control method 1000 moves to decision step 1048, described

below.



[0159] At step 1038, the fan and valve for the first cup holder are switched on.

Step 1038 may have the same or similar features as step 1030, described above. After step

038, the control method next moves to decision step 1040, described below.

[0160] At decision step 040, it s determined whether a second cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning. Decision step 040 may have the same or similar features

as decision step 032, described above. If it is determined in decision step 1040 that thermal

conditioning of the second cup holder is enabled, then the control method 000 moves to step

042, described below. If it is determined in decision step 040 that thermal conditioning of

the second cup holder is not enabled, then the control method 1000 bypasses step 1042 and

moves to decision step 044, described below.

[0161] At step 1042, the fan and valve for the second cup holder are switched on.

Step 1042 may the same or similar features as step 1034, described above. After step 1042,

the control method 000 next moves to decision step 1044, described belo w.

[0162] At decision step 1044, it is determined whether bin cooling is enabled.

Decision step 1044 may have the same or similar features as decision step 1024, described

above. If it is determined in decision step 1044 that bin cooling is enabled, then the control

method 000 moves to step 1046, described below. If it s determined in decision step 044

that bin cooling is not enabled, then the control method 000 bypasses step 1046 and

proceeds to subroutine 1200-2, described below.

[0163] At step 1046, the fan and valve for the bin are switched on. Step 046

may the same or similar features as step 026, described above. After step 046, the control

method 1000 then moves to subroutine 1200-2, described below.

[0164] At subroutine 1200-2, the temperature s controlled for the first cup holder

and for neither, either or both of the second cup holder and the bin. Subroutine 1200-2 may

involve the steps of method 1200, as shown in and described herein with respect to FIG. 6,

and as applied to the first cup holder and to neither, either or both of the second cup holder

and the bin. As further discussed with respect to the method 1200, the temperature may be

controlled in a variety of aspects, including varying the compressor speed. Therefore, in

some embodiments of subroutine 1200-2, a compressor speed is selected to control the

temperature for the first cup holder and for neither, either or both of the second cup holder



and the bin. After subroutine 1200-2, the control method 000 moves back to decision step

0 4, and proceeds as described above.

[0165] In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-2, the temperature is controlled

for the first cup holder but is not controlled for either of the second cup holder and bin. For

example, it may be determined at previous decision step 1040 that the second cup holder is

not enabled for thermal conditioning and at previous decision step 1044 that the bin is not

enabled for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-2, the

temperature is controlled for the first and second cup holders but not for the bin. For

example, it may be determined at previous decision step 040 that the second cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning and at previous decision step 1044 that the bin is not

enabled for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-2, the

temperature s controlled for the bin and for both the first and second cup holders. For

example, it may be determined at previous decision step 1040 that the second cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning and at previous decision step 1044 that the bin is enabled

for thermal conditioning.

Prioritization of Second Cup Holder
[0166] At decision step 1048, it is determined whether a second cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning, for example enabled for cooling and/or heating. Decision

step 048 may have the same or similar features as decision step 1032, described above.

[0167] Further, decision step 1048 may be performed after decision step 1036

based on prioritizing the second cup holder over other auxiliary components, such as the bin

or first cup holder. However, in some embodiments, there may be a different priority of

auxiliary components. For example, the second cup holder may be prioritized, in which case

decision step 1048 may be performed before decision steps 1024 and 1036. Further, as

mentioned with respect to steps 1014, 10 8, 1024, and 1036, the auxiliary components may

be prioritized over the passenger components. In that case, the method 1000 may begin with

the decision step 1048, assuming the second cup holder is prioritized over the other auxiliary

components. Therefore, as mentioned, the particular embodiment of the method 1000 shown

in FIG. 4 is just an example, and many other variations may be implemented based on which

components are prioritized or not prioritized relative to each other.



[0168] If it is determined in decision step 048 that thermal conditioning of the

second cup holder is enabled, then the control method 1000 moves to step 1050, described

below. If it is determined in decision step 1048 that thermal conditioning of the second cup

holder is not enabled, then the control method 1000 moves back to decision step 1014 and

proceeds as described above.

[0169] At step 1050, the fan and valve for the second cup holder are switched on.

Step 1050 may the same or similar features as step 1042, described above. After step 1050,

the control method 000 next moves to decision step 1052, described below.

[0170] At decision step 1052, it is determined whether thermal conditioning of

the first cup holder is enabled. Decision step 1052 may have the same or similar features as

decision step 1028, described above. If it is determined in decision step 1052 that thermal

conditioning of the first cup holder is enabled, then the control method 1000 moves to step

1054, described below. If it is determined in decision step 1052 that thermal conditioning of

the first cup holder is not enabled, then the control method 000 bypasses step 1054 and

proceeds to decision step 056, described below.

[0171] At step 1054, the fan and valve for the first cup holder are switched on.

Step 054 may the same or similar features as step 1030, described above. After step 1054,

the control method 1000 then moves to decision step 1056, described below.

[0172] At decision step 1056, it is determined whether bin cooling is enabled.

Decision step 1056 may have the same or similar features as decision step 1024, described

above. If it is determined in decision step 1056 that bin cooling is enabled, then the control

method 1000 moves to step 1058, described below. If it is determined in decision step 1056

that bin cooling is not enabled, then the control method 1000 bypasses step 1058 and

proceeds to subroutine 1200-3, described below.

[0173] At step 1058, the fan and valve for the bin are switched on. Step 1058

may the same or similar features as step 1026, described above. After step 1058, the control

method 1000 then moves to subroutine 1200-3, described below.

[0174] At subroutine 1200-3, the temperature is controlled for the second cup

holder and for neither, either or both of the first cup holder and the bin. Subroutine 1200-3

may involve the steps of method 1200, as shown in and described herein with respect to FIG.

6, and as applied to the second cup holder and to neither, either or both of the first cup holder



and the bra. As further discussed with respect to the method 1200, the temperature may be

controlled in a variety of aspects, including varying the compressor speed. Therefore, in

some embodiments of subroutine 1200-3, a compressor speed is selected to control the

temperature for the second cup holder and for neither, either or both of the first cup holder

and the bin. After subroutine 1200-3, the control method 1000 moves back to decision step

0 4, and proceeds as described above.

[0175] In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-3, the temperature is controlled

for the second cup holder but is ot controlled for either of the first cup holder and bra. For

example, it may be determined at previous decision step 1052 that the first cup holder is not

enabled for thermal conditioning and at previous decision step 1056 that the bin is not

enabled for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-3, the

temperature is controlled for the first and second cup holders but not for the bin. For

example, it may be determined at previous decision step 1052 that the first cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning and at previous decision step 1056 that the bin is not

enabled for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments of subroutine 1200-3, the

temperature is controlled for both the first and second cup holders and for the bin. For

example, it may be determined at previous decision step 1052 that the first cup holder is

enabled for thermal conditioning and at previous decision step 056 that the bin is enabled

for thermal conditioning.

[0176] FIG. 5A is a schematic of an embodiment of a control method 100AA for

cooling a seat. FIG. 5B is a schematic of another embodiment of a control method 1100AB

for cooling a seat. The methods 1100A, 1100B may be used with the various control

methods described herein, for example with the control method 1000 shown in and described

with respect to FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, the methods 1 100A, 1100B of FIGS. 5A and

5B are performed as a subroutine or subcontrol method in other methods describe herein, for

example as the subroutine 1100 within the method 000 of FIG. 4 .

[0177] As shown in FIG. 5A, the method 1 100A may begin with step 1 1 10

wherein a compressor and pump are switched to maximum speeds. The compressor and

pump may be switched to maximum speeds automatically or manually. In some

embodiments of step 1110, a compressor within the thermal energy source 604 is switched to

maximum speed. In some embodiments of step 0, the compressor 7 0 or 812 is switched



to maximum speed. In some embodiments of step 11 0, the pump 606 is switched to

maximum speed. In some embodiments of step 10, thermal conditioning of one or more

seats is prioritized over thermal conditioning of other components, such as a bin and one or

more cup holders. In some embodiments of step 1110, the valves servicing these or other

components are shut off or otherwise closed. In some embodiments of step 1110, the valves

servicing these or other components are mostly closed. "Mostly closed" as used herein may

indicate, for example, that the valve or other device is more than 50% closed, or is 60%,

75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or 99% etc. closed, or other percentages closed. In some

embodiments of step 1110, the valves 634 and/or 654 are closed or are mostly closed. In

some embodiments of step 0, the valves 832 and/or 842 are closed or are mostly closed.

After step 1110, the method 1100A next moves to decision step 1111, describe below.

[0178] At decision step 1111, it s determined whether the seatback is activated

for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments, it is determined whether the seatback is

activated using a control system, such as the control system 800. In some embodiments, a

user may choose to activate the seatback using a controller, for example the controller 805.

In some embodiments, the seatback may be activated automatically, for example by sensing

that a passenger is sitting in the seat and/or leaning against the seatback. In some

embodiments, the seat back may be a portion of the first thermal node 628, for example a

back portion of a vehicle seat, or a y other similar nodes or seatback portions described

herein. In some embodiments, a seat cushion may be assessed for activation followed by

assessment of the seatback for activation later in the method 00AA. If it is determined in

decision step 11 that the seatback or other portion is not activated, then the method

1100AA next moves to decision step 1116, described below. If it is determined in decision

step i i that the seat back or other portion is activated, then the method 1100AA next

moves to decision step 1112, described below.

[0179] At decision step 1112, the current temperature of a first portion of the seat

is compared to a desired or set temperature. As shown, in some embodiments of decision

step 1112, the current temperature of a seatback portion of the seat is compared to a desired

or set temperature. In some embodiments of decision step 2, the current temperature of a

bottom or other portion of the seat may be compared to a desired or set temperature. For



instance, a seat cushion temperature may be compared to a setpoint followed by comparison

of a sen? back temperature with a setpoint later in the method 1 00A .

[0180] In some embodiments of decision step 1112, the current temperature may

be compared to a set temperature using a control system, such as the control system 800 In

some embodiments of decision step 1112, the current temperature of a first portion of the

seat is compared to a desired or set temperature using a controller and temperature sensor,

such as the controller 805 and the sensor 828. In some embodiments of decision step 2,

the sensor 828 senses the current temperature of a first seat portion and data relating to the

sensed current temperature is received by the controller 805, which compares such data to

other data relating to a desired or set temperature of the first seat portion.

[0181] If it is determined in decision step 2 that the current temperature of the

first seat portion is less than the desired or set temperature of the first seat portion, then the

method 100A next moves to step 1114, described below. If it is determined in decision step

2 that the current temperature of the first seat portion is not less than the desired or set

temperature of the first seat portion, then the method 1 100A next moves to subroutine 1300-

6, described below.

[0182] At step 4, a blower such as a fan for this first seat portion is set to a

maximum speed setting. As shown, in some embodiments, the blower may be servicing the

seatback portion of the first seat. In some embodiments, the blower may be servicing the

bottom or other portion of the first seat. In some embodiments, the blower may have

multiple settings. In some embodiments, the blower may have four settings, with setting # 1

indicating maximum speed and setting #4 indicating minimum speed. Therefore, as shown,

in some embodiments of step 1114, the blower may be set to setting # . After step 1114, the

method 00A next moves to decision step 6, described below.

[0183] At decision step 1116, the current temperature of a second portion of the

seat is compared to a desired or set temperature. Decision step 1116 as applied to a second

seat portion may have the same or similar features as decision step 2 as applied to the

first seat portion. As shown, in some embodiments of decision step 1116, the current

temperature of a bottom or cushion portion of the seat is compared to a desired or set

temperature. In some embodiments of decision step 16, the current temperature of a

seatback or other portion of the seat may be compared to a desired or set temperature.



[0184] In some embodiments of decision step 1 1 16, the current temperature ma ¬

be compared to a set temperature using a control system, such as the control system 800. In

some embodiments of decision step 1116, the current temperature of a second portion of the

seat is compared to a desired or set temperature using a controller and temperature sensor,

such as the controller 805 and the sensor 828 In some embodiments of decision step I l 6,

the sensor 828 senses the current temperature of a second seat portion and data relating to the

sensed current temperature s received by the controller 805, which compares such data to

other data relating to a desired or set temperature of the second seat portion.

[0185] If it is determined in decision step 1116 that the current temperature of the

second seat portion is less than the desired or set temperature of the second seat portion, then

the method 00A next moves to step 1118, described below if it is determined in decision

step 1 1 16 that the current temperature of the second seat portion is not less than the desired

or set temperature of the second seat portion, then the method 1 100A next moves to

subroutine 1300-4, described below.

[0186] At subroutine 1300-4, the speed and/or other settings are set for one or

more blowers, such as a fan, for the second seat portion, which may be a bottom or cushion

portion of the seat. Subroutine 1300-4 may involve the steps of method 1300A, as shown in

and described herein with respect to FIG. 7A, and as applied to the blower or blowers for the

second seat portion. In some embodiments of subroutine 1300-4, the speed of a blower

servicing the seat bottom portion may be set. In some embodiments of subroutine 1300-4,

the speed of a blower servicing the seatback or other portion may be set. In some

embodiments of subroutine 1300-4, the speed of the fan 618 or 824 may be set After

subroutine 1300-4, the method 100A next moves to decision step 126.

[0187] At decision step 126, it is determined whether an accrued time satisfies a

time limit threshold. As shown, this may include determination of whether the accrued time

is greater than a time limit It may also include determination of whether the accrued time

limit is equal to the time limit, or with some range of the time limit, etc. The accrued time

may be the total time spent on performing the method 1100A each time it is called by another

method or otherwise performed. In some embodiments, the control system 800 may track the

amount of time each time the method 100A is begun. The tracked or accrued time may then



be compared with a time limit or other threshold in decision step 1126 to determine whether

the threshold is satisfied.

[0188] If it is determined in decision step 26 that the time limit threshold is

satisfied, e.g. if the accrued time is greater than the time limit, then the method 100A next

moves to step 27 and exits the method 100A . If in the method 1100A it is determined in

decision step 1126 that the time limit threshoid is satisfied, e.g. if the accrued time is not

greater than the time limit, then the method 1 100A returns to decision step 1 1 and

proceeds as described herein with respect to decision step 1111.

[0189] At step 1127, the method 1100A ends. Step 27 may be the same or

similar as step 9 described below. In some embodiments, at step 27 the process may

return to another method, for example to the method 000 at decision step 024.

[0190] At step 1118, the valve to the seat is shut off or otherwise closed. In some

embodiments of step , the valve to the seat is mostly closed. In some embodiments of

step 18, the valve 614 or the valve 822 is closed or mostly closed. After step 1118, the

method 100A next moves to subroutine 1300-5, described below.

[0191] At subroutine 1300-5, the speed and/or other settings are set for one or

more blowers, such as a fan, for the second seat portion, which may be a bottom or cushion

portion of the seat. Subroutine 1300-5 may have the same or similar features as subroutine

1300-4, described above. After subroutine 1300-5, the method 1100A next moves to step

9, as described below.

[0192] At step 9, the method 1 00A ends. As mentioned, the method 1 100A

may be a subroutine performed within the control method 1000. At step 9, the method

1100A may therefore be exited and the control method 1000 may then be performed starting

at the appropriate location of the control method 1000. In some embodiments, the method

Γ 00Α may be exited and the control method 000 may then continue at decision step 1024,

as described above. Step 1119 may be the same or similar as the step 127 described above.

[0193] At subroutine 1300-6, the speed and/or other settings are set for one or

more blowers, such as a fan, for the first seat portion, which may be the seatback portion.

Subroutine 1300-6 may involve the steps of method 1300A, as shown in and described herein

with respect to FIG. 7A, and as applied to the blower or blowers for the first seat portion. In

some embodiments of subroutine 1300-6, the speed of a blower servicing the seatback



portion may be set. In some embodiments of subroutine 1300-6, the speed of a blower

servicing the seat bottom or other portion may be set. In some embodiments of subroutine

1300-6, the speed of the fan 6 8 or 824 may be set. After subroutine 1300-6, the method

1100A next moves to decision step 120, described below.

[0194] At decision step 1120, it is determined whether the sea cushion is

activated for thermal conditioning. Decision step 20 may have the same or similar features

as decision step described above but as applied to a second seat portion, such as the seat

cushion. In some embodiments, a seatback may be assessed for activation after assessment

of the seat cushion for activation previously in the method 1100A . If it is determined in

decision step 1120 that the seat cushion or other portion is not activated, then the method

1100A next moves to decision step 24, described below. If it is determined in decision

step 0 that the seat cushion or other portion is activated, then the method 1100A next

moves to decision step 1121, described below.

[0195] At decision step 1121, the current temperature of a second portion of the

seat is compared to a desired or set temperature. Decision step 1121 may have the same or

similar features as decision step 1112 or 1 6, described above, as applied to the second seat

portion. As shown, in some embodiments of decision step 1121, the current temperature of a

bottom or cushion portion of the seat is compared to a desired or set temperature. In some

embodiments of decision step 1121, the current temperature of a seatback or other portion of

the seat may be compared to a desired or set temperature.

[0196] In some embodiments of decision step 1121, the current temperature may

be compared to a set temperature using a control system, such as the control system 800. In

some embodiments of decision step 1121, the current temperature of a second portion of the

seat is compared to a desired or set temperature using a controller and temperature sensor,

such as the controller 805 and the sensor 828. In some embodiments of decision step 1121,

the sensor 828 senses the current temperature of a second seat portion and data relating to the

sensed current temperature is received by the controller 805, which compares such data to

other data relating to a desired or set temperature of the second seat portion.

[0197] If it is determined in decision step 1 2 1 that the current temperature of the

second seat portion does not satisfy a temperature threshold, for example if the current

temperature is less than the desired or set temperature of the second seat portion, then the



method 1100A next moves to step 22, described below. If it is determined in decision step

1121 that the current temperature of the second sea portion does satisfy a temperature

threshold, for example if the current temperature is not less than the desired or set

temperature of the second seat portion, then the method 1100A next moves to subroutme

1300-7, described below.

[0198] At step 22, a blower such as a fan for this seat portion is set to a

maximum speed setting. As shown, in some embodiments of step 122, the blower may be

servicing the bottom or cushion portion of the first seat In some embodiments, the blower

may be servicing the seatback or other portion of the first seat. In some embodiments, the

blower may have multiple settings. In some embodiments, the blower may have four

settings, with setting # 1 indicating maximum speed and setting #4 indicating minimum

speed. Therefore, as shown, in some embodiments of step 1122, the blower may be set to

setting #1. After step 22, the method 1100A next moves to decision step 124.

[0199] At subroutine 1300-7, the speed and/or other settings are set for one or

more blowers, such as a fan, for the second seat portion, which may be a bottom or cushion

portion of the seat. Subroutine 1300-7 may have the same or similar features as subroutine

1300-4, described above. Subroutine 1300-7 may involve the steps of method 1300A, as

shown in and described herein with respect to FIG. A, and as applied to the blower or

blowers for the second seat portion. In some embodiments of subroutine 1300-7, the speed

of a blower servicing the seat bottom portion may be set. In some embodiments of

subroutine 1300-7, the speed of a blower servicing the seatback or other portion may be set.

In some embodiments of subroutine 1300-7, the speed of the fan 618 or 824 may be set.

After subroutine 1300-7, the method Γ 00Α next moves to decision step 1124.

[0200] At decision step 124, it is determined whether an accrued time satisfies a

time limit threshold. Decision step 24 may the same or similar features as decision step

1 26 described above. Thus, for example, decision step 24 may include determination of

whether the accrued time is greater than a time limit, equal to the time limit, or within some

range of the time limit, etc.

[0201] If it is determined in decision step 1124 that the time limit threshold is

satisfied, e.g. if the accrued time is greater than the time limit, then the method 1100A next

moves to step 25 and exits the method 1100A. At step 25, the method 00A ends.



Step 125 may be the same or similar as step 1119 or 7 described above. In some

embodiments, at step 25 the process may return to another method, for example to the

method 1000 at decision step 1024.

[0202] If it is determined in decision step 24 that the time limit threshold is

satisfied, e.g. if the accrued time is not greater than the time limit, then the method 1 100A

returns to decision step 111 and proceeds as described herein with respect to decision step

1111.

[0203] As mentioned, FIG. 5B is a schematic of another embodiment of a control

method 00B for cooling a seat. As shown, the method 00B may begin with step 1150

wherein a compressor and pump are switched to maximum speeds. Step 50 may have the

same or similar features as step 1110 of the method 1100 as described herein, for example

with respect to FIG. 5A . After step 1150, the method 1100B then moves to step 1152.

[0204] At step 52, the valves for the bin and at least one cup holder are closed

or mostly closed. In some embodiments, the valves for the bin and all cup holders (which

may be two cup holders) are closed or mostly closed. In some embodiments, the valves

affected are closed completely. In some embodiments of step 52, the valves 634 and/or

654 are closed or are mostly closed. In some embodiments of step 152, the valves 832

and/or 842 are closed or are mostly closed. In some embodiments of step 1152, the control

system 800 and/or controller 805 are used to close the valves. After step 52, the method

100B then moves to step 1154.

[0205] At step 1154, the seat valve s turned on. In some embodiments, the seat

valve is opened completely or is mostly opened. "Mostly opened" as used herein may

indicate, for example, that the valve or other device is more than 50% opened, or is 60%,

75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or 99% etc. opened, or other percentages opened. In some

embodiments, the valve 614 or 822 is opened or mostly opened. In some embodiments of

step 52, the control system 800 and/or controller 805 are used to open the valves. After

step 1154, the method 00B then moves to step 55.

[0206] At step 1155, the sensor temperature is compared to a setpoint temperature

and the accrued or elapsed time is compared to a time limit. The sensor temperature may be

a temperature corresponding to a portion or portions of the seat, such as the seatback and/or

seat cushion. For example, the temperature of the various seat portions may be detected



using the sensor 622, 624, 827 or 828. The sensed temperature is then compared to a

temperature setpomt for assessment of whether the sensed temperature satisfies the setpoint

threshold. The accrued time is also analyzed. In some embodiments, the accrued time is

analyzed in parallel with the temperature comparison. In some embodiments, the accrued

time is measured from the start of the method 00Β and/or from the performance of step

1150, I 52 and/ r 154. The comparison of the accrued time with the time limit may have

the same or similar features as the decision steps 124 or 26 of the method 00A as

described, for example, with respect to FIG. 5A. The temperature and time comparisons in

step 5 may be performed by the various control systems described herein, for example the

control system 800. After step 1155, the method 1100B next moves to decision step 1156.

[0207] At decision step 56, it is determined whether the sensor temperature

satisfies a temperature setpoint threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued time satisfies a

time limit threshold. In some embodiments, it is determined whether the sensor temperature

is less than or equal to a temperature setpoint and whether the elapsed time is greater than or

equal to a time limit. Other threshold criteria may be implemented, including determining

whether the sensor temperature is less than a temperature setpoint and/or whether the elapsed

time is greater than a time limit, or whether the sensor temperature and accrued time are

within respective threshold ranges for each parameter. The sensor temperature and elapsed

time may be analyzed using the various control systems described herein, for example the

control system 800. If it is determined in decision step 56 that the sensor temperature does

not satisfy the temperature setpoint threshold and that the accrued time does not satisfy the

time limit threshold, then the method moves back to step 1155, and proceeds as described

above. If t s determined in decision step 56 that the sensor temperature satisfies the

temperature setpoint threshold or that the accrued time satisfies the time limit threshold, then

the method moves to step 57. Therefore, satisfaction of either criterion will suffice to

move the method 100B along to step 157. In some embodiments, only the timing criterion

s analyzed.

[0208] At step 157, the seat valve is turned off. In some embodiments, the seat

valve is closed completely or is mostly closed. In some embodiments, the valve 614 or 822

s closed or mostly closed. In some embodiments of step 57, the control system 800

and/or controller 805 are used to close the valves. After step 157, the method 1100B then



moves to step 8 At step 1158, the method 1100B ends and is exited. Step 1158 may be

the same or similar as step I l , 1125 or 1127 of the method 1100A as described, for

example, with respect to FIG. 5A . In some embodiments, at step 58 the process may

return to another method, for example to the method 1000 at decision step 1024.

[0209] FIG. 6, as shown in FIG. 6A and continued in FIG. 6 F , is a schematic of

an embodiment of a control method 1200 for controlling temperature of one or more

components that may be used with the various control systems and methods described

herein.. In some embodiments, the method 1200 of FIG. 6 is performed as the subroutine

1200-1, 1200-2 and/or 1200-3 within the method 000 of FIG 4

[0210] The method 1200 begins with decision step 1210, wherein it is determined

which node combination to perform. "Node" refers to which components of the system or

aspects thereof are to be thermally serviced. For instance, the node may refer to the second

thermal node 648, the third thermal node 660 or 1460 (described herein), and/or the fourth

thermal node 1462 (described herein). In some embodiments, the first thermal node 628 or

820 may be implemented into the method 1200. The method 200 may be performed in

different node combinations. The various node combinations may depend on the inputs to

the method 1200. In some embodiments, the control method 1000 may provide inputs to

subroutine 1200-1, 1200-2 or 1200-3, which may then perform the method 1200

corresponding to those inputs. For example, the method 1200 may be performed as

subroutine 1200-1, 1200-2 and/or 1200-3 in method 1000, where only a first component is

being thermally serviced, where only a second component is being thermally serviced, where

a first and second component are being thermally serviced, where a f rst and third component

are being thermally serviced, where a first, second and third component are being thermally

serviced, etc. In some embodiments, more than three components may be serviced.

[02 ] At decision step 1210 one or more of the various nodes may be selected

for thermal conditioning. In some embodiments, only a bin only may be selected, only a cup

holder may be selected, or a bin and at least one cup holder may be selected. These

exemplary selections and combinations are described in further detail below. Other

selections and combinations of nodes may be implemented, and these are merely provided as

some examples of possible node combinations.



[0212] After the method 00 has been performed, for example as subroutine

1200-1, 1200-2 and/or 1200-3 in method 1000, the method 1200 may end and then the

method 000 may continue at the appropriate step, as discussed in further detail herein.

Bin Only
[0213] In some embodiments of decision step 1210, it may be determined that

only a bin is to be thermally conditioned. For example, in control method 1000 it may be

determined that only a bin is enabled for thermal conditioning, in which case subroutine

1200-1, 1200-2 or 1200-3 may receive such input and then perform the method 1200 for

thermally conditioning only the bin. If it is determined in decision step 2 0 that only the

bin is being thermally conditioned, the method 1200 may then move to step 1212.

[0214] At step 1212, the node combination for thermally conditioning the bin

only may be selected. In some embodiments, the second node 648 may be selected. In

some embodiments, the flow control device 634 may be opened to allow the flow of thermal

working fluid through the third branch 652 servicing the second node 648. In some

embodiments, the fan 638, that services the second node 648, may be activated. In some

embodiments, the flow control devices 614 and 634 may be shut to prevent or otherwise

reduce the flow of thermal working fluid through the first and second branches 612 and 632

servicing the first and third nodes 628 and 660. After step 1 1 , the method 1200 may then

move to step 1213.

[0215] At step 1213, a thermal setpoint for the bin is selected in some

embodiments, a particular temperature or temperature range may be selected for the bin.

This may be done by a user selecting a particular temperature value. Or, a user may select a

setting such as "low," "medium" or "high," and the controller 805 may then determine the

corresponding temperature or temperature range for the setpoint. These are merely some

examples of how the setpoint may be selected, and other suitable approaches may be

implemented. These and other approaches may be input by a user, for example, by using a

display in communication with a controller, as described herein. For example, the controller

805 may generate data related to the setpoint for the first or second cup holder temperature.

Such data may be used later in the method 1200, such as in step 234 in a control algorithm.

After step 1213, the method 1200 then moves to decision step 1214.



[0216] At decision step 1214, it s determined whether the selected thermal

setpoint, for example the desired or set temperature, for the bin is less than or equal to 0°C,

i.e. less than or equal to a freezing temperature for water. In some embodiments, the

controller 805 compares the selected thermal setpoint to 0°C and determines whether the

selected thermal setpoint is less than 0°C. If it is determined in decision step 1214 that the

selected thermal setpoint for the bin is not less than or equal to 0°C, then the method 200

moves to step 1216 to set refrigeration control parameters, described below. For example,

the thermal setpoint may be selected as 1°C, 2°C, 3°C, 4°C, 5°C, 10°C, 15°C or any lower,

intermediate or higher refrigeration temperatures, or any ranges including any such

refrigeration temperatures. If it is determined in decision step 1214 that the selected thermal

setpoint for the bin is less than or equal to 0°C, then the method 200 moves to step 1218 to

set freezing control parameters, described below. For example, the thermal setpoint may be

selected as -1°C, -2°C, -3°C, -4°C, -5°C, -10°C, -15°C or any lower, intermediate or higher

freezing temperatures, or any ranges including any such freezing temperatures.

[0217] At step 1216, an indicated thermal conditioning control mode is set to

refrigerate. In some embodiments, one or more of various system parameters may be

adjusted or otherwise set to achieve the refrigeration setpomt. Some system parameters

include compressor speed, compressor selection (for example where more than one thermal

energy source is included), fan speed and/or selection, valve percentage open, and other

suitable system parameters. For example, the compressor may be slowed down or sped up,

the same or a different thermal energy source may be selected, the fan may be slowed down

or sped up, other fans in addition or alternatively may be turned on or slowed down or sped

up, the valve may be opened up more or closed more, etc. These and other system

parameters may be set based on achieving the desired refrigeration setpomt. These are just

some examples of system parameters that may be set and others not explicitly recited may in

addition or alternatively be implemented.

[0218] In some embodiments of step 1216, various parameters for a controller

may be set for a refrigeration control mode. In some embodiments, as discussed below, a



P D controller may be implemented, and thus in step 12 6 the proportional, integrative

and/or derivative terms for the PID controller may be defined for a refrigeration control

mode. This is merely one example and many other types of suitable controllers and thus

many other controller parameters may be set in step 12 6. The various parameters may be

based on the particular mode (e.g. freezing or refrigeration), on the particular component

being serviced, on the difference in temperature between the current temperature of the

component and the desired thermal setpoint, on the desired speed at which the component is

to reach the thermal setpoint, on power saving or efficiency considerations, etc. After step

1216, the method 200 then moves to step 1220, described below.

[0219] At step 1218, an indicated thermal conditioning control mode is set to

freeze. In some embodiments of step 1218, one or more of various system parameters may

be adjusted or otherwise set to achieve the freezing setpoint. Step 1218 may be similar to

step 1216 except tha step 1218 is for freezing instead of refrigeration. Thus, some system

parameters include compressor speed, compressor selection (for example where more than

one thermal energy source is included), fan speed and/or selection, valve percentage open,

and other suitable system parameters. For example, the compressor may be slowed down or

sped up, the same or a different thermal energy source may be selected, the fan may be

slowed down or sped up, other fans in addition or alternatively may be turned on or slowed

down or sped up, the valve may be opened up more or closed more, etc. These and other

system parameters may be set based on achieving the desired freezing setpoint. These are

just some examples of system parameters that may be set and others not explicitly recited

may in addition or alternatively be implemented.

[0220] In some embodiments, various parameters for a controller are set for a

freezing control mode. Step 1218 may be similar to step 1216 except that it sets the

parameters for the freezing mode instead of refrigeration. Therefore, any features or

functionalities discussed with respect to refrigeration in step 1216 may be applied in step

1218 bu with respect to freezing. Thus various controllers and various parameters thereof

may be used and set based on a variety of considerations, as discussed above. After step

2 8, the method 1200 then moves to step 1220, described below.

[0:2:21] At step 12:20, a temperature control algorithm is performed. In some

embodiments of step 1220, a proportional-integrative-derivative ("PID") control algorithm is



performed. A P D control algorithm such as those known in the art may be used. In some

embodiments, the PID control algorithm is a feedback control loop wherein an error value is

calculated as the difference between a measured temperature and a desired or set

temperature. In some embodiments, a sensor may provide data relating to a current

temperature which may be compared to da ta received in previous steps 1214, 1216 and/or

12 8. For example, a set freezing temperature for the bin may be received after step 1218

and then compared in step 1220 to a current temperature of the bin, as received from step

1226 (described below). As another example, a set refrigeration temperature for the bin may

be received after step 1216 and then compared in step 1220 to a current temperature of the

bin as received from step 226 (described below). The control algorithm may be performed

in step 1220, for example, by the controller 805. In some embodiments of step 1220, an

output error value is generated and used in other steps of the method 200 to produce control

outputs to adjust the temperature, for example by determining a compressor speed. After

step 1220, the method 1200 then moves to step 1222, described below.

[0222] At step 222, a compressor speed may be set. In some embodiments, the

speed of compressor 710 or 8 2 may be set. In some embodiments, a compressor of the

thermal energy source 604 may be set. In some embodiments, the speed of a compressor

may be set based on control inputs received from step 1220. For example, the controller 805

may calculate an error and corresponding compressor speed in step 1220, which may then be

used in step 222 to set the speed of the compressor. In some embodiments, the compressor

may be set to a higher speed. In some embodiments, the compressor may be set to a lower

speed. In some embodiments, multiple compressor speeds may be set, for example if more

than one thermal energy source s used. After step 1222, the method 1200 then moves to

decision step 1224, described below.

[0223] At decision step 1224, it is determined whether the desired or set

temperature condition is satisfied. In some embodiments, the controller 805 analyzes

temperature data from the sensor 644 or 838. If it is determined in step 1224 that the desired

or set temperature condition is satisfied, then the method 1200 moves to step 1228, described

below. If it is determined in step 1224 that the desired or set temperature condition is not

satisfied, then the method 1200 moves to step 1226, described below.



[0224] At step 1226, the temperature of the bin is sensed. In some embodiments,

the temperature of the bin in the second region 602 or the third region 830 is sensed with the

sensor 838. Data related to the sensed temperature in step 1226 may then be provided to the

controller for further determination and/or calculation of a error in step 1220. Thus, after

step 1226, the method 200 then moves back to step 1220 and proceeds as described above.

[0225] At step 228, the method 200 ends. As mentioned, the method 1200 may

be a subroutine performed within the control method 000. At step 1228, the method 1200

may therefore be exited and the control method 000 may then be performed starting at the

appropriate location of the control method 000. In some embodiments of step 1228, the

method 1200 may be exited and the control method 1000 may then continue at decision step

0 4, as described above.

Cup Holder Only
[0226] In some embodiments of decision step 1210, it may be determined that

only a cup holder is to be thermally conditioned. For example, in control method 1000 it

may be determined that only a first or second cup holder is enabled for thermal conditioning,

in which case subroutine 1200-1, 1200-2 or 1200-3 may receive such input and then perform

the method 1200 for thermally conditioning only the first or second cup holder. If it is

determined in decision step 1210 that only the first or second cup holder is being thermally

conditioned, the method 1200 may then move to step 1230, described below.

[0227] At step 230, the node combination for thermally conditioning only a cup

holder may be selected. In some embodiments, the third node 660 the third node 1460, or the

fourth thermal node 1462 may be selected. The nodes 460 and 462 are discussed in further

detail herein, for example with respect to FIG. 8 . In some embodiments, the flow control

device 654 may be opened to allow the flo of thermal working fluid through the third

branch 652 servicing the third node 660. In some embodiments, the flow control device

1454 may be opened to allow the flow of thermal working fluid through the branch 1452

servicing the third and fourth nodes 1460, 1462. In some embodiments, each of the third and

fourth nodes 1460, 1462 may have a separate valve that can be opened. In some

embodiments, one or more fans, such as fans 1461 and/or 463 (discussed in further detsail

herein, for example with respect to FIG. 8) may be turned on. In some embodiments, the



f ow control devices 614, 634, 1414 or 1434 may be shut to prevent or otherwise reduce the

flow of thermal working fluid through, respectively, the branches 612, 632, 1412 or 1432

servicing, respectively, the nodes 628, 648, 1478 or 1448. After step 1230, the method 1200

may then move to step 1232, described below.

[0228] At step 1232, a cup holder thermal setpoint is selected. In some

embodiments, a particular temperature or temperature range may be selected for one or more

of the cup holders. If multiple cup holders are selected, then this branch of the method 1200

may be performed for each cup holder. A particular temperature or temperature range may

be selected by a user selecting a particular temperature value. Or, a user may select a setting

such as "low," "medium" or "high," and the controller 805 may then determine the

corresponding temperature or temperature range for the setpoint. These are merely some

examples of how the setpoint may be selected, and other suitable approaches may be

implemented. These and other approaches may be input by a user, for example, by using a

display in communication with the controller 805, as described herein. setpointFor example,

the controller 805 may generate data related to the setpoint for the first or second cup holder

temperature. Such data may be used later in the method 1200, such as in step 234 in a

control algorithm. After step 1232, the method 1200 then moves to step 1234.

[0229] At step 1234, a control algorithm is performed. Step 1234 may have the

same or similar features as step 1220 but as applied to the first or second cup holder. In

some embodiments of step 1234, a PID control algorithm is performed. In some

embodiments, a sensor may provide data relating to a current temperature which may be

compared to data received in previous step 1232. For example, a set temperature for the first

or second cup holder may be received after step 1232 and then compared in step 1234 to a

current temperature of the first or second cup holder, as received from step 1240 (described

below). The control algorithm may be performed in step 1234, for example, by the controller

805. In some embodiments of step 234, an output error value is generated and used in other

steps of the method 1200 to adjust the temperature, for example by determining a compressor

speed. After step 1234, the method 1200 then moves to step 1236, described below.

[0230] At step 1236, a compressor speed may be set Step 1236 may have the

same or similar features as step 1222, described above. In some embodiments, the speed of a

compressor may be set based on inputs received from step 1234. For example, the controller



805 may calculate an error and corresponding compressor speed in step 234, which m a -

then be used in step 1236 to set the speed of the compressor. After step 1236, the method

1200 then moves to decision step 1238.

[0231] At decision step 1238, it s determined whether the desired or set

temperature condition is satisfied. Decision step 1238 may have the same or similar features

as decision step 1224, described above. In some embodiments, the controller 805 analyzes

temperature data from the sensor 846. If it is determined in step 1238 that the desired or set

temperature condition is satisfied, then the method 1200 moves to step 1242, described

below. If it is determined in step 1238 that the desired or set temperature condition is not

satisfied, then the method 1200 moves to step 1240.

[0232] At step 1240, the temperature of the first or second cup holder is sensed.

In some embodiments, the temperature of the first or second cup holder in the third region

603 or the fourth region 840 is sensed with the sensor 846. Data related to the sensed

temperature in step 1240 may then be provided to the controller for further determination

and/or calculation of an error i step 1234. Thus, after step 1240, the method 1200 then

moves back to step 1234 and proceeds as described herein.

[0233] At step 1242, the method 1200 ends. Step 1242 may have the same or

similar features as step 1228, described above. In some embodiments of step 1242, the

method 1200 may be exited and the control method 1000 may then continue at decision step

1014, as described above.

Bin and At Least One Cup Holder
[0234] In some embodiments of decision step 1210, it may be determined that a

bin and at least one cup holder are to be thermally conditioned. For example, in control

method 1000 it may be determined that a bin and at least one cup holder are enabled for

thermal conditioning, in which case subroutine 200-1, 1200-2 or 200-3 may receive such

input and then perform the method 00 for thermally conditioning the bin and at least one

cup holder. If t is determined in decision step 1210 that the bin and at least one cup holder

are being thermally conditioned, the method 1200 may then move to step 1244, described

below.



[0235] At step 1244, the node combination for thermally conditioning a bi and at

least one cup holder may be selected In some embodiments, the second node 648 and the

third node 660 may be selected. In some embodiments, the flow control devices 634 and 654

may be opened to allow the flow of thermal working fluid through the branches 632 and 652

servicing the nodes 648 and 660. In some embodiments, one or more fans, such as fans 1461

and/or 1463 (discussed in further detail herein, for example with respect to FIG. 8) may be

turned on. In some embodiments, the flow control devices 614 and 634 may be shut to

prevent or otherwise reduce the flow of thermal working fluid through the first and second

branches 6 2 and 632 servicing the first and second nodes 628 and 648. After step 1244,

the method 1200 then moves to decision step 1245,.

[0236] At step 1245, thermal setpoints for the bin and the at least one cupholder

are selected. In some embodiments, a particular temperature or temperature range may be

selected for one or more of the cup holders. If multiple cup holders are selected, then this

branch of the method 1200 may be performed for each cup holder. A particular temperature

or temperature range may be selected by a user selecting a particular temperature value. Or,

a user may select a setting such as "low," "medium" or "high," and the controller 805 may

then determine the corresponding temperature or temperature range for the setpoint. These

are merely some examples of how the setpoint may be selected, and other suitable

approaches may be implemented. These and other approaches may be input by a user, for

example, by using a display in communication with the controller 805, as described herein.

setpointFor example, the controller 805 may generate data related to the setpoint for the first

or second cup holder temperature. Such data may be used later in the method 1200, such as

in step 1234 in a control algorithm. After step 232, the method 1200 then moves to step

1234, described below.

[0237] At decision step 1246, it is determined whether the desired or set

temperature for the bin is less than or equal to 0°C, i.e. less than or equal to a freezing

temperature for water. Decision step 1246 may have the same or similar features as decision

step 1214 described above. If it is determined in decision step 246 that the desired or set

temperature for the bin is not less than or equal to 0°C, then the method 1200 moves to step

1248, described below. If it is determined in decision step 1246 that the desired or set



temperature for the bin is less than or equal to 0°C, then the method 1200 moves to step

260, described below.

Bin Refrigeration Sub-Mode
[0238] At step 248, an indicated thermal conditioning control mode for the bin is

set to refrigerate. Step 248 may have the same or similar features and functionalities as step

1216 described herein. Thus, various system and/or controller parameters may be set or

otherwise adjusted, as discussed, in order to achieve the refrigeration thermal setpomt. After

step 1248, the method 1200 then moves to step 1249,.

[0239] At step 1249, it is determined whether the sensed temperature of a cup

holder satisfies the thermal setpoint threshold for that cup holder. Step 1249 may have the

same or similar features as step 1262 described herein. If it is determined in decision step

1249 that the sensed temperature of the cup holder satisfies, for example s less than, the

setpoint temperature threshold for that cup holder, then the method 1200 moves to step 1251.

If it is determined in decision step 1249 that the sensed temperature of the cup holder does

not satisfy, for example is not less than, the setpoint temperature threshold for that cup

holder, then the method 200 moves to step 1250, described below.

[0240] At step 1251, thermal conditioning of the cup holder is at least partially

disabled. In some embodiments, the fan servicing the cup holder is kept on and the valve

servicing the cup holder is turned off. Step 1251 may have the same or similar features as

step 1264 described herein. After step 1251, the method 1200 then proceeds to step 1250,

described below.

[0241] At step 1250, a control algorithm is performed. Step 1250 may have the

same or similar features as step 1220, described above. In some embodiments of step 1250, a

control algorithm is performed, which may be performed by a P D controller, to calculate the

error between a current and set temperature of the bin. After step 1250, the method 1200

then moves to step 1252, described below.

[0242] At step 1252, a compressor speed may be set. Step 1252 may have the

same or similar features as step 1222, described above. After step 1252, the method 1200

then moves to decision step 1254, described below.



[0243] At decision step 1254, it s determined whether the desired or set

temperature condition is satisfied. Decision step 1254 may have the same or similar features

as decision step 1224, described above. If it s determined in decision step 1254 that the

desired or set temperature condition is satisfied, then the method 1200 moves to step 1258,

described below. If it is determined in step 1254 that the desired or set temperature condition

is not satisfied, then the method 1200 moves to step 1256, described below.

[0244] At step 1256, the temperature of the bin is sensed. Step 1256 may have

the same or similar features as step 1226, described above. Data related to the sensed

temperature in step 1256 may then be provided to the controller for further determination

and/or calculation of an error in step 1250. Thus, after step 1256, the method 1200 then

moves back to step 1250 and proceeds as described above.

[0245] At step 1258, the method 1200 ends. Step 1258 may have the same or

similar features as step 1228, described above. In some embodiments of step 1258, the

method 1200 may be exited and the control method 1000 may then continue at decision step

0 4, as described above.

Bin Freezing Sub-Mode
[0246] At step 1260, an indicated thermal conditioning control mode s set to

freeze. Step 1260 may have the same or similar features of step 1218 discussed above.

Thus, various system and/or controller parameters may be set or otherwise adjusted, as

discussed, in order to achieve the freezing thermal setpoint. After step 1260, the method

200 then moves to decision step 1262, described below.

[0247] At decision step 1262, it is determined whether the sensed temperature of

a cup holder satisfies the thermal setpoint threshold for that cup holder. Thus, the cup holder

thermal status may be addressed before addressing the bin thermal status. For instance, it

may be determined in step 1262 whether the sensed temperature of the cupholder is less than

the thermal setpoint. In some embodiments, it may be determined in step 262 whether the

sensed temperature of the cupholder is less tha or equal to the thermal setpoint, whether the

sensed temperature of the cupholder is within some range of the thermal setpoint, etc. In

some embodiments of step 1262, data related to the temperature of a first or second cup

holder is received by the controller 805 from the sensor 846. In some embodiments, the



controller 805 compares the temperature of the cup holder to a desired or set temperature or

range. If it is determined in decision step 1262 that the sensed temperature of the cup holder

satisfies, for example is less than, the setpomt temperature threshold for that cup holder, then

the method 200 moves to step 1264, described below. If it is determined in decision step

1262 that the sensed temperature of the cup holder does not satisfy, for example is not less

than the setpoint temperature threshold for that cup holder, then the method 200 moves to

step 1266, described below.

[0248] At step 1264, thermal conditioning of the cup holder is at least partially

disabled. In some embodiments of step 1264, the fan servicing the cup holder, such as the

cup holder 660, may be kept on. In some embodiments of step 1264, the valve servicing the

cup holder, such as the valve 654 or 842, may be closed or otherwise turned off. In some

embodiments of step 1264, the valve servicing the cup holder may be mostly closed. After

step 1264, the method 200 then proceeds to step 266,.

[0249] At step 1266, a temperature control algorithm is performed. Step 1266

may have the same or similar features as step 1220, described above. In some embodiments

of step 1266, a control algorithm is performed to calculate the error between a current and set

temperature of the bin. After step 1266, the method 1200 then moves to step 1268, described

below.

[0:250] At step 1268, a compressor speed may be set. Step 268 may have the

same or similar features as step 1222, described above. After step 1286, the method 1200

then moves to decision step 1270, described below.

[0251] At decision step 1270, it is determined whether the desired or set

temperature condition is satisfied. Decision step 1270 may have the same or similar features

as decision step 1224, described above. If it is determined in decision step 1270 that the

desired or set temperature condition is satisfied, then the method 1200 moves to step 1274,

described below. If it is determined in step 270 that the desired or set temperature condition

is not satisfied, then the method 200 moves to step 272, described below.

[0252] At step 72, the temperature of the bin is sensed. Step 1272 may have

the same or similar features as step 1226, described above. However, step 1272 differs from

step 1226 in that data related to the sensed temperature in step 1256 may not be provided

directly to the controller. After step 1256, the method 1200 then moves back to step 262



and proceeds as described above. The sensed temperature in step 72 may then be provided

to the controller in step 1266 after step 1262 (and possibly also after step 1264), as described

above.

[0253] At step 1274, the method 1200 ends. Step 1274 may have the same or

similar features as step 1228, described above. In some embodiments of step 1274, the

method 1200 may be exited and the control method 1000 may then continue at decision step

0 4, as described above.

[0254] FIG. 6C is a schematic of an embodiment of a control method 1200A for

controlling temperature that may be used with the various control systems and methods

described herein. The control method 1 00A may have the same or similar features as the

method 1200 except for the differences discussed herein. In some embodiments, the method

1200A includes a time analysis. The method 1200A may include a temperature and time

analysis as described herein and as shown in FIG. 6C. In some embodiments, the method

1200A may only include a time analysis, as discussed herein. In some embodiments, the

method 1200A of FIG. 6C is performed as the subroutine 1200-1, 1200-2 and/or 1200-3

within the method 1000 of FIG. 4 . Thus, in some embodiments, the method 1000 may use

the method 1200 or 1200B. Further, the method 1000 may use portions of the method 1200

and portions of the method 1200B. For example, in some embodiments, the method 000

may use the "bin only" combination 1212 of the method 1200 and the "cup only" 1230 and

"bin and cup" 244 combinations of the method 1200A, etc. After the method 1200A has

been performed, for example as subroutine 1200-1, 1200-2 and/or 1200-3 in method 1000,

the method 1200A may end and then the method 1000 may continue at the appropriate step,

as discussed in further detail herein.

[0255] The method 1200A begins with decision step 1276 wherein t is

determined which node combination to perform. Step 276 may have the same or similar

features as step 12 0 of the method 1200 described herein.

Bin Only Time Analysis
[0256] In some embodiments of decision step 276, it may be determined that

only a bin is to be thermally conditioned. If i is determined in decision step 1276 that only

the bin is being thermally conditioned, the method 1200A then moves to step 1278. Step



1278 may have the same or similar features as step 1212 of the method 1200 described

herein. After step 1278, the method 1200A then moves to step 1279, wherein a thermal

setpomt for the bin is selected. Step 279 may have the same or similar features as step 12 3

of the method 1200 described herein. After step 1279, the method 200A then moves to

decision step 1280, wherein it s determined whether the selected thermal setpomt, for

example the desired or set temperature, for the bin is less than or equal to 0°C, i.e. less than

or equal to a freezing temperature for water. Decision step 1280 may have the same or

similar features as decision step 1214 of the method 1200 described herein. If it is

determined in decision step 280 that the selected thermal setpoint for the bin is not satisfied,

for example is not less than or equal to 0°C, the the method 1200A moves to step 1282,

described below. If it is determined in decision step 1280 that the selected thermal setpomt

for the bin is less tha or equal to 0°C, then the method 1200A moves to step 1281.

[0257] At step 1281, the compressor is set at a given speed [RPM] for a given

amount of time [t]p seconds to achieve freezing temperatures in the bin. In some

embodiments, the speed and timing of compressor 7 0 or 812 may be set. In some

embodiments, the speed and timing of a compressor of the thermal energy source 604 may be

set. In some embodiments, multiple compressor speeds and timings may be set, for example

if more than one thermal energy source is used. In some embodiments, the compressor may

be set to a higher speed. In some embodiments, the compressor may be set to a lower speed.

In some embodiments, the compressor may maintain its current speed. In some

embodiments, the compressor may be set at a particular speed for varying amounts of time.

The compressor may be set at a particular speed for relatively short times, long times, for

shorter or longer times than previously used, for the same amount of time as previously used,

etc. In some embodiments, multiple speeds and times may be set. For example, the

compressor may be set at a particular speed for a set time, and then at another speed for

another set time, etc. In some embodiments, the speed and timing of a compressor or

compressors may be set based on control inputs received from step 128 A described below.

For example, in following step 1281 A the controller 805 may calculate a temperature error or

difference and calculate corresponding compressor speed(s) and timing(s), which may then



be used in step 128 to set the speed(s) and timing(s) of the compressor. After step 1281, the

method 1200A then moves to decision step 1281 A .

[0258] At decision step 1281 A, it is determined whether the sensor temperature

satisfies a freezing temperature setpoint threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued time

satisfies a time limit threshold. Decision step 281A may have the same or similar features

as decision step 1156 of the method 1100B, described for example with respect to FIG. 5B.

If t is determined in decision step 28 A that the sensor temperature does not satisfy the

temperature setpoint threshold and that the accrued time does ot satisfy the time limit

threshold, then the method 1200A moves back to step 1281, and proceeds as described

above. If it is determined in decision step 28 A that the sensor temperature satisfies the

temperature setpoint threshold or that the accrued time satisfies the t me limit threshold, then

the method 00A moves to step 83, as described below. Therefore, satisfaction of either

criterion will suffice to move the method 1200A along to step 1283. In some embodiments,

only the timing criterion is analyzed.

[0259] At step 1282, the compressor is set at a given speed [RPM] for a given

amount of time [ ] seconds to achieve refrigeration temperatures in the bin. Step 1282 may

have the same or similar features as step 1281 as described above with the exception that the

speed(s) and timing(s) are set to achieve refrigeration, as opposed to freezing, of the bin. In

some embodiments, the speed and timing of a compressor or compressors may be set based

on control inputs received from step 1282A described below. For example, in following step

1282A the controller 805 may calculate a temperature error or difference and calculate

corresponding compressor speed(s) and timing(s), which may then be used in step 1282 to set

the speed(s) and timing(s) of the compressor. After step 1282, the method 1200A then

moves to decision step 1282A.

[0260] At decision step 1282A, it s determined whether the sensor temperature

satisfies a refrigeration temperature setpoint threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued

time satisfies a time limit threshold. Decision step 1282A may have the same or similar

features as decision step 2 8 A, described herein, except as applied to refrigeration

temperatures and time limits. If it is determined in decision step 1282A that the sensor

temperature does not satisfy the temperature setpoint threshold and that the accrued time

does not satisfy the time limit threshold, then the method 1200A moves back to step 1282,



and proceeds as described above. If it s determined in decision step 1282A that the sensor

temperature satisfies the temperature setpoint threshold or that the accrued time satisfies the

time limit threshold, then the method 1200A moves to step 1283, as described below.

Therefore, satisfaction of either criterion will suffice to move the method 1200A along to

step 1283. I some embodiments, only the timing criterion is analyzed.

[0261] At step 1283, the compressor or compressors are set to zero speed. In

some embodiments, the compressor or compressors are turned off. In some embodiments,

the compressor or compressors are set to a very low speed. After step 1283, the method

1200A then moves to step 1284 wherein the method 1200A ends. As mentioned, the method

1200A may be a subroutine performed within the control method 1000. At step 1228, the

method 200A may therefore be exited and the control method 1000 may then be performed

starting at the appropriate location of the control method 1000. In some embodiments of step

1283, the method 1200A may be exited and the control method 1000 may then continue at

decision step 1014, as described above.

Cup Holder Only - Time Analysis
[0262] In some embodiments of decision step 1276, it may be determined that

only a cup holder is to be thermally conditioned. If it is determined in decision step 1276

that only the cup holder is to be thermally conditioned, the method 1200A then moves to step

1286. Step 1286 may have the same or similar features as step 1230 of the method 1200

described herein. After step 1286, the method 1200A then moves to step 1287, wherein a

thermal setpoint for the cup holder is selected. Step 1287 may have the same or similar

features as step 1232 of the method 1200 described herein. After step 87, the method

1200A then moves to step 1288.

[0263] At step 1288, the compressor is set at a given speed ( PM j for a given

amount of time [t] seconds to satisfy the cup holder thermal setpoint threshold. Step 288

may have the same or similar features as steps 1281 or 1282 except that the speed and timing

are set for the cup holder and corresponding cup holder temperatures. In some embodiments,

the speed(s) and timing(s) of a compressor or compressors may be set based on control inputs

received from step 1288A described below. For example, in following step 1288A the

controller 805 may calculate a temperature error or difference and calculate corresponding



compressor speed(s) and timing(s), which may then be used in step 288 to set the speed(s)

and timing(s) of the compressor. After step 1288, the method 200A then moves to decision

step 1288A.

[0264] At decision step 1288A, it s determined whether the cup holder sensor

temperature satisfies a temperature setpoint threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued

time satisfies a time limit threshold. Decision step 1288A may have the same or similar

features as decision steps 1281 A or 1282A. If it is determined in decision step 1288A that

the cup holder sensor temperature does not satisfy the temperature setpoint threshold and that

the accrued time does not satisfy the time limit threshold, then the method 1200A moves

back to step 1288, and proceeds as described above. If it is determined in decision step

288A that the sensor temperature satisfies the temperature setpoint threshold or that the

accrued time satisfies the time limit threshold, then the method 1200A moves to step 1289, as

described below. Therefore, satisfaction of either criterion will suffice to move the method

1200A along to step 1289. In some embodiments, only the timing criterion is analyzed.

[0265] At step 1289, the compressor or compressors are set to zero speed. Step

289 may have the same or similar features as step 1283 described herein. After step 1289,

the method 1200A then moves to step 1290 wherein the method 1200A ends and is exited.

Step 1289 may have the same or similar features as step 1284 described herein.

Bin and Cup Holder Time Analysis
[0266] In some embodiments of decision step 1276, it may be determined that a

bin and a cup holder are to be thermally conditioned. If it s determined in decision step

276 that a bin and a cup holder are to be thermally conditioned, the method 1200A then

moves to step 1292. Step 1292 may have the same or similar features as step 1244 of the

method 1200 described herein. After step 1292, the method 1200A then moves to step 1293,

wherein a thermal setpoints for the bin and the at least o e cup holder are selected. In some

embodiments, thermal setpoints for the bin and for two cup holders are selected. Step 1293

may have the same or similar features as step 1245 of the method 1200 described herein.

After step 1293, the method 1200A then moves to decision step 1294.

[0267] At decision step 294, it is determined whether the selected bin thermal

setpoint threshold, for example the desired or set temperature for the bin, is less than or equal



to 0°C, i.e. less than or equal to a freezing temperature for water. Decision step 1294 may

have the same or similar features as decision step 280. If it is determined in decision step

1294 that the selected thermal setpoint threshold for the bin is not satisfied, for example is

not less than or equal to 0°C, then the method 1200A moves to step 1282, described below.

If it is determined in decision step 294 that the selected thermal setpoint threshold for the

bin is satisfied, for example is less than or equal to 0°C, then the method 1200A moves to

step 1295.

[0268] At step 1295, the compressor is set at a given speed [RPM] for a given

amount of time [†.]F seconds to achieve freezing temperatures in the bin. Step 295 may have

the same or similar features as step 1281 described herein. In some embodiments, the

speed(s) and timing(s) of a compressor or compressors may be set based on control inputs

received from step 1295 described below. For example, in following step 1 95A the

controller 805 may calculate a temperature error or difference and calculate corresponding

compressor speed(s) and timmg(s), which may then be used in step 1295 to set the speed(s)

and timing(s) of the compressor! s). After step 1295, the method 1200A then moves to

decision step 295A .

[0269] At decision step 1295A, it is determined whether the sensor temperature

satisfies a freezing temperature setpoint threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued time

satisfies a time limit threshold. Decision step I295A may have the same or similar features

as decision step 2 8 A described herein. If it is determined in decision step 295A that the

sensor temperature does not satisfy the temperature setpoint threshold and that the accrued

time does not satisfy the time limit threshold, then the method 1200A moves back to step

1295, and proceeds as described above. If it is determined in decision step 1295A that the

sensor temperature satisfies the temperature setpoint threshold or that the accrued time

satisfies the time limit threshold, then the method 1200A moves to step 1297, as described

below. Therefore, satisfaction of either criterion will suffice to move the method 1200A

along to step 1297. In some embodiments, only the timing criterion is analyzed.

[0270] At step 1296, the compressor is set at a given speed [RPM]R for a given

amount of time seconds to achieve refrigeration temperatures in the bin. Step 1296 may



have the same or similar features as step 1282 as described herein n some embodiments,

the speed(s) and timing(s) of a compressor or compressors may be set based on control inputs

received from step 1296A described below. For example, in following step 1296A the

controller 805 may calculate a temperature error or difference and calculate corresponding

compressor speed(s) and timing(s), which may then be used in step 1296 to set the speed(s)

and timing(s) of the compressor. After step 1296, the method 1200A then moves to decisi on

step 1296A .

[0271] At decision step 1296A, it is determined whether the sensor temperature

satisfies a refrigeration temperature setpoint threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued

time satisfies a time limit threshold. Decision step 1296A may have the same or similar

features as decision step 1282A. If it is determined in decision step 1296A that the sensor

temperature does not satisfy the refrigeration temperature setpoint threshold and that the

accrued time does not satisfy the time limit threshold, then the method 1200A moves back to

step 1296, and proceeds as described above. If it is determined in decision step 1296A that

the sensor temperature satisfies the refrigeration temperature setpoint threshold or that the

accrued time satisfies the time limit threshold, then the method 1200A moves to step 1297, as

described below. Therefore, satisfaction of either criterion will suffice to move the method

1200A along to step 1297. In some embodiments, only the timing criterion is analyzed.

[0272] At step 297, the compressor or compressors are set to zero speed. Step

1297 may have the same or similar features as step 1283 described herein. After step 1297,

the method 1200A then moves to step 1298 wherein the method 00A ends. As mentioned,

the method 1200A may be a subroutine performed within the control method 000. At step

1298, the method 1200A may therefore be exited and the control method 1000 may then be

performed starting at the appropriate location of the control method 1000. In some

embodiments of step 1298, the method 1200A may be exited and the control method 000

may then continue at decision step 1014, as described above.

[0273] FIG. 7A is a schematic of an embodiment of a method 300A for setting

blower speeds that may be used with the various control systems and methods described

herein, for example the method 1000 shown in FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, the method

1300A of FIG. 7A is performed as a subroutine within other methods described herein. In

some embodiments, the method 1300A of FIG. 7A is performed as the subroutine 1300-1,



1300-2 and/or 300-3 within the method 1000 of FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, the method

1300A of FIG. 7A is performed as the subroutine 1300-4, 1300-6, 1300-6 and/or 1300-7

within the method 1100A of FIG. 5A .

[0274] As shown in FIG. A, the method 300A begins with step 13 0 wherein

data or information relating to temperature of a seat or seat portion is received from or

otherwise provided by a sensor. In some embodiments of step 1310, data from a temperature

sensor of a first or second seat is received. In some embodiments, data from the sensor 828

or the sensor 624 is received by the controller 805. In some embodiments of step 1310, the

data received relates to the temperature of a portion of a seat, such as a seatback portion, a

seat bottom or cushion portion, or other portions. After step 1310, the method 1300A then

moves to decision step 3 4.

[0275] At decision step 1314, the temperature sensed in a previous step is

compared to the setpoint temperature for the seat or seat portion. In some embodiments of

step 1314, the temperature sensed in step 30 0 is compared to a setpoint temperature for the

seat or seat portion. The setpoint temperature may be desired or set by a user, as described

herein. In some embodiments, a user may select a setting for the seat or seat portion, such as

"low," "median," "high," etc., and a controller, such as the controller 805, may determine the

corresponding setpoint temperature for that setting. The controller, such as the controller

805, may then compare the setpoint temperature to the sensed temperature. If it s

determined in step 3 4 that the sensed temperature is less than the setpoint temperature,

then the method 1300A moves to step 1318, described below. If it is determined in step 3 4

that the sensed temperature is not less than the setpoint temperature, then the method 300A

moves to step 1322, described below.

[0276] At step 1318, the blower, such as a fan, for the corresponding seat or seat

portion is set to a relatively high speed setting. The blower may service any of the seats or

seat portions described herein. In some embodiments, the blower may have a lowest speed

setting #1, a slightly higher speed setting #2, an even higher speed setting #3, and a highest

speed setting #4. Thus, in some embodiments of step 1318, the blower may be set to speed

setting #3. This is merely one example, and other gradations of speed settings may be

implemented. For instance, there may be speed settings from the lowest # 1 to the highest



# 0, wherein in step 3 8 the blower is set to speed setting #8, for example. After step 3 8,

the method 1300A then moves to step 1334, as described below.

[0277] At decision step 1322, the temperature sensed in a previous step is

compared to the setpoint temperature of a region containing the seat n some embodiments

of step 3 4, the temperature sensed in step 30 0 is compared to a setpoint temperature for

the region containing the seat. The region may be, for example, the first region 601 or the

second region 820. The setpoint temperature may be desired or set by a user, as described

herein. In some embodiments, a user may select a setting, such as "low," "median," "high,"

etc., and a controller, such as the controller 805, may determine the corresponding setpoint

temperature for that setting. The controller, such as the controller 805, may then compare the

setpoint temperature to the sensed temperature of the region. If it is determined in step 322

that the sensed temperature of the region is less than the setpoint temperature, the the

method 1300A moves to step 1326, described below. If it is determined in step 1322 that the

sensed temperature is not less than the setpoint temperature, then the method 1300A moves

to step 1330, described below.

[0278] At step 1326, the blower, such as a fan, for the corresponding seat or seat

portion is set to a relatively high speed setting. Step 1326 may have the same or similar

features as step 13 8, described above. Thus, in some embodiments of step 1326, the blower

for the corresponding seat or seat portion may be set to speed setting #3. After step 1326, the

method 1300A then moves to step 1334, as described below.

[0279] At step 330, the blower, such as a fan, for the corresponding seat or seat

portion is set to a relatively low speed setting. The blower may service any of the seats or

seat portions described herein. In some embodiments, the blower may have a lowest speed

setting #1, a slightly higher speed setting #2, an even higher speed setting #3, and a highest

speed setting #4. Thus, in some embodiments of step 1330, the blower may be set to speed

setting #2. This is merely one example, and other gradations of speed settings may be

implemented. For instance, there may be speed settings from the lowest # 1 to the highest

#10, wherein in step 1330 the blower s set to a relatively low speed setting on that scale.

After step 1318, the method 1300A then moves to step 1334, as described below.

[0280] At step 1334, the method 1300A ends. As mentioned, method 1300A may

be performed as a subroutine within another method described herein. Thus, at step 1334,



the method 1300A may be exited and another method disclosed herein may then continue. In

some embodiments, the method 300A may be performed as the subroutine 00-1 within

the control method 1000, and thus at step 1334 the method 1300A may be exited and the

control method 000 may then continue at decision step 1016, described above. In some

embodiments, the method 1300A may be performed as the subroutine 1300-2 within the

control method 1000, and thus at step 1334 the method 1300A may be exited and the control

method 1000 may then continue at subroutine 1100, described above. In some embodiments,

the method 1300A may be performed as the subroutine 1300-3 within the control method

1000, and thus at step 1334 the method 1300A may be exited and the control method 1000

may then continue at decision step 1020, described above. In some embodiments, the

method 1300A may be performed as the subroutine 1300-4 within the method 1100A, and

thus at step 1334 the method 1300 may be exited and the method 1100A may then continue

at decision step 2, described above. In some embodiments, the method 300A may be

performed as the subroutine 1300-5 within the method 1 00A, and thus at step 1334 the

method 1300A may be exited and the method 1 00A may then continue at step 11 9,

described above. In some embodiments, the method 1300A may be performed as the

subroutine 1300-6 within the method 1100A, and thus at step 1334 the method 1300A may

be exited and the method 1 100A may then continue at decision step 21, described above.

In some embodiments, the method 1300A may be performed as the subroutine 1300-7 within

the method 1100A, and thus at step 1334 the method 13 00 may be exited and the method

100A may then continue at decision step 2, described above.

[0281] FIG. 7B is a schematic of an embodiment of a control method 1300B for

setting blower speeds that may be used with the various control systems and methods

described herein, for example the method 1000 shown in FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, the

method 1300B of FIG. 7B is performed as a subroutine within other methods described

herein. In some embodiments, the method 1300B of FIG. 7B is performed as the subroutine

1300-1, 1300-2 and/or 1300-3 within the method 1000 of FIG. 4 . In some embodiments, the

method 1300B of FIG. 7B is performed as the subroutine 1300-4, 1300-6, 1300-6 and/or

1300-7 within the method 100A of FIG. 5A .

[0282] As shown in FIG. 7B, the method 1300B begins with step 1350 wherein

data or information relating to temperature of a seat or seat portion is received from or



otherwise provided by a sensor. Step 1350 may have the same or similar features as step

1310 of the method 1300A described herein. After step 350, the method 1300B then moves

to step 1351.

[0283] At step 1351 , the blower, such as a fan, for the corresponding seat or seat

portion is set to a relatively high speed setting for a given amount of time, such as Tl

seconds. The blower may service any of the seats or seat portions described herein. In some

embodiments, the blower may have a lowest speed setting #1, a slightly higher speed setting

#2, an even higher speed setting #3, and a highest speed setting #4 Thus, n some

embodiments of step 1351, the blower may be set to speed setting #4. This is merely one

example, and other gradations of speed settings may be implemented. For instance, there

may be speed settings from the lowest # 1 to the highest # 0, wherein in step 1351 the blower

is set to speed setting #9 or # 0, for example. The time Tl may be any amount of time as

needed to cool the seat or seat portion. The time Tl may be a few seconds, a minute, a

couple minutes, a few minutes, five minutes, ten minutes, or any smaller, in between or

larger periods of time. After step 1351, the method 1300A then moves to step 1352.

[0284] At step 352, the sensor temperature is compared to a setpoint temperature

and the accrued or elapsed time is compared to a time limit. Step 1352 may have the same or

similar features as step 55 of the method 1100B, as described herein, for example, with

respect to FIG. 5B. After step 1352, the method 1300B next moves to decision step 1353.

[0285] At decision step 1353, it is determined whether the sensor temperature

satisfies a temperature setpoint threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued time satisfies a

time limit threshold. Decision step 353 may have the same or similar features as decision

step 1156 of the method 1100B, as described herein, for example, with respect to FIG. 5B. If

it is determined in decision step 1353 that the sensor temperature does not satisfy the

temperature setpoint threshold and that the accrued time does not satisfy the time limit

threshold, then the method moves back to step 1352, and proceeds as described above. If it

is determined in decision step 1353 that the sensor temperature satisfies the temperature

setpoint threshold or that the accrued time satisfies the time limit threshold, then the method

moves to step 1354. Therefore, satisfaction of either criterion will suffice to move the

method 1300B along to step 354 . In some embodiments, only the timing criterion is



analyzed. The method 1300B may be described in terms of stages. For example, the steps

1351-1353 may be considered a "first stage" of the method 1300B.

[0286] At step 354, the blower, such as a fan, for the corresponding seat or seat

portion is set to a lower speed setting (as compared to step 1352) for a given time T2, The

speed setting in step 1354 may be lower than the speed setting applied in step 1351 . In some

embodiments, the speed is set to setting #3, a lower speed setting than #4, as described

above. The time T2 may be the same or different as the time Tl. After step 1354, the

method 300B next moves to step 1355.

[0287] At step 1355, the sensor temperature is compared to a setpomt temperature

and the accrued or elapsed time is compared to a time limit. Step 355 may have the same or

similar features as step 1352. After step 1355, the method 1300B next moves to decision

step 1356.

[0288] At decision step 1356, it is determined whether the sensor temperature

satisfies a temperature setpomt threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued time satisfies a

time limit threshold. Decision step 356 may have the same or similar features as decision

step 1353. If it is determined in decision step 1356 that the sensor temperature does not

satisfy the temperature setpomt threshold and that the accrued time does not satisfy the time

limit threshold, then the method moves back to step 1355, and proceeds as described above.

If it is determined in decision step 356 that the sensor temperature satisfies the temperature

setpomt threshold or that the accrued time satisfies the time limit threshold, then the method

moves to step 1357. Therefore, satisfaction of either criterion will suffice to move the

method 1300B along to step 1357. In some embodiments, only the timing criterion s

analyzed. The method 1300B may be described in terms of stages. For example, the steps

1354-1356 may be considered a "second stage" of the method 1300B.

[0289] At step 1357, the blower, such as a fan, for the corresponding seat or seat

portion is set to a lower speed setting (as compared to step 1354) for a given time T3. The

speed setting in step 357 may be lower than the speed setting applied in step 1354. In some

embodiments, the speed is set to setting #2, a lower speed setting than #3 and #4, as

described above. The time T3 may be the same or different as the times Tl and T2. After

step 1357, the method 1300B next moves to step 1358.



[0290] At step 3 8, the sensor temperature is compared to a setpoint temperature

and the accrued or elapsed time is compared to a time limit. Step 1358 may have the same or

similar features as step 352. After step 1358, the method 1300B next moves to decision

step 359.

[0:291] At decision step 1359, it is determined whether the sensor temperature

satisfies a temperature setpoint threshold and whether the elapsed or accrued time satisfies a

time limit threshold. Decision step 1359 may have the same or similar features as decision

step 1353. If it is determined in decision step 1359 that the sensor temperature does not

satisfy the temperature setpoint threshoid and that the accrued time does not satisfy the time

limit threshold, then the method moves hack to step 358, and proceeds as described above.

If it s determined in decision step 1359 that the sensor temperature satisfies the temperature

setpoint threshold or that the accrued time satisfies the time limit threshold, then the method

moves to step 1360. Therefore, satisfaction of either criterion will suffice to move the

method 1300B along to step 1360. In some embodiments, only the timing criterion is

analyzed. The method I300B may be described in terms of stages. For example, the steps

1357-1359 may be considered a "third stage" of the method 1300B. The method 1300 may

have only a single stage or more than three stages.

[0292] At step 1360, the method 1300B ends and is exited. Step 360 may be the

same or similar as step 1334 of the method 1 00A as described, for example, with respect to

FIG. A . Thus, at step 1360, the method 1300B may be exited and another method disclosed

herein may then continue.

[0293] FIG. 8 is a schematic of another embodiment of a thermal conditioning

system 1400 for thermally servicing multiple components. The thermal conditioning system

1400 may be controlled using the control systems and methods of FIGS. 2-7. The system

1400 may have the same or similar features as the system 600 described herein, unless

otherwise stated.

[0294] The system 1400 may have components that are analogous, i.e have the

same or similar feature as, components of the system 600. As shown, the system 1400 may

have a thermal energy source 1404, which may be analogous to the thermal energy source

604. In some embodiments, the thermal energy source 1404 may be a chilling unit that cools

thermal media inside the main line or circuit 1405, which maybe analogous to the line 605.



[0295] The system 400 may have a coolant tank 1407, which may store coolant,

such as a glycol. The tank 1407 may also be implemented with the system 600 in FIG. 1A,

for example in between the thermal energy source 604 and the pump 606 along the line 605.

In FIG. 8, the li e 1405 may be connected to the ta k 1407 on one end and on another end

connect the tank 407 to a pump 1472. The pump 1472 may be analogous to the pump 606.

The line 1405 may then continue to branches 1432, 1412 and 1452, which may be analogous,

respectively, to branches 632, 6 2 and 652.

[0296] The branches 1432, 1412 and 452 may contain valves 1434, 1414 and

1454, respectively, which may be analogously, respectively, to valves 634, 614 and 654. The

branch 1432 may connect to a first auxiliary component or first thermal node 1448, which

may be analogous to the second thermal node 648. The first thermal node 1448 may

thermally condition a bin or other storage container. As shown, the first thermal node 1448

may contain a fan 1438 for providing thermal conditioning. The fan 1438 may be analogous

to the fan 638 or 834. Further, any discussion herein of use of the fan 638 or 834, such use in

the various control techniques described herein, applies equally to the fan 1438. The branch

432 then continues and connects back with the main line 1405, which then connects back to

the thermal energy source 1404.

[0297] The branch 4 2 may connect to a heat transfer device 1416 that sendees

a passenger component or second thermal node 1428, which components may be analogous,

respectively, to the heat transfer device 6 6 and the first thermal node 628. The second

thermal node 428 may thermally condition one or more seats or portions thereof. In some

embodiments, the second thermal node 1428 may include one or more fans 1418. As shown,

there may be four fans 1418. In some embodiments, each portion of a seat may use one of

the fans 1418. For example, there may be two seats, each having two portions, such as a

bottom or cushion portion and a seatback portion. A single fan 1418 may be used for each of

the four portions in that example. In some embodiments, there may be more or fewer than

four fans 1418 and distributed in a variety of configurations among the seats or portions

thereof. The fans 14 8 may be analogous to the fan 6 or 824. Further, any discussion

herein of use of the fan 6 8 or 824, such use in the various control techniques described

herein, applies equally to the fan 1418. The branch 1412 then continues and connects back

with the main line 1405, which then connects back to the thermal energy source 1404.



[0298] The branch 452 may connect to a heat transfer device 1456 that sendees

a third and fourth thermal node 1460 and 1462, which may be second and third auxiliary

components respectively. The heat transfer device 1456 may be analogous to the heat

transfer device 656. The third and fourth thermal nodes 1460 and 462 ay each be

analogous to the first thermal node 628. In some embodiments, the third and fourth thermal

nodes 1460 and 1462 may be, respectively, first and second cup holders. As shown, the third

thermal node 1460 may include one or more fans 1461, and the fourth thermal node 1462

may include o e or more fans 1463. Thus, one difference between the system 1400 and the

system 600 is that the system 400 may use convection to provide thermal conditioning to

cup holder components. Further, any discussion herein of use of a fan with the third region

603 or the fourth region 840 may employ the arrangement as shown in the system 1400. In

particular, any discussion herein of use of the various control techniques to thermally

condition one or more cup holder components using one or more blowers, such as a fan, may

employ the third thermal node 460 as the first cup holder and the fourth thermal node 1462

as the second cup holder, along with corresponding fans 1461 and 1463. The branch 1452

then continues and connects back with the main line 1405, which then connects back to the

thermal energy source 1404.

[0299] Further illustrated in FIG. 8 are various control points 1470, 1472, 1474,

1476, 478 and 1480. The control points indicate components of the system 1400 that may

be controlled using any of the control techniques and methods described herein. In some

embodiments, the control point 1470 may be controlled for instance to control a thermal

energy source. For example, a compressor speed may be adjusted. Other components of the

thermal energy source may be controlled. Therefore, any discussion herein of control of the

thermal energy source or components thereof may be performed by applying the various

control methods herein to the control point 470.

[0300] In some embodiments, the control point 1472 may be controlled for

instance to control a pump. For example, a pump speed may be adjusted. Therefore, any

discussion herein of control of a pump may be performed by applying the various control

methods herein to the control point 1472.

[0301] In some embodiments, the control point 1474 may be controlled for

instance to control one or more valves. For example, a valve may be opened or closed.



Therefore, any discussion herein of control of a valve may be performed by applying the

various control methods herein to the control point 1474

[0302] In some embodiments, the control point 1476 may be controlled for

instance to control thermal conditioning of a first thermal node or components thereof. For

example, one or more blower speeds may be adjusted for controlling thermal conditioning of

a bin. Other components of the first thermal node may be controlled. Therefore, any

discussion herein of control of a first thermal node or components thereof may be performed

by applying the various control methods herein to the control point 1476.

[0303] In some embodiments, the control point 1478 may be controlled for

instance to control thermal conditioning of a second thermal node or components thereof.

For example, one or more blower speeds may be adjusted for controlling thermal

conditioning of a seat. Other components of the second thermal node may be controlled.

Therefore, any discussion herein of control of a second thermal node or components thereof

may be performed by applying the various control methods herein to the control point 1478.

[0304] In some embodiments, the control point 1480 may be controlled for

instance to control thermal conditioning of a third and/or fourth thermal node or components

thereof. For example, one or more blower speeds may be adjusted for controlling thermal

conditioning of one or more cup holders. Other components of the third and/or fourth

thermal nodes may be controlled. Therefore, any discussion herein of control of a third

and/or fourth thermal node or components thereof may be performed by applying the various

control methods herein to the control point 1480.

EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS
[0305] The following is a list of some example embodiments of the control

methods, systems and techniques described herein.

[0306] An embodiment is a method of controlling a vehicle thermal conditioning

system, where the system is configured to thermally condition at least a first component and

a second component, and the method comprises determining whether the first component is

enabled for thermal conditioning; determining whether the second component is enabled for

thermal conditioning; thermally conditioning the first component if it is determined that the



first component is enabled for thermal conditioning; and thermally conditioning the second

component if it is determined that the second component is enabled for thermal conditioning.

[0307] Another embodiment is a method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system, where the system is configured to thermally condition at least a first

main component, a second main component, and an auxiliary component, and the method

comprises determining whether the first ma component is enabled for thermal conditioning;

determining whether the second ma component is enabled for thermal conditioning;

determining whether the auxiliary component is enabled for thermal conditioning; thermally

conditioning the first main component if it is determined that the first main component is

enabled for thermal conditioning; thermally conditioning the second main component if it is

determined that the second main component is enabled for thermal conditioning; and

thermally conditioning the auxiliary component if it s determined that the auxiliary

component is enabled for thermal conditioning.

[0308] Another embodiment is a method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system, where the system is configured to thermally condition at least a first

component and a second component and comprises a thermal energy source that includes a

miniature vapor compressor, and the method comprises determining whether the first

component is enabled for thermal conditioning; determining whether the second component

s enabled for thermal conditioning; prioritizing thermal conditioning of the first or second

component based at least in part on whether either, neither or both of the first and second

components are enabled for thermal conditioning; and varying the speed of the compressor

based at least in part on whether the first or second component was prioritized for thermal

conditioning.

[0309] Another embodiment is a method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system, where the system is configured to thermally condition at least a first

component and a second component using first and second blowers and comprising a thermal

energy source that includes a miniature vapor compressor, and the method comprises

determining whether the first component is enabled for thermal conditioning; determining

whether the second component is enabled for thermal conditioning; prioritizing thermal

conditioning of the fi rs or second component based at leas in part on whether either, neither

or both of the first and second components are enabled for thermal conditioning; setting a



speed of the first blower based at least in part on whether the first or second component was

prioritized for thermal conditioning; setting a speed of the second blower based at least in

part on whether the first or second component was prioritized for thermal conditioning: and

varying the speed of the compressor based at least in part on whether the first or second

component was prioritized for thermal conditioning.

[0310] Another embodiment is a method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system, where the system is configured to thermally condition a first seat, a

second seat, a first cup holder, a second cup holder and an enclosure and comprises a thermal

energy source that includes a miniature vapor compressor, and the method comprises

determining whether the first seat is enabled for thermal conditioning; determining whether

the second seat is enabled for thermal conditioning; setting a first seat blower speed based at

least in part on whether the first seat was enabled for thermal conditioning; setting a second

seat blower speed based at least in part on whether the second seat was enabled for thermal

conditioning; determining whether the first cup holder is enabled for thermal conditioning;

determining whether the second cup holder is enabled for thermal conditioning; determining

whether the enclosure is enabled for thermal conditioning; and varying the speed of the

compressor based at least in part on whether the first cup holder, the second cup holder or the

enclosure are enabled for thermal conditioning.

[0311] Another embodiment is a method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system, where the system is configured to thermally condition at least a first

component and a second component, and the method comprises determining whether the first

component is enabled for thermal conditioning; determining whether the second component

is enabled for thermal conditioning; thermally conditioning the first component if it is

determined that the first component is enabled for thermal conditioning, wherein thermally

conditioning the first component comprises thermally conditioning the first component until

at least (i) a first temperature of the first component satisfies a first temperature threshold or

(ii) a first accrued amount of time while thermally conditioning the first component satisfies

a first time threshold; and thermally conditioning the second component if it is determined

that the second component is enabled for thermal conditioning, wherein thermally

conditioning the second component comprises thermally conditioning the second component

until at least (i) a second temperature of the second component satisfies a second temperature



threshold or (ii) a second accrued amount of time while thermally conditioning the second

component satisfies a second time threshold. In some embodiments, the first temperature of

the first component satisfies the first temperature threshold based at least in part on the first

temperature being less than or equal to a first thermal setpoint. In some embodiments, the

first accrued amount of time while thermally conditioning the first component satisfies the

first time threshold based at least in part on the first amount of time spent thermally

conditioning the first component being greater than or equal to a first set time limit. In some

embodiments, the second temperature of the second component satisfies the second

temperature threshold based at least in part on the second temperature being less than or

equal to a second thermal setpoint. In some embodiments, the second accrued amount of

time while thermally conditioning the second component satisfies the second time threshold

based at least in part on the second amount of time spent thermally conditioning the second

component being greater than or equal to a second set time limit.

[0312] Another embodiment is a vehicle thermal conditioning system in

communicating connection with a control system configured to control the thermal

conditioning system. The thermal conditioning system comprises a thermal energy source

comprising a vapor compressor: first and second components to be thermally conditioned; a

first conduit comprising a first thermal fluid in thermal communication with the thermal

energy source, a pump that controls the flow of the first thermal fluid through the first

conduit; first and second heat transfer devices in thermal communication with the first

thermal fluid of the first conduit and in thermal communication with, respectively, the first

and second component; first and second valves that control the flow of the first thermal fluid

through the first conduit between, respectively, the first and second heat transfer devices and

the thermal energy source; and a first blower that controls the flow of a second thermal fluid

through a second conduit between the first heat transfer device and the first component. The

control system is in communicating connection with the thermal energy source, the first and

second valves, the pump, and the first blower, and is configured to thermally condition the

first component in response to determining that the first component is enabled for thermal

conditioning; and thermally condition the second component in response to determining that

the second component is enabled for thermal conditioning. Thermally conditioning the first

component comprises adjusting the second valve to reduce flow of the first thermal fluid to



the second component; adjusting the first valve to increase flow of the first thermal fluid to

the first component; setting the vapor compressor to a first maximum speed; setting the pump

to a second maximum speed; comparing a first detected temperature of the first component

with a first temperature threshold; comparing a first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning

of the first component with a first runtime threshold; setting a speed of the first blower in

response to comparing the first detected temperature of the first component with the first

temperature threshold; and further adjusting the first valve in response to comparing the first

detected temperature of the first component with the first temperature threshold or in

response to comparing the first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the first

component with the first runtime threshold. Thermally conditioning the second component

comprises setting the vapor compressor speed to a first operating speed for a first time

period; comparing a second detected temperature of the second component with a second

temperature threshold; and reducing the vapor compressor speed in response to comparing

the second detected temperature of the second component with the second temperature

threshold.

[0313] In some embodiments, thermally conditioning the second component

further comprises comparing a second accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the

second component with a second runtime threshold; and reducing the vapor compressor

speed in response to comparing the second detected temperature of the second component

with the second temperature threshold or in response to comparing the second accrued

runtime for thermal conditioning of the second component with the second runtime

threshold.

[0314] In some embodiments, setting the speed of the first blower comprises

setting the speed of the first blower to a first speed in response to determining that the first

detected temperature of the first component satisfies the first temperature threshold; and

setting the speed of the first blower to a second speed in response to determining that the first

detected temperature of the first component does not satisfy the first temperature

threshold.wherein the first speed is less than the second speed. In some embodiments, the

first temperature threshold comprises a selected temperature setpoint for the first component.

In some embodiments, the first temperature threshold comprises a temperature of a region of

the vehicle comprising the first component.



[0315] In some embodiments, setting the speed of the first blower comprises

setting the speed of the first blower in response to comparing the first detected temperature

of the first component with the first temperature threshold or in response to comparing the

first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the first component with the first runtime

threshold. In some embodiments, setting the speed of the first blower comprises setting the

speed of the first blower in response to determining that the first detected temperature of the

first component satisfies the first temperature threshold or in response to determining that the

first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the first component satisfies the first

runtime threshold. In some embodiments, the first detected temperature of the first

component satisfies the first temperature threshold when the first detected temperature of the

first component is lower than or equal to the first temperature threshold, and wherein the first

accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the first component satisfies the first runtime

threshold when the first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the first component is

greater than or equal to the first runtime threshold.

[0316] In some embodiments, adjusting the first valve comprises closing the first

valve to decrease the flow of the first thermal fluid to the first component in response to

determining i) that the first detected temperature of the first component satisfies the first

temperature threshold or ii) that the first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the first

component satisfies the first runtime threshold.

[0317] In some embodiments, reducing the vapor compressor speed comprises

reducing the vapor compressor speed in response to determining i) that the second detected

temperature of the second component satisfies the second temperature threshold or ii) that

the second accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the second component satisfies the

second runtime threshold. In some embodiments, reducing the vapor compressor speed

comprises setting the vapor compressor speed to zero.

[0318] In some embodiments, the first component is a first seat and the second

component is a cup holder. In some embodiments, the first component is a first seat and the

second component is an enclosure.

[0319] The vehicle thermal conditioning system of Claim 1, wherein the control

system is configured to thermally condition the first component and then thermally condition



the second component in response to determining that the first and second components are

enabled for thermal conditioning.

[0320] In some embodiments, the vehicle thermal conditioning system further

comprises a third component to be thermally conditioned; a third heat transfer device in

thermal communication with the first thermal fluid of the first conduit and with the third

component; a third valve that controls the flow of the first thermal fluid through the first

conduit between the third heat transfer device and the thermal energy source; and a third

blower that controls thermal communication between the third heat transfer device and the

third component. The control system is in communicating connection with the third valve

and the third blower, and the control system is further configured to thermally condition the

third component in response to determining that the third component is enabled for thermal

conditioning. Thermally conditioning the third component comprises adjusting the second

valve to reduce the flow of the first thermal fluid to the second component; adjusting the

third valve to increase the flow of the first thermal fluid to the third component: setting the

vapor compressor to a first maximum speed; setting the pump to a second maximum speed;

comparing a third detected temperature of the third component with a third temperature

threshold; comparing a third accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the third

component with a third runtime threshold; setting a speed of the third blower in response to

comparing the third detected temperature of the third component with the third temperature

threshold; and further adjusting the third valve in response to comparing the third detected

temperature of the third component with the third temperature threshold or in response to

comparing the third accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the third component with

the third runtime threshold. In some embodiments, the first component is a first seat, the

second component is a cup holder, and the third component is a second seat. In some

embodiments, the first component is a first seat, the second component is an enclosure, and

the third component is a second seat. In some embodiments, the control system is configured

to thermally condition the first component and then thermally condition the third component

and then thermally condition the second component in response to determining that the first,

second and third components are enabled for thermal conditioning.

[0321] In some embodiments, the vehicle thermal conditioning system further

comprises a fourth component to be thermally conditioned; a fourth heat transfer device in



thermal communication with the first thermal fluid of the first conduit and with the third

component; and a fourth valve that controls the flow of the first thermal fluid through the

first conduit between the fourth heat transfer device and the thermal energy source. The

control system is in communicating connection with the fourth valve and is configured to

thermally condition the fourth component in response to determining that the fourth

component is enabled for thermal conditioning. Thermally conditioning the fourth

component comprises setting the vapor compressor speed to a second operating speed for a

second time period; comparing a fourth detected temperature of the fourth component with a

fourth temperature threshold; and reducing the vapor compressor speed in response to

comparing the fourth detected temperature of the fourth component with the fourth

temperature threshold. In some embodiments, the first component is a first seat, the second

component s a first cup holder, the third component is a second seat, and the fourth

component is a second cup holder. In some embodiments, the control system is configured

to thermally condition the first component and then thermally condition the third component

and then thermally condition the second component and then thermally condition the fourth

component in response to determining that the first, second, third and fourth components are

enabled for thermal conditioning.

[0322] Another embodiment is a method of controlling a vehicle thermal

conditioning system comprising first and second components to be thermally conditioned, a

vapor compressor, a first conduit, a pump, first and second heat transfer devices, first and

second valves, and a first blower, where the method comprises thermally conditioning the

first component in response to determining that the first component is enabled for thermal

conditioning and thermally conditioning the second component in response to determining

that the second component is enabled for thermal conditioning. Thermally conditioning the

first component comprises adjusting the second valve to reduce flow of a first thermal fluid

to the second component; adjusting the first valve to increase flow of the first thermal fluid to

the first component; setting the vapor compressor to a first maximum speed; setting the pump

to a second maximum speed; comparing a first detected temperature of the first component

with a first temperature threshold; comparing a first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning

of the first component with a first runtime threshold; setting a speed of the first blower in

response to comparing the first detected temperature of the first component with the first



temperature threshold; and further adjusting the first valve in response to comparing the first

detected temperature of the first component with the first temperature threshold or in

response to comparing the first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the first

component with the first runtime threshold. Thermally conditioning the second component

comprises settmg the vapor compressor speed to a first operating speed for a first time

period; comparing a second detected temperature of the second component with a second

temperature threshold; and reducing the vapor compressor speed in response to comparing

the second detected temperature of the second component with the second temperature

threshold.

[0323] In some embodiments, thermally conditioning the second component

further comprises comparing a second accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the

second component with a second runtime threshold; and reducing the vapor compressor

speed in response to comparing the second detected temperature of the second component

with the second temperature threshold or in response to comparing the second accrued

runtime for thermal conditioning of the second component with the second runtime

threshold. In some embodiments, setting the speed of the first blower comprises setting the

speed of the first blower to a first speed in response to determining that the first detected

temperature of the first component satisfies the first temperature threshold; and setting the

speed of the first blower to a second speed in response to determining that the first detected

temperature of the first component does not satisfy the first temperature threshold, wherein

the first speed is less than the second speed.

[0324] While there has been illustrated and described what are presently

considered to be example embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

various other modifications may be made, and equivalents may be substituted, without

departing from claimed subject matter. Additionally, many modifications may be made to

adapt a particular situation to the teachings of claimed subject matter without departing from

the central concept described herein. Therefore, it is intended that claimed subject matter not

be limited to the particular embodiments disclosed, but that such claimed subject matter may

also include all embodiments falling within the scope of the appended claims, and

equivalents thereof.



[0325] It is contemplated that various combinations or subcombinations of the

specific features and aspects of the embodiments disclosed above may be made and still fall

within one or more of the inventions. Further, the disclosure herein of any particular feature,

aspect, method, property, characteristic, quality, attribute, element, or the like in connection

with an embodiment can be used in all other embodiments set forth herein. Accordingly, it

should be understood that various features and aspects of the disclosed embodiments can be

combined with or substituted for one another in order to form varying modes of the disclosed

inventions. Thus, it s intended that the scope of the present inventions herein disclosed

should not be limited by the particular disclosed embodiments described above. Moreover,

while the inventions are susceptible to various modifications, and alternative forms, specific

examples thereof have been shown in the drawings and are herein described in detail. It

should be understood, however, that the inventions are not to be limited to the particular

forms or methods disclosed, but to the contrary, the invention is to cover all modifications,

equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of the various embodiments

described and the appended claims. Any methods disclosed herein need not be performed in

the order recited.

[0326] The ranges disclosed herein also encompass any and all overlap, sub

ranges, and combinations thereof. Language such as "up to," "at least," "greater than," "less

than," "between," and the like includes the number recited. Numbers preceded by a term

such as "approximately", "about", and "substantially" as used herein include the recked

numbers, and also represent an amount close to the stated amount that still performs a desired

function or achieves a desired result. For example, the terms "approximately", "about", and

"substantially" may refer to an amount that is within less than 10% of, within less than 5%

of, within less than 1% of, within less than 0.1% of, and within less than 0.01% of the stated

amount. Features of embodiments disclosed herein preceded by a term such as

"approximately", "about", and "substantially" as used herein represent the feature with some

variability that still performs a desired function or achieves a desired result for that feature.

[0327] With respect to the use of substantially any plural and/or singular terms

herein, those having skill in the art can translate from the plural to the singular and/or from

the singular to the plural as s appropriate to the context and/or application. The various

singular/plural permutations may be expressly set forth herein for sake of clarity.



[0328] It will be understood by those within the art that, in general, terms used

herein, are generally intended as "open" terms (e.g., the term "including" should be

interpreted as "including but not limited to," the term "having" should be interpreted as

"having at least," the term "includes" should be interpreted as "includes but is not limited

to," etc.). It will be further understood by those within the art that if a specific number of an

introduced embodiment recitation is intended, such an intent will be explicitly recited in the

embodiment, and in the absence of such recitation no such intent is present. For example, as

an aid to understanding, the disclosure may contain usage of the introductory phrases "at

least one" and "one or more" to introduce embodiment recitations. However, the use of such

phrases should not be construed to imply that the introduction of an embodiment recitation

by the indefinite articles "a" or "an" limits any particular embodiment containing such

introduced embodiment recitation to embodiments containing only one such recitation, even

when the same embodiment includes the introductory phrases "one or more" or "at least one"

and indefinite articles such as "a" or "an" (e.g., "a" and/or "an" should typically be

interpreted to mean "at least one" or "one or more"); the same holds true for the use of

definite articles used to introduce embodiment recitations. In addition, even if a specific

number of an introduced embodiment recitation is explicitly recited, those skilled in the art

will recognize that such recitation should typically be interpreted to mean at least the recited

number (e.g., the bare recitation of "two recitations," without other modifiers, typically

means at least two recitations, or two or more recitations).

[0329] Furthermore, in those instances where a convention analogous to "at least

one of A, B, and C, etc." s used, in general such a construction is intended in the sense one

having skill in the art would understand the convention (e.g., "a system having at least one of

A, B, and C" would include but not be limited to systems that have A alone, B alone, C

alone, A and B together, A and C together, B and C together, and/or A, B, and C together,

etc.). In those instances where a convention analogous to "at least one of A, B, or C, etc." is

used, in general such a construction is intended in the sense one having skill in the ar would

understand the convention (e.g., "a system having at least one of A, B, or C" would include

but not be limited to systems that have A alone, B alone, C alone, A and B together, A and C

together, B and C together, and/or A, B, and C together, etc.). It will be further understood

by those within the art that virtually any disjunctive word and/or phrase presenting two or



more alternative terms, whether in the description, embodiments, or drawings, should be

understood to contemplate the possibilities of including one of the terms, either of the terms,

or both terms. For example, the phrase "A or B" will be understood to include the

possibilities of "A" or "B" or "A and B."

[0330] Although the present subject matter has been described herein in terms of

certain embodiments, and certain exemplary methods, it is to be understood that the scope of

the subject matter is not to be limited thereby. Instead, the Applicant intends that variations

on the methods and materials disclosed herein which are apparent to those of skill in the art

will fall within the scope of the disclosed subject matter.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of controlling a vehicle thermal conditioning system, the system

comprising a thermal energy source in thermal communication with a main line for

circulating thermal medium, the system configured to thermally sendee at least one

passenger component and at least one auxiliary component via respective branches fluidly

coupled with the main circulation line, the method comprising:

obtaining at least one thermal conditioning criterion;

determining at least one priority thermal component and at least one non-

priority thermal component for thermal conditioning based on the at least one thermal

conditioning criterion, the at least one priority thermal component comprising the at

least one passenger or auxiliary component, and the at least one non-priority thermal

component comprising the other of the at least one passenger or auxiliary component;

thermally conditioning the at least one priority thermal component using a

first control routine, the first control routine based on determining the at least one

passenger or auxiliary component as the at least one priority thermal component; and

thermally conditioning the at least one non-priority thermal component using

a second control routine, the second control routine different from the first control

routine and based on determining the at least one passenger or auxiliary component

as the at least one non-priority thermal component.

2 . The method of Claim 1, wherein determining at least one priority thermal

component and at least one non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning is based

on one or more of a user preference, an available thermal energy, a required thermal energy,

differences between set point temperatures of the at least one priority thermal component and

the least one non-priority thermal component and respectively current temperatures of the at

least one priority thermal component and the least one non-priority thermal component,

estimated periods to reach the set point temperatures, and estimated periods to reach thermal

thresholds of the at least one priority thermal component and the least one non-priority

thermal component.

3 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

determining whether the at least one passenger component is enabled;

determining whether the at least one auxiliary component is enabled; and



prioritizing the at least one passenger component in response to determining

that the at least one passenger component is enabled

4 . The method of Claim 3, wherein prioritizing further comprises prioritizing the

at least one passenger component in response to determining that the at least one passenger

component and the at least one auxiliary component are enabled

5 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising thermally conditioning the at least

one priority thermal component prior to thermally conditioning the at least one non-priority

thermal component.

6 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising thermally conditioning the at least

one priority and non-priority thermal components simultaneously

7 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

determining the at least one priority thermal component is the at least one

passenger component;

analyzing a thermal setpomt for the at least one passenger component;

analyzing a thermal region that includes the at least one passenger component;

and

setting a blower speed based on analyzing the thermal setpoint and the

thermal region.

8 . The method of Claim 7, wherein thermally conditioning the at least one

priority thermal component further comprises:

comparing a detected temperature of the at least one passenger component

with a first thermal threshold, the first thermal threshold based on a thermal setpoint

for the at least one passenger component;

comparing the detected temperature of the at least one passenger component

with a second thermal threshold, the second thermal threshold based on a temperature

of a thermal region that includes the at least one passenger component; and

setting the speed of the first blower to a first speed or a second speed,

wherein the fi rs blower is set to the firs speed in response to determining that

the detected temperature does not satisfy either the first or second thermal thresholds,



wherein the first blower is set to the second speed in response to determining

that the detected temperature satisfies at least one of the first or second thermal

thresholds, and

wherein the first speed is greater than the second speed.

9 The method of Claim 1, wherein thermally conditioning the at least one

priority thermal component comprises:

determining the at least one priority thermal component is the at least one

passenger component; and

setting a blower speed for one or more stages, each of the one or more stages

comprising operating the blower at a stage-dependent blower speed and for a stage-

dependent period of time, wherein the blower speed and period of time are based on

analyses of thermal and accrued time thresholds.

10. The method of Claim 9, wherein thermally conditioning the at least one

priority thermal component further comprises:

in a first stage:

setting the blower speed at a first speed setting for a first time period;

comparing a first detected temperature of the at least one passenger

component with a first temperature threshold;

comparing a first accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the at

least one passenger component with a first runtime threshold; and

entering a second stage based on determining i) that the first detected

temperature satisfies the first temperature threshold or ii) that the first accrued

runtime for thermal conditioning of the at least one passenger component

satisfies the first runtime threshold, and

in the second stage:

setting the blower speed at a second speed setting for a second time

period, wherein the second speed setting is less than the first speed setting;

comparing a second detected temperature of the at least one passenger

component with a second temperature threshold;

comparing a second accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the at

least one passenger component with a second runtime threshold; and



exiting the second stage based on determining i) that the second

detected temperature satisfies the second temperature threshold or ii) that the

second accrued runtime for thermal conditioning of the at least one passenger

component satisfies the second runtime threshold.

11 . The method of Claim 7 or 9, wherein thermally conditioning the at least one

priority thermal component further comprises:

analyzing a thermal setpoint threshold for the at least one passenger

component and an accrued runtime threshold; and

thermally conditioning the at least one passenger component based on

analyzing the thermal setpoint threshold and the accrued runtime threshold.

12. The method of Claim 1, wherein thermally conditioning the at least one

passenger component further comprises:

increasing a rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one passenger

component;

determining that a detected temperature of the at least one passenger

component satisfies the thermal setpoint threshold;

reducing the rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one passenger

component in response to determining that the detected temperature of the at least

one passenger component satisfies the thermal setpoint threshold; and

thermally conditioning the at least one auxiliary component in response to

determining that the detected temperature of the at least one passenger component

satisfies the thermal setpoint threshold.

3 . The method of Claim 11, wherein thermally conditioning the at least one

passenger component further comprises:

increasing a rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one passenger

component;

determining that a detected temperature of the at least one passenger

component does not satisfy the thermal setpoint threshold;

determining that an accrued runtime satisfies the accrued runtime threshold;

and



thermally conditioning the at least one auxiliary component in response to

determining that the accrued runtime satisfies the accrued runtime threshold

14. The method of Claim 7 or 9, wherein thermally conditioning the at least one

passenger component further comprises adjusting a rate of transfer of thermal energy to the

at least one passenger component based on analysis of i) a temperature threshold for the at

least one passenger component and ii) an accrued runtime.

15 . The method of Claim 14, further comprising:

increasing the rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one passenger

component;

determining that i) a detected temperature associated with the at least one

passenger component satisfies the temperature threshold or that ii) the accrued

runtime satisfies an accrued runtime threshold; and

decreasing the rate of transfer of thermal energy to the at least one passenger

component in response to determining that i) the detected temperature associated with

the at least one passenger component satisfies the temperature threshold or that ii) the

accrued runtime satisfies the accrued runtime threshold.

6. The method of Claim 14, wherein adjusting the rate of transfer of thermal

energy to the at least one passenger component comprises increasing the flow of thermal

medium to a heat transfer device associated with the at least one passenger component.

7 . The method of Claim 14, further comprising adjusting a rate of transfer of

thermal energy to the at least one auxiliary component.

18. The method of Claim 17, wherein adjusting a rate of transfer of thermal

energy to the at least one auxiliary component comprises decreasing the rate of transfer of

thermal energy to the at least one auxiliary component.

9 . The method of Claim 18, wherein decreasing the rate of transfer of thermal

energy to the at least one auxiliary component comprises decreasing the flow of thermal

medium to a heat transfer device associated with the at least one auxiliary component.

20. The method of Claim , further comprising:

determining the at least one priority thermal component is the at least one

auxiliary component, wherein the at least one auxiliary component includes a single

thermal component to be thermally conditioned;



determining, for a period of time lasting at least until a thermal threshold for

the a least one auxiliary component has been satisfied, one or more differences

between a current temperature of the at least one auxiliary component and a thermal

set point for the at least one auxiliary component;

thermally conditioning the at least one auxiliary component by operating the

compressor at a plurality of speeds over at least the period of time, each speed of the

plurality of speeds based at least in part on one of the determined differences; and

thermally conditioning the at least one passenger component in response to

determining that the thermal threshold for the at least one auxiliary component has

been satisfied.

21. The method of Claim 20, wherein the at least one auxiliary component is a bin

or a cup holder.

22. The method of Claim 1, the method further comprising:

determining the at least one priority thermal component includes first and

second auxiliary components, wherein the first auxiliary component is a convective

thermal component and the second auxiliary component s a conductive thermal

component;

thermally conditioning the convective component by setting thermal

parameters of the thermal conditioning system based on determining that the

convective component is set to either a freeze or a refrigerate control mode;

thermally conditioning the conductive component after setting the thermal

parameters for the convective component; and

thermally conditioning the at least one passenger component after thermally

conditioning the convective and conductive auxiliary components.

23. The method of Claim 22, further comprising thermally conditioning the at

least one passenger component in response to determining that thermal thresholds for the

first and second auxiliary components have been satisfied.

24. The method of Claim 22, further comprising thermally conditioning the at

least one passenger component in response to determining i) that thermal thresholds for the

first and second auxiliary components have been satisfied or li) that an accrued runtime for



thermally conditioning the first and second auxiliary components satisfies an accrued

runtime threshold.

25. The method of Claim 22, wherein the conveetive thermal component is a bin

and the conductive thermal component is at least one cup holder.

26. The method of Claim , wherein the at least one passenger component is one

or more portions of a passenger seat.

27. The method of Claim 1, wherein the at least one auxiliary component is one or

more of the following: a bin, a first cup holder and a second cup holder.

28. A vehicle thermal conditioning system comprising:

at least one passenger component to be thermally conditioned by the system;

at least one auxiliary component to be thermally conditioned by the system;

a thermal energy source in thermal communication with the at least one

passenger and auxiliary components, the thermal energy source configured to provide

thermal energy for thermally conditioning the at least one passenger and auxiliary

components; and

a controller in communication with the thermal energy source, the controller

configured to:

receive at least one thermal conditioning criterion;

determine at least one priority thermal component and at least one

non-priority thermal component for thermal conditioning based on the at least

one thermal conditioning criterion, the at least one priority thermal component

comprising the at least one passenger or auxiliary component, and the at least

one non-priority thermal component comprising the other of the at least one

passenger or auxiliary component;

thermally condition the at least one priority thermal component using a

first control routine, the first control routine based on determining the at least

one passenger or auxiliary component as the at least one priority thermal

component; and

thermally condition the at least one non-priority thermal component

using a second control routine, the second control routine different from the



first control routine and based on determining the at least one passenger or

auxiliary component as the at least one non-priority thermal component.

29. The system of Claim 28, the controller further configured to analyze the

thermal conditioning criteria based on one or more of the following: user preference,

required thermal energy, difference between set point temperature and current temperature,

timing to reach a thermal set point, and timing to reach a thermal threshold.

30. The system of Claim 28, the controller further configured to:

determine whether the at least one passenger component is enabled;

determine whether the at least one auxiliary component is enabled; and

prioritize the at least one passenger component in response to determining that

the at least one passenger component is enabled.

3 . The system of Claim 28, the controller further configured to:

determine the at least one priority thermal component is the at least one

passenger component;

analyze a thermal setpoint for the at least one passenger component;

analyze a thermal region that includes the at least one passenger component;

and

set a blower speed based on analyzing the thermal setpoint and the thermal

region.

32. The system of Claim 28, the controller further configured to:

determine the at least one priority thermal component is the at least one

passenger component; and

set a blower speed for one or more stages, each of the one or more stages

comprising operating the blower at a stage-dependent blower speed and for a stage-

dependent period of time, wherein the blower speed and period of time are based on

analyses of thermal and accrued time thresholds.

33. The system of Claim 28, the controller further configured to:

determine the at least one priority thermal component is the at least one

auxiliary component, wherein the at least one auxiliary component includes a single

thermal component to be thermally conditioned;



determine, for a period of time lasting at least until a thermal threshold for the

at least one auxiliary component has been satisfied, one or more differences between

a current temperature of the at least one auxiliary component and a thermal set point

for the at least one auxiliary component;

thermally condition the at least one auxiliary component by operating the

compressor at a plurality of speeds over at least the period of time, each of the

plurality of speeds based at least in part on one of the determined differences; and

thermally condition the at least one passenger component in response to

determining that the thermal threshold for the at least one auxiliary component has

been satisfied.

34. The system of Claim 28, the controller further configured to:

determine the at least one priority thermal component includes first and

second auxiliary components, wherein the first auxiliary component is a convective

thermal component and the second auxiliary component is a conductive thermal

component;

thermally condition the convective component by setting thermal parameters

of the thermal conditioning system based on determining that the convective

component is set to either a freeze or a refrigerate control mode;

thermally condition the conductive component after setting the thermal

parameters for the convective component; and

thermally condition the at least one passenger component after thermally

conditioning the convective and conductive auxiliary components.

35. The system of Claim 28, wherein the at least one passenger component is one

or more portions of a passenger seat.

36. The system of Claim 28, wherein the at least one auxiliary component is one

or more of the following: a bin, a first cup holder and a second cup holder.

37. A method of controlling a vehicle thermal conditioning system, the system

comprising a thermal energy source in thermal communication with a main line for

circulating thermal medium, the system configured to thermally service at least one

passenger component and at least one auxiliary component via respective branches fluidly

coupled with the main circulation line, the method comprising:



identifying the at least one passenger component or the at least o e auxiliary

component as an at least one priority thermal component for thermal conditioning;

and

thermally conditioning the at least one priority thermal component using a

first control routine, the first control routine specific to the at least one passenger

component or to the at least one auxiliary component determined to be the at least

one priority thermal component.

38. The method of Claim 37, further comprising:

identifying the other of the at least one passenger component or the at least

one auxiliary component as an at least one non-priority thermal component for

thermal conditioning; and

thermally conditioning the at least one non-priority thermal component using

a second control routine, the second control routine different from the first control

routine and specific to the at least one passenger or auxiliary component that is

determined to be the at least one non-priority thermal component.

39. The method of Claim 37, wherein identifying the at least one passenger

component or the at least one auxiliary component as the at least one priority thermal

component for thermal conditioning comprises:

receiving at least one thermal conditioning criterion; and

identifying the at least one priority thermal component for thermal

conditioning based on the at least one thermal conditioning criterion.

40. The method of Claim 38, wherein identifying the other of the at least one

passenger component or the at least one auxiliary component as the at least one non-priority

thermal component for thermal conditioning comprises:

receiving at least one thermal conditioning criterion; and

identifying the at least one non-priority thermal component for thermal

conditioning based on the at least one thermal conditioning criterion.

41. A vehicle thermal conditioning system comprising:

at least one passenger component to be thermally conditioned by the system;

at least one auxiliary component to be thermally conditioned by the system;



a thermal energy source n thermal communication with the at least one

passenger and auxiliary components, the thermal energy source configured to provide

thermal energy for thermally conditioning the at least one passenger and auxiliary

components; and

a controller in communication with the thermal energy source, the controller

configured to:

identify the at least one passenger component or the at least one

auxiliary component as an at least one priority thermal component for thermal

conditioning; and

thermally condition the at least one priority thermal component using a

first control routine, the first control routine specific to the at least one

passenger component or to the at least one auxiliary component determined to

be the at least one priority thermal component.

42. The system of Claim 41, wherein the controller is further configured to

identify the other of the at least one passenger component or the at least one

auxiliary component as an at least o e non-priority thermal component for thermal

conditioning; and

thermally condition the at least one non-priority thermal component using a

second control routine, the second control routine different from the first control

routine and specific to the at least one passenger or auxiliary component that is

determined to be the at least one non-priority thermal component.

43. The system of Claim 41, wherein, to identify the at least one passenger

component or the at least one auxiliary component as the at least one priority thermal

component for thermal conditioning, the controller is further configured to:

receive at least one thermal conditioning criterion; and

determine the at least one priority thermal component for thermal

conditioning based on the at least one thermal conditioning criterion.

44. The system of Claim 42, wherein, to identify the at least one passenger

component or the at least one auxiliary component as the at least one non-priority thermal

component for thermal conditioning, the controller is further configured to:

receive at least one thermal conditioning criterion; and



determine the at least one non-priority thermal component for thermal

conditioning based on the at least one thermal conditioning criterion.

45. A method of controlling a vehicle thermal conditioning system, the system

comprising a thermal energy source in thermal communication with a main line for

circulating thermal medium, the system configured to thermally service at least one

passenger component and at least one auxiliary component via respective branches fluidly

coupled with the ma circulation line, the method comprising:

prioritizing the thermal service to one of the at least one passenger component

or to the at least one auxiliary component, wherein the thermal service is specific to

the prioritized component.

46. The method of Claim 45, wherein prioritizing the thermal service comprises

identifying the at least one passenger component or the at least one auxiliary component as

an at least one priority thermal component for thermal conditioning.

47. The method of Claim 45, wherein prioritizing the thermal service comprises

determining which of the at least one passenger component and the at least one auxiliary

component has a higher thermal load.

48. A vehicle thermal conditioning system comprising:

at least one passenger component to be thermally conditioned by the system;

at least one auxiliary component to be thermally conditioned by the system;

a thermal energy source n thermai communication with the at least one

passenger and auxiliary components, the thermal energy source configured to provide

thermal energy for thermally conditioning the at least one passenger and auxiliary

components; and

a controller in communication with the thermai energy source, the controller

configured to:

prioritize thermal service to one of the at least one passenger

component or to the at least one auxiliary component, wherein the thermal

service is specific to the prioritized component.

49. The system of Claim 48, wherein, to prioritize thermal service, the controller

is further configured to identify the at least one passenger component or the at least one

auxiliary component as an at least one priority thermal component for thermai conditioning.



50. The system of Claim 48, wherein, to prioritize thermal sendee, the controller

is further configured to determine which of the at least one passenger component and the at

least one auxiliary component has a higher thermal load.
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